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Abstract

Although applied behavÍor analysis has been shown to be etfective for

improving performance in sport settings, there are two limitations: (a) there have been

applications to only a few sports, and (b) there have been no demonstrations of

effective self-instructional manuals (Martin, 1992). This study extended the principles

of applied behavior analysis to the popular sport of golf. ln this study, three conditions

were compared for teaching female junior high school students to putt with the correct

form; a self-directed manual, a multi-component behavioral package, and a control

condition. Three groups of ANOVAs were used, and the DV for each set of ANOVAs

was putting form, putting accuracy, and components of putting form. Bonferroni

procedures were used to set the family-wise alpha level at .05. lt was found that: (a)

golfers in the manual condition were significantly more accurate than golfers in the

behavioral condition when scores for both 3- and 6-foot putts were combined; (b)

golfers in the behavioral condition had significantly better form than golfers from both

the rnanual and control conditions for 3{oot putts; (c) golfers from the behavioral

condition had significantly better form than golfers from the control condition for 6-foot

puttsi and (d) golfers from the behavioral condition had significantly better form on the

putting component -keeping head still- than golfers from both the control and manual

conditions for both 3- and 6-foot putts. Answers to various questionnaires indicated

that the behavioral group: (a) received more interactions from both the experimenter

and the physical education teacher throughout training sessions; (b) were more

focused throughout training sessions; and (c) engaged in more on-task behavior than

the other two experimental groups. Answers to the social validity questionnaire

indicated that: (a) Ss from each of the experimental conditions felt the training was of

appropriate length and difficulty level; (b) Ss from the behavioral condition felt they

mastered more components of correct form and were more confident of their putting
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ability at the post-test than did Ss from the manual and control conditions; and (c) Ss

from the control and manual conditons liked golf about the same and were somewhat

glad they participated in the study, whereas Ss from the behavioral condition liked golf

more and were glad they had participated in the study. A comparison to experienced

golfers indicated that: (a) the experienced golfers, as a group, were significantly more

accurate than all three of the experimental conditions on both 3- and 6{oot putt

attempts; and (b) the experienced golfers form and individual components of form

were not significantly different from any of the three experimental conditions.
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lntroduction

A number of studies have demonstrated that the principles of applied

behavioral analysis have been used effectively for improving the behavior of athletes

and coaches in a variety of sport settings (Martin, 1992; Martin & Hrycaiko, 1983). ln

particular, Martin (1992) cited several studies that demonstrated the effectiveness of

operant conditioning strategies for teaching new skills to beginning athletes.

However, only two studies have attempted to use behavioral techniques to teach skill

development in the sport of golf. Another deficit in the literature concerns the lack of

research concerning the effectiveness of self-instructional manuals based on

behavioral techniques for improving sport skills. The problem is not a lack of how-to-

do-it guidelines for various sports, rather, the deficit concerns the lack of research

demonstrating their effectiveness (Martin, 1992). This research focused on both of

these areas. Specifically, this study: (a) assessed a behavioral instructional program

that was used to teach the putting stroke to novice golfers; and (b) compared the

behavioral instruction package to a self-directed instructional manual and a control

condition.

Behavioral Packages for Teaching Sport Skills

Several stud¡es have examined behavioral packages for teaching basic athletic

skills. Allison and Ayllon (1980) used a multi-component behavioral package to

successfully teach skill acquisition in three sports; football, tennis, and gymnastics.

The behavioral coaching method involved the following components: (a) systematic

use of verbal instructions and feedback; (b) positive and negative reinforcement; (c)

positive practice; and (d) time out. Behavioral coaching was immediately etfective in

increasing the execution of complex skills in all three sports.

Buzas and Ayllon (1981) examined the effectiveness of ditferential

reinforcement in teaching tennis skills. They compared the etfectiveness of two
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methods of instruction: (a) standard coaching; and (b) a behavioral package for

teaching introductory tennis players the forehand, backhand and serve. Standard

coaching involved the coach correcting errors, whereas the behavioral package

involved the coach selectively ignoring errors and attending to correct behavior alone.

ln the behavioral package, each tennis skill was divided into several components, so

that every component of correct performance could be appropriately reinforced. The

behavioral package was a more etfective teaching method for all three tennis skills.

This study highlights. (a) the importance of positively reinforcing correct components

(vs. focusing on errors) when an athlete is learning a new skill; and (b) the necessity

for analysing a skill into it's component parts so that all correct components can be

reinforced.

Fitterling and Ayllon (1983) compared the etfectiveness of standard instruction

and behavioral coaching in teaching four ballet skills. Standard instruction was

characterized by the unsystematic use of modelling, verbal instruction, physical

guidance, and verbal feedback. Behavioral coaching involved: (a) operationally

defining the characteristics of the behavior and its measurement; (b) devising a

checklist of components for correct skill performance; (c) assessing the occurrence of

correct components; and (d) a specific behavioral package for teaching ballet skills.

The behavioral package involved a specific description of the skill prior to skill

execution, and standardized consequences for correct and incorrect performance. ln

this study the behavioral package was more effective than standardized instruction; as

with the behavioral package skills increased rapidly.

Shapiro & Shapiro (1985) extended the use of behavioral teaching techniques

to track. The behavioral package included a precise behavioral definition of specific

track skills, specific instructions prior to each skill attempt, an assessment of correct

form, a description of incorrect form while the athlete was in a frozen position, and the
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modelling and imitating of correct form. The behavioral package was etfective in : (a)

increasing the number of conditioning components successfully completed (i.e., the

number of exercises done); (b) increasing the frequency of correct form execution; and

(c) decreasing times in the 100 and 200 meter races. Breaking a complex skill down

into component parts "provided the coach with the ability to focus his or her attention

on exact motor behaviors rather than on global behaviors. This type of objectivity

provided a more etfective and enjoyable experience for both the athlete and the

coach" (Shapiro & Shapiro, 1985).

The above studies indicate that applied behavioral analysis, which requires

coaches to apply behavioral principles consistently, has been successful in teaching

skill acquisition in various sport settings. However, as of yet, the principles of applied

behavioral analysis have received very limited application in the sport of golf. Only

two studies have investigated the effects of behavioral procedures on skill acquisition.

First, Simek & O'Brien (1978) demonstrated that the use of a simple auditory click

contingent upon an error in putting can decrease errors and increase the use of

correct form. They demonstrated that the presentation of an aversive stimulus, the

auditory click, decreased the problem behavior, lifting the head before the entire

putting stroke was complete. Keeping one's head still while putting is an important

component of correct putting form. Second, Simek and O'Brien (1981) demonstrated

the superiority of a behavioral teaching method (which included modelling, instruction,

behavioral chaining, and mastery-based instruction) over a traditional teaching

method (which included verbal explanations, highly complex modelling, and loosely

administered feedback) for teaching the golf stroke. This study supported the addition

of behavioral chaining and mastery-based instruction to the traditional golf teaching

techniques of modelling and verbal directions. Although the above two studies

demonstrated the effective use of behavioral principles for teaching aspects of the
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sport of golf, there is considerable need for more research to examine the potential of

behavioral principles for teaching a variety of sport skills.

Behavioral Bibliotherapv

Behavior therapy techniques have been shown to be etfective in many areas,

and several behavior therapists have translated their work into behavioral self-help

manuals. The literature in this area is referred to as behavioral bibliotherapy, and it

can be defined as the use of self-help manuals which incorporate a behavioral

approach (i.e., self-help manuals which include behavioral techniques such as

modelling, desensitization, reinforcement, etc.). Self-help manuals might be a cost-

effective, convenient alternative to traditional behavioral therapy, but before they are

widely utilized, it is ímportant to demonstrate the effectiveness of such self-help

techniques. Glasgow and Rosen (1978) reviewed the early research on the

etfectiveness of self-help behavior therapy manuals. First, they highlighted some

issues which need to be considered when designing and evaluating a self-help

manual. A self-help manual should be evaluated in a similar situation in which it is to

be utilized, and generalization across situations should be empirically demonstrated

rather than assumed. A self-help manual should include a multi-component treatment

package, but it should be efficient (i.e., include the simplest combination of techniques

that will achieve maximal etfectiveness). Certain pretreatment variables such as

expectancy of improvement and desire to change need to be considered. Finally,

post-test and cost-etfective measures are essential in research to evaluate self-help

manuals.

ln addition to providing recommendations for program design and evaluation,

Glasgow and Rosen (1978) evaluated the literature on the effectiveness of the existing

self-help manuals in the following areas: fear reduction, smoking cessation, weight

reduction, sexual dysfunctions, social-assertiveness skills, child behavior problems,
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study behavior, test anxiety, physical fitness, and general instructional materials. They

came to the following conclusions: (a) in some areas, self-help manuafs can be used

to produce at least short term benefits, and to maximize their etfectiveness, these self-

help manuals should include the following components: programming for

maintenance and generalization, a multi-component treatment package, post-test

assessment, contingencies to increase the rate of adherence, and some therapist

assistance; (b) in several areas, there is a need for "extensive validational work before

treatment manuals can be used with confidence" (Glasgow et. al., 1978); and (c) self-

help programs are beginning to appear in several other areas.

For the sport of golf many self-help books and manuals are available in

bookstores. However, to date, none of these guides have been designed based

prímarily on behavioral principles, and none have been researched for their

effectiveness as self-help guides. Simek and O'Brien (1981) wrote a behavioral book

on learning how to golf. Although this book is based on sound behavioral principles

(i.e., it provides a good behavioral description of the correct form, and several good

suggestions for learning the correct form), it is not a self-instructional manual (i.e., it

does not provide a series of specific steps to follow nor mastery criterion for each step),

and has not been researched as such.

Statement of the problem

Applied behavior analysis can be used to effectively teach skill acquisition.

Applied behavior analysis demands that: (a) the behaviors to be taught are precisely

defined; (b) there is accurate and frequent recording of those behaviors before, during,

and after the behavioral intervention to demonstrate etfectiveness; (c) there is

consistent and individualized application of specific behavioral strategies; and (d)

procedural reliability is included to ensure replicability of the intervention. Although

applied behavioral analysis has been shown to be etfective in sport settings, there are
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two limitations: (a) there has been application to only a few sports; and (b) there have

been no demonstrations of effective self-instructional manuals (Martin, 1992).

This study extended the principles of applied behavioral analysis to the popular

sport of golf. ln this study, three conditions were compared for teaching novice

golfer's to putt with the correct form; a self-directed manual, a multi-component

behavioral package, and a control group. The putting stroke was selected because:

(a) it is the single most important scoring aspect in golf ; (b) it is the foundation upon

which the full swing rests (Simek & O'Brien, 1981); and (c) the components of the

putting stroke can be precisely defined.

Met hod

Subjects

Selection Criteria

The subjects (Ss) in this study were three intact, female junior high school

physical education classes. lntact, female physical education classes were used

because of class and time restrictions. That is: (a) the students had other classes to

attend, therefore they could not be taught during other periods; and (b) the physical

education teacher gave the experimenter a limited number of class periods to conduct

the experiment.

The three classes, including one grade seven, one grade eight, and one grade

nine class, were randomly assigned to one of three experimental conditions; the self-

directed manual, the multi-component behavioral package, or the control condition.

The grade seven class, in which there were 22 Ss ranging from 12 to 13 years of age,

received the behavioral package. The grade eight class, in which there were 24 Ss

ranging from 13 to 14 years of age, received the self-directed manual. The grade nine

class, in which there were 28 Ss ranging from 14 to 15 years of age, received the
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control condition. Therefore, there were a total oÍ 74 Ss in this study, and all the Ss

were taught in pairs to perform the correct form of the putting stroke.

Setting

Baseline and post-test assessment took place in a foyer just outside of the

gymnasium, whereas training sessions took place in the gymnasium. A brief

description of each setting follows.

Baseline and Post-test Assessment

The foyer was an ideal location for baseline and post-test assessment because

it was isolated; therefore there were few distractions during testing.

There were two separate putting areas in the foyer. One putting area was for

warming up, and the other putt¡ng area was for testing. Each putting area consisted of :

a 12{oot by 4-foot piece of carpet, a putting cup, and a bin of balls. Markings on the

carpet indicated the ball path, a distance of 3-feet from the hole, and a distance of 6-

feet from the hole (see Figure 1). There were posters on the wall during baseline and

post-test assessment which indicated the Ss pair number. The putters were in

numbered order, and upon entering the foyer the Ss were asked to select the

appropriate putter number. ln order to control variability, all measurements took place

on the same piece of carpet, and a S used the same putter during baseline and post-

test assessment.

Training

Following baseline assessment, Ss in each of the experimental conditions were

taught the putting stroke ín the gymnasium. Within the gymnasium, separate putting

areas were set up for each pair of Ss, and posters were on the wall which indicated

the Ss pair number. The putting areas were numbered and set up in the same order

for each class. Each putting area consisted of : (a) a 12-toot by 4{oot piece of carpet
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which contained appropriate markings; (b) the numbered putter; (c) a hockey stick to

prevent the ball from rolling otf the carpet; and (d) a pencil and the appropriate manual

(see Figures 2 & 3). The balls and putting cups were available in a bag on the side of

the gym, and the Ss were instructed to take the items at the appropriate step. The

experimenter, three observers, and the high school physical education teacher were

present throughout each session.

Materials

Physical Apparatus

Rope of various lengths was used throughout the experiment to eliminate

measurement variability and to speed up dependent variable assessment. To

eliminate measurement variabifity, 3- and 6-foot pieces of rope were used to measure

the distance of a 3- and 6{oot putt respectively. To speed up dependent variable

assessment, 6-inch, 1-foot, and 2-foot pieces of rope were used to determine whether

a putt fell within the specified Accuracy.

Standard golf balls and putters were used in this experiment. Each putter

contained one of the subject-pair numbers, and the Ss used the putter whích

contained their corresponding pair number .

The carpet contained ditferent markings for each step of putting that was being

taught. Chalk was used to make all appropriate markings on the carpet. Some of the

markíngs included: a line to represent the ball path, a marking to ind¡cate a 6 foot putt,

a circle to represent the hole, and two rectangles, one 3- by 1-foot and the other 4- by

1-foot, to represent the appropriate Accuracy to achieve mastery criterion (see Figure

4).

A metal practice cup was used during the last training step (step eight) to

simulate the hole that is found on an actual golf course. All training took place at a
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distance of 6-feet, therefore the marker was placed at 6-feet from the ball spot. A

stopwatch was used by one of the observers to time on-task behavior.

Procedure

Prior to Experimentation

Meeting with the teacher. The experimenter met with the physical education

teacher one month prior to the study. At this meeting the experimenter. (a) provided

the teacher with an overview of the experimental goals and procedures, (b) discussed

the role of the teacher during each session, (c) asked the teacher to complete the class

cooperation questionnaire, (d) asked the teacher to distribute consent forms to the

appropriate classes, and (e) provided the teacher with a binder. The binder included

the following section subtitles: to do before next time, question's for the experimenter,

what to do at each session, miscellaneous, baseline and post-test, behavioral group,

manual group, and control group. After the classes were assigned to each condition, a

schedule which indicated which class was to receive each condition was added to the

binder.

Meeting with the principal observer. The experimenter met with the principal

observer two weeks prior to experimentation. At this meeting the experimenter : (a)

provided the observer with a binder which included the same sections as the binder

which was given to the physical education teacher, (b) explained the binder to the

observer, (c) identified the dates on which observer training, set up, and

experimentation would take place, (d) discussed the role of the observer at each

session, (e) read the definitions of correct form, (f) modelled the components of correct

form, and (g) asked the observer to read the section entitled baseline and post-test

before the next meeting.

Training the Observers and the Teacher

Baseline and post-test. The golfer's form on the putting stroke was evaluated by
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the experimenter and two observers. Observers were trained to assess the golfer's

form on the putting stroke in the following manner: (a) the observers were asked to

read the definitions of the components of correct form (see Appendix A); (b) the

experimenter discussed the components of correct form with the observers; (c) the

experimenter modelled the components of correct form; (d) the observers evaluated

the components of correct form and discussed any discrepancies; (e) the observers

independently evaluated the components of correct form, and (f) the observers and the

experimenter continued to independently evaluate the components of correct form

until 80% agreement was reached. The point-by-point agreement method was used to

calculate agreement (Kazdin, p.54). That is, IOR was calculated by dividing the

number of agreements of a component of form by the combined score of the number of

agreements plus disagreements and multiplying the result by 100.

Before each baseline or post-test session the observers met at least one hour

before dependent variable assessment. At this time the experimenter and the

observers: (a) read over and discussed the definitions of correct form, (b) asked

someone to model the putting stroke and independently evaluated the components of

correct form, and (c) discussed any discrepancies or problem areas.

Sessions. The observers arrived at least forty-five minutes prior to each training

session. At this time the observers: (a) helped the experimenter to set up the

apparatus, and (b) discussed the questionnaires with the experimenter and clarified

any problem areas. Prior to each training session the experimenter provided the

observers and the teacher with a clipboard which included the questionnaires to be

answered during that training session. During each training session the teacher

completed an attendance sheet and an online interaction checklist, one observer

recorded a timed assessment of on-task behavior, and two other observers completed

both an on-line interaction checklist and a procedural reliability checklist. At the
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conclusion of each training session the observers and the experimenter met for

approximately twenty minutes to answer the post-session questionnaires and to

discuss any problems which were encountered during the previous training session.

Baseline

Three posters were displayed in the foyer during baseline assessment. The

three posters which were displayed stated: (a) each S's partner and their

corresponding pair number, (b) "do it the right way every time so that you program your

muscle memory...then the correct form will become second nature", and (c) "to develop

a great putting stroke it ¡s important to go through each and every step". Prior to

baseline assessment all Ss were asked to enter the foyer at which time the

experimenter presented an overview of baseline assessment.

The experimenter followed a script so that the same overview would be given to

each group of Ss (See Appendix B). The overview included: (a) an introduction to the

observers, (b) a prompt to use the correct putter, (c) an explanation of what to do when

they entered the foyer, and (d) a brief demonstration by the observers of where they

would be standing during baseline assessment. After the overview, the first two pairs

of Ss were asked to remain in the foyer, and the other Ss were asked to return to the

gymnasium. Of the two pairs which remained, one pair practiced putting on the

warmup putting area, while the other pair's form and accuracy were evaluated. After a

pair had been tested they returned to the gymnasium and asked the next pair of Ss to

enter the foyer. This continued until all of the Ss in the class were tested.

Traininq Sessions

Three different physical education classes were taught how to putt with the

correct form in this study. Each physical education class was approximately 40

minutes long, and each condition required 3 classes (i.e., 120 minutes) to learn the

correct form of a putting stroke. Within each physical education class, all Ss were
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taught to golf in dyads in a gymnasium. Therefore, as many as 28 Ss or fourteen

dyads of golfers were learning how to putt with the correct form at the same time. lf

one partner was away during a class, this person was matched with another S who

was on the same training step.

Each physical education class was taught to golf in one of the three

experimental conditions: a control group, a behavioral group, and a self-directed

manual. The behavioral group was given a behavioral package and the training was

experimenter directed. The self-directed group was given a self-help manual which

contained several behavioral techniques. The control group was given a chapter to

read and an opportunity to practice, but no specific instruction.

Common trainingsteps for the self-directed and behavioral conditions. Ths

golfer's in the behavioral package and the self-directed manual groups were taught

the correct putting stroke in a series of nine steps. These nine steps were arranged so

that they could be taught over three sessions, and the Ss were required to master

each step before moving onto the next step. The nine steps which were taught were:

the grip, the stance, the swing pattern and swing length, the head still and watch ball

spot, the swing with a ball, the speed of a putt, the lineup, the entire putting stroke and

the putt to reach mastery criterion (i.e., programming for generalization).

Mastering the nine steps. The golfers in the behvioral and manual conditions

were taught the following during each of the nine steps, and the golfers were required

to master each step before moving onto the next step. A step was mastered when

mastery criterion was met.

1. The grip. During this step the correct grip was taught. The following was

correct form: (a) on the front of the club, both thumbs pointíng straight down the club

shaft; and (b) on the back of the club, the pointer finger of the non-dominant hand

overlapping between the pinky and last fínger of the dominant hand. Since most
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people gr¡p the club too tightly when they are learning how to putt, the Ss were

prompted to hold onto the club as if they were holding onto a bird. The golfer's were

required to grip the club correctly three times in a row to meet mastery críterion, where

they completely removed their grip each time.

2. The stance. During this step the correct stance was taught. The following

was correct form: (a) feet shoulder width apart; (b) knees bent (feet should be flat on

the ground with weight evenly distributed so that they are on balance); (c) putter head

in the middle of feet; (d) putter head lying flat on the ground; (e) ball at the sweet spot;

and (f) eye over the ball. The golfer was required to assume the correct stance five

times in a row to meet mastery criterion, where they completely removed their grip and

position each time.

3. Swing pattern and swing length. During this step the correct swing

pattern and swing length was taught. The following was the correct form: (a) use

shoulders instead of arms and wrists; (b) swing along the path of the ball; (c) use a

short backswing relative to the follow through; and (d) swing with one fluid movement.

Each golfer was required to demonstrate the correct swing pattern and swing length

five times in a row to meet mastery criterion, where they completely removed their grip

and position each time.

4. Head still and watch ball spot. During this step the head position was

taught. The following was the correct form: (a) head remains still and stays down until

putting stroke is finished; and (b) watch the ball spot when swinging, rather than the

putter head. The golfer was required to demonstrate the correct form five times in a

row to meet mastery criterion, where they completely removed their grip and position

each time.

5. The swing with a ball. During this step the golfer was required to putt

with the correct form. This was the first time the golfer actually used the ball, therefore
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each golfer was reminded to use the exact same stroke that they used when they were

putting without a ball. The golfer was required to demonstrate the correct form five

times in a row to meet mastery criterion, where they completely removed their grip and

positíon each time.

6. The speed of a putt. During this phase putting with the correct speed

was taught. The following is correct form: (a) stand to the side of the ball; (b) watch the

hole and swing the club to the side of the ball; (c) continue to watch the hole until the

"correct" stroke is really felt; and (d) putt the ball within a rectangle. When taking

practice swings, Ss were reminded that it is important to imagine that they are hitting

the ball, and to really feel themselves contacting it.

Phase one. The golfer was required to demonstrate the correct form and hit the

ball into a 3-foot deep rectangle that is 6-feet away three times in a row to meet

mastery criterion, where they completely removed their grip and position each time.

Phase two. The golfer was required to demonstrate the correct form and hit the

ball into a 2-foot deep rectangle that is 6-feet away 5l7 times to meet mastery criterion,

where they completely removed their grip and position each time.

7. The lineup. During this phase the correct lineup was taught. The

following is correct form: the golfer's feet and putter head are parallel to each other,

and perpendicular to the path of the ball. The golfer was required to lineup with

correct form three times in a row to meet mastery criterion.

8. The entire putting stroke. During this step the golfer was required to

execute the entire putting stroke. The following is correct form: swing to the side of the

ball to get a feel for speed, line the shot up correctly, use verbal self-prompts, and use

the correct form. The golfer was required to demonstrate the correct form and hit the

ball within 6 inches of the hole 4 out of 5 times to meet mastery criterion, where they

completely removed their grip and position each time.
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9. The putt at the golf green. During this step the golfer was required to

putt with the correct form from a distance of 6-feet while using the putting cup. This

phase will help to generalize correct putting form to the testing condition. The golfer

was required to demonstrate the correct form and hit the ball within 1-foot of the hole 5

out of 7 times while making at least two of the putts to meet mastery criterion, where

they completely removed their grip and position each time.

Strategies which were emphasized in the behavioral and manual conditions. ln

order to program for generalization, three components were emphasized to golfers in

the behavioral and manual conditions: (a) programming muscle memory, (b) using

verbal self prompts; and (c) using the same pre-putt routíne each time.

Programming muscle memory. Throughout training the golfers were asked

to use the same form at all times. The experimenter and the manual emphasized the

importance of doing it the same way each time, so that the Ss could program their

muscle memory.

When programming muscle memory, all Ss were encouraged to really feel the

stroke and to make it as as realistic as possible (i.e., really feel yourself hitting the ball).

Using verbal self-prompts. Throughout training the golfers were gíven

verbal self-prompts to facilitate the use of correct form. When using verbal self-

prompts, the golfer's were encouraged to say the verbal self-prompts slowly and to

absorb what was being said. The golfer's were given a standardized verbal self-

prompt for each step in the training process, and both the experimenter and the

manual encouraged the Ss to use personalized verbal self-prompts to counteract any

consistent problems with form.

Using the same pre-putt routine. During step seven, the speed of a putt,

the golfers were given a consistent pre-putt routine. The experimenter and the manual

encouraged the Ss to use the same pre-putt routine before each putt attempt. lt was
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hypothesized that a set pre-putt routine would give the golfers something to rely on

when they got nervous or anxious.

Posters displayed for Ss in the behavioral and manual conditions. Three kinds

of posters were used during each session to facilitate S compliance: partner and pair

number, steps to take, and prompts for on-task behavior. First, posters were displayed

which indicated each S's partner and their corresponding pair number. Second,

posters were displayed which identified the steps which the Ss had to follow to

engage in on-task behavior (see Appendices C and D). Third, different posters were

used during each of the sessions to prompt the Ss to engage in on-task behavior. The

poster displayed during the first training session stated: "you are your partner's mirror-

tell them what they're doing right and what they can improve upon. Be positive". The

poster displayed during the second training session stated: "use your verbal self

prompts so you do it the same way each time". The poster displayed during the third

training session stated: "if you do the exact same thing each time it's a piece of cake".

The two posters displayed during post-test assessment stated: (a) "use the same pre-

putt routine every time. Great job!", and (b) "it's the same thing each time-remember

your muscle memory. Let's see how much you learned".

Although the posters contained messages that may have been useful, the Ss

didn't appear to read them after the first session.

Problems encountered in the behavioral and manual conditions. ln this study,

an entire physical education class was taught to putt at the same time. Therefore, it

was ditficult to monitor whether: (a) the Ss met mastery criterion for each step, or (b)

the instructor provided the learner with corrective feedback for each step.

Behavioral package group. A behavioral package was used to teach the

correct putting stroke to the Ss in the behavioral group. The behavioral package in

this study was administered to an entire physical education class, therefore there was
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approximately one instructor and twenty two students; this is in contrast to many of the

past studies in which a therapist worked with an individual client. The following was

done for each of the nine training steps: (a) the experimenter provided instructions

and modelled the correct form to the entire group of Ss; (b) one S (the learner) from

each dyad attempted to respond with the correct form; (c) the other partner (the

instructor) provided reinforcement and corrective feedback after each putt attempt; (d)

the learner responded with the correct form a specified number of times to meet

mastery criterion; and (e) the two Ss within each dyad then switched roles.

The nine steps were taught over three physical education classes. During the

first class, the Ss were taught the f¡rst five steps; the grip, the stance, the swing pattern

and swing length, the head still and watch ball spot, and the entire swing with a ball.

During the second class, the components which were learned during the first class

were quickly reviewed, and the Ss were taught the ne)d two steps; the speed of a putt

and the lineup. During the third session, the components which were previously

taught were reviewed, and the Ss were taught the last two steps; the entire putting

stroke and the putt to reach mastery criterion. The experimenter and physical

education teacher were very active throughout the experimental process (i.e., they

prompted the Ss to engage in on-task behavior, modelled the correct form, and

provided physical guidance for correct form, etc.).

Self-directed manual group. A self-directed manual was used to teach the

correct putting stroke to golfers in the self-directed group (see the section entiiled

'Additional questionnaires and assessment materials'and Appendices E, F, G, & H).

The manual contained: (a) a brief introduction which included justification for learning

the putting stroke (versus other golf swings), the goals of the sessions, a definition of

correct putting form, and an explanation of how the training process would work, and

(b) a detailed description of the nine steps that were to be followed to master the
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putting stroke. Each step contained a description of the correct form, material for the

instructor to read to the learner, feedback that the instructor was supposed to give to

the learner after each trial, a description of how to meet mastery criterion, and

directions of when to go onto the nelt step. The manual also contained several

prompts to encourage the golfer to use self talk, reach mastery criterion for each step,

and remain positive throughout the sessions. ln order to make the manual more

enjoyable it contained diagrams, comics, and a character named 'Putty'. ln order to

facilitate S compliance: (a) the manual was broken up into 4 separate sections and

only the section the golfers were using for that session was given to them (see

Appendices E, F, G, & H), and (b) the part of the manual that the S who served as the

instructor read to the S who served as the learner was highlighted. The self-directed

manual in this study was designed for the use of two people, and the Ss worked with a

partner throughout the training sessions; this is in contrast to many of the past studies

in which manuals were designed for the use of one person. During thís experimental

condition, neither the teacher nor the experimenter corrected the Ss form, therefore the

Ss were dependent upon their partner for all feedback.

The Ss in the manual condition were given three classes to learn to putt with the

correct form. Before each class the experimenter read an introductory statement to the

entire group of Ss and pointed to a poster that prompted the Ss to engage in on-task

behavior (see Appendix D). After the introductory statement, the pairs of Ss went to

their assigned putting areas and they did the following for each and every step: (a)

answered the knowledge tester, (b) decided who would be the learner and who would

be the instructor, (c) the instructor read out parts to the learner that were highlighted in

yellow, (d) the instructor taught each step to the learner as described in the manual, (e)

the pair of Ss then switched roles, and (f) after both partners met mastery criterion for

that step, they went onto the ne)d step. ln general, the Ss in the manual condition
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appeared to spend too much time reading the manual and answering forms, and not

enough time actually putting. The following is a brief description of the manual

condition for each of the training sessions.

lntroduction. The Ss in the manual condition were given a fifteen minute

introduction before the first session. During this introductory session the Ss were. (a)

asked to answer the pre-experimental questionnaire, (b) given a brief description of

how the training sessions would work, (c) told to concentrate on form throughout

trainíng, (d) reminded of the importance of mastering each and every step, and (e)

asked to read the introduction of the manual (see Appendix E). A vocal introduction by

the experimenter was given to the manual condition to íncrease S compliance during

the first training session. ln order to compensate for this fifteen minute introductíon,

and to ensure that all groups experienced equal training time, the last training session

was only 25 minutes in length.

Session 1. During the first training session the experimenter's brief

introductory statement included the following information: (a) a reminder that

improvement scores would be calculated and compared across grade 7, B, and g, (b)

a prompt to meet mastery criterion for one step before moving onto the next step, (c) a

statement that form is more important than accuracy when first learning how to putt,

and (d) a description of the procedure to follow at each traíning session. A poster was

also displayed which contained a description of the procedure of the train¡ng sessions

(see Appendix D).

During the first session: (a) several pairs needed prompts on what to do, (b)

most paÍrs required more time than had been anticipated to answer the knowledge

tester for each step, (c) all pairs of Ss finished the first two steps (i.e., the grip and the

stance), and (d) 3 pairs of Ss finished the third step (i.e., the swing pattern and swing

length).
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Session 2. During the second training session the experimenter's brief

introductory statement included the following information: (a) a prompt to answer the

knowledge testers briefly, (b) a prompt to provide corrective feedback to their partners,

(c) a reminder that form is more important than accuracy when first learning how to putt

with the correct form, and (d) a prompt to meet mastery criterion for each and every

step.

During this session several Ss answered the knowledge testers for all of the

steps at the beginning of the class, and then practiced putting during whatever time

was left. This was in contrast to the procedure for the manual condition in which the

Ss were supposed to answer the knowledge tester for one step, reach mastery

criterion for that step, and then go onto the next step. During the second session all

pairs finished the fifth step, a few pairs finished the silÍh step, and most pairs

completed the knowledge testers for the first seven steps.

Session 3. The third training session for the manual group was 25 minutes in

length. During the third training session the experimenter's brief introductory

statement included the following information: (a) a reminder that this was their last

training session to learn to putt with the correct form, (b) a prompt to program their

muscle memory by practicing the putting stroke, (c) a reminder to use the correct form

for each and every putt, (d) a prompt to provide the¡r partner with corrective feedback,

and (e) an attempt to make the meeting of mastery criterion more fun and game like.

That is, the experimenter told the Ss to make it fun and to see which partner required

fewer putts to meet mastery criterion.

During this session, the experimenter wanted the Ss to spend most of the class

time actually practicing the putting stroke. Therefore, the Ss were not required to

answer a knowledge tester for the ninth step. lnstead, mastery criterion was written

down on poster paper, and the Ss were instructed verbally to get a putting cup and
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meet mastery cr¡terion for this step. During the third training session, all Ss finished

the ninth step.

Additional differences between the behavioral and manual groups. The

behavioral condition was experimenter-directed and the manual condition was self-

directed. This led to some ditferences in the behavioral and manual conditions.

Therefore: (a) Ss in the behavioral condition learned ditferent steps during each

training session than did Ss in the manual condition. For example, the Ss in the

manual condition learned fewer steps in the first session because they spent a lot of

time trying to learn the appropriate experimental procedure; and (b) all of the Ss in the

behavioral condition completed the same number of steps during each training

session, whereas the pairs of Ss in the manual condition completed a different number

of steps during each training session.

Control grouL A control group was used to assess whether the correct form of

a putting stroke can be self{aught by reading a behavioral description of the putting

stroke (see Appendix l), and following a self-created training program. Two posters

were displayed to the control group during each training session. Fírst, a poster was

displayed which indicated each S's partner and their corresponding pair number.

Second, a poster was displayed which identified the steps which the Ss had to follow

to engage in on-task behavior (see Appendix J).

Session 1. Before the first training session the experimenter provided a brief

overview of training. The experimenter told the Ss that: (a) they would be given 3

sessions to learn to putt with the correct form, (b) they would be given a chapter on

how to putt with the correct form, (c) they were supposed to answer a knowledge tester

(d) they could use the classes however they wanted to learn how to putt, and (e) the

chapter contained several tips on how to putt with the correct form.

During the first session, most Ss took at least twenty minutes to answer the
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knowledge tester, and most Ss practiced putting with balls for the last five minutes of

class time.

Session 2. Prior to the second training session, the Ss were told to go to their

appropriate putting areas, to use the class time however they wanted, and that the

chapter contained several tips on how to putt with the correct form.

During the second session, the Ss were given putting cups after 15 minutes to

try and facilitate on-task behavior. Most Ss remained on-task for the first 20 minutes of

class time.

Session 3. Prior to the third training session the experimenter: (a) reminded

the Ss that this was their last training session, (b) told the Ss that their improvement

would be evaluated next class, (c) told the Ss to use the manuals and the class time

however they wanted, and (d) told the ss that the manual contained lots of tips on how

to putt with the correct form.

During the third session, most Ss remained on-task and spent most of the time

actually putting. Few Ss read the chapter on how to putt with the correct form.

Creative approaches. Several Ss in the control condition used creative

methods to learn to putt with correct form. Some Ss tried to putt through their partners

legs which were in a'V', some Ss used a hockey stick and formed the carpet into h¡lls

to make a miniature golf course, and still other Ss had one person make a cup with

their hands to shoot ¡nto.

Post-traíning Assessment

The set up and procedure used during post-training assessment was the same

as that used during baseline. During post-training assessment; (a) the experimenter

prompted each pair of Ss to take their time, do it the same way each time and to try

and make each and every putt, (b) each golfer was asked to take 4 putts from each of

3- and 6-feet, and (c) the golfer's form and accuracy was assessed. After post-training
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assessment had been completed for the entire group of Ss, the Ss were asked to

answer a social validity questionnaire (see Appendices K & L).

Debrief ing

A debriefing session took place approximately three weeks after post-training

assessment. At the debriefing session the experimenter provided a brief presentation

to the Ss which included: an explanation of the three training conditions, an

explanation of how improvement scores were derived, a discussion of the overall

improvement ratings for the three groups, and potential explanations for differences

between the three groups. During the debriefing session the experimenter displayed

a poster which contained a summary of the 3 conditions and the results (see Appendix

M), and at the end of the debriefing session the experimenter gave the Ss certificates

to thank them for participating in the study. On the back of the certificate was each S's

improvement score for form and accuracy.

Expert Assessment

The form and accuracy of golfer's with a handicap of 10-15 were evaluated in

order to determine if the post-test form and accuracy of golfer's in thís study was

comparable. The expert putter's form and accuracy were evaluated on an actual

putting green at Southwood Golf Course. During expert assessment: (a) the

experimenter prompted each S to take their time, do it the same way each time and to

try and make each and every putt, (b) each golfer was asked to take 4 putts from each

of 3- and 6-feet, and (c) the golfer's form and accuracy were assessed.

Dependent Variables

During baseline and post-training assessment each S took 4 putts from each of

3- and 6-feet. Two dependent measures, the golfers form and accuracy (i.e., the

distance of the putt from the hole), were assessed for each putt. During baseline and

post-training assessment, three observers independently evaluated form, and a fourth
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observer evaluated accuracy and collected the balls.

Form

Seven components of correct form were derived by reading a book on the

putting stroke and consulting with proficient golfers. But, due to: (a) time constraints

during baseline assessment, (b) a limited number of observers, and (c) the need to

obtain high interobserver reliability, only four components of form were evaluated in

this study. The four components of form which were evaluated were those deemed to

be used the most consistently among expert golfers.

From each distance (i.e., 3- and 6-feet), the golfers form on two putts was

assessed from in front of the golfer, and the golfer's form on the other two putts was

assessed from in front of the ball (see Figure 5). A total of four components of the

golfers form were assessed and different components of the golfer's form were

assessed from each of these two spots. A checklist or recording sheet was used to aid

in the assessment of form (see Appendix N).

ln front of the golfer. Two components of form were assessed from in front of the

golfer: square and swing path. When assessing square, correct form meant that both

the putter blade and the golfer's feet were at a g0 degree angle to the desired path of

the ball, and the golfer's feet were even (i.e., one foot was not in front of the other) and

parallel to themselves (i.e., not pointed in or out).

When assessing swing path, correct form meant that the golfer used a swing

path that was straight along the line from the hole to the ball (i.e., one part of the putter

blade remained on the ball path at all times).

ln front of the ball. Two components of form were assessed from in front of the

ball: shoulder-use and head position. When assessing shoulder use, correct form

meant that the golfer used their shoulders to putt (rather than the smaller muscles in
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the arms or wrists). Therefore, correct form meant that the golfer's wrists and arms did

not bend.

When assessing head position, correct form meant that the golfer's head

remained still, the golfer watched the ball at all times (i.e., the golfer looked up only

after the putting stroke was finished), and the golfer did not use their body to putt the

ball.

Accuracy

The number of putts that were within 6 -inches, 1-foot, and 2-feet of the hole

were recorded for each golfer during both baseline and post-train¡ng assessment.

Additional Questionnaires and Assessment Materials

Several questionnaires were administered throughout the experiment.

Questionnaires were answered by: (a) each of the golfers after the first training

session, and following post-training assessment, (b) the physical education teacher

during each training session and after the post-training assessment, and (c) the

observers and the experimenter during and after each training session, and after the

post-training assessment. The questionnaires were designed to gain basic

demographic and other information.

Consent form. All Ss in this study were under 18 years of age, therefore prior to

experimentation, all Ss were given a consent form which was signed by both

themselves and their parenVguardian (see Appendix O). The bottom portion of the

consent form contained a brief questionnaire which provided the experimenter with

some basic demographíc information.

DV assessment. A checklist was used to assess form and accuracy during

baseline and post-test assessment (see Appendix N). This questionnaire is discussed

further in the section entitled "Dependent Variab

Class cooperation. Prior to experimentation, the physical education teachef
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evaluated each of the classes that was involved in the study (see Appendix P). The

teacher was asked to rate the level of cooperation and attentiveness of each class.

Pre-experimental questionnaire. All Ss answered a questionnaire after the first

training session (see Appendix Q). The questionnaire asked for basic demographic

information, the main reason for participating in the study, a subjective rating of their

level of athletic ability, a subjective rating of their ability to learn how to putt, other

sports that were participated in (at what level and for how long each week), and the Ss

main reason for participating in sport.

Timed assessment of on-task behavior. During each experimental session one

observer answered an on-task behavior questionnaire. This questionnaire required

the observer to evaluate whether the Ss were engaged in on-task behavior every two

minutes (see Appendix R). On- task behavior was defined as listening to instructions

from the physical education teacher or the experimenter, asking the experimenter or

physical education teacher questions, talking about putting with the correct form,

engaging in putting behavior, or reading the manual. The observer was required to:

(a) wander around the room inconspicuously for two minutes, (b) stop and listen to the

pair of Ss closest to them for approximately 5 seconds, (c) evaluate whether this pair of

Ss was on or off-task, and (d) repeat this cycle, ensuring that they were evaluating a

different pair each time.

The rating of on-task behavior was derived by dividing the number of on-task

ratings by the total number of ratings and multiplying by 100.

Procedural reliability checklist. During the experiment, two observers evaluated

procedural reliability using the procedural reliability checklist (see Appendices S, T, &

U). The procedural reliability checklist conta¡ned a list of the proposed experimental

steps and both observers independently evaluated whether the appropriate procedure

was implemented by placing check marks in the corresponding columns.
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On-line interaction checklist. The junior high school physical education teacher,

and two observers all completed a separate interaction checklist during each training

session (see Appendices V, W, & X). The physical education teacher recorded the

number of interactions she engaged in with the Ss, and the two observers

independently recorded the number of interactions the experímenter engaged in with

the Ss. The questionnaire contained four separate categories of interactions:

instruction or feedback, reinforcement, prompt for otf-task behavior and any other

interaction. All questions were classified as any other interaction. Several other

points should be clarified: (a) several instances of reinforcement in a row were

classified as one instance of reinforcement, (b) a new instance of reinforcement was

recorded if it was interrupted by another category of interaction, (c) more than one

category of interactíon could take place in any one interaction (i.e., corrective feedback

was often followed by specific reinforcement), and (d) group comments were not

recorded on the interaction checklist.

Post-session questionnaire. The experimenter and three observers answered a

questionnaire after each session. The questionnaire, which was answered

independently, asked: (a) if any individual was off-task during the session; (b) if you

have any recommendations for improving the training program; (c) for a subjective

estimate of the percentage of on-task behavior; and (d) how focused the Ss were

during the train¡ng sessions (see Appendix Y). The questionnaire also asked the

respondent to provide any other comments or observations.

Social validity questionnaire. The experimenter, the physical education

teacher, the three observers, and all Ss answered a social validity questionnaire after

post-training assessment (see Appendices K, L, & Z). The questionnaire assessed the

social significance of the goals, the social appropriateness of the procedures, and the

social ímportance of the etfects (Wolf, 1978). Specifically, the questionnaire which
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was answered by the Ss assessed: (a) the value of the components; (b) the usefulness

of the components; (c) the extent of mastery; (d) the Ss perception of control; (e) the Ss

confidence in their putting ability; (f) the Ss focus throughout training sessions; (g) the

Ss perception of the training process; and (h) whether the Ss were glad they

participated in the study. The questionnaire which was answered by the teacher, the

observers, and the experimenter asked the respondents to evaluate the above

information for each of the three experimental conditions (i.e., behavioraf, control, and

manual).

Post-training questionnaire. The observers and the experimenter answered a

questionnaire after post-training assessment (see Appendix AA). This questionnaire

asked the respondent to identify differences between performance of the three groups

of Ss during the post-test and to hypothesize reasons for these differences.

Knowledge of manual test. All Ss in the self-directed group were required to

read selected parts of the manual during each session. ln order to ensure that they

read the appropriate material, a written test was given to each pair of Ss before each

step (see Appendix BB). The test evaluated the Ss knowledge of : (a) the components

that make up correct form, (b) the activit¡es of the instructor and the learner, and (c)

when a step had been mastered and a S could go to the nelt step.

Knowledge of the chapter test. All Ss in the control group were required to read

a chapter by Simek and O'Brien on the putting stroke. ln order to ensure that they

read the appropriate material, a written test was given to each of the Ss during the first

session (see Appendix CC).

Certificate of participation. All Ss received a certificate during the debriefing

session (see Appendix DD). This certifícate acknowledged and thanked the Ss for

participating in the experiment, and the back of the certificate contained a rating of the

Ss improved form and accuracy.
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Treatment lntegrity

Treatment integrity evaluates whether the experimenter delivered the

intervention as described in the procedure section (Peterson, Homer, & Wonderlich,

1982). There are two parts of treatment integrity: procedural reliability and S

compliance. Both of these components were facilitated by incorporating the following

into the study.

Procedural Reliability

Procedural reliability refers to whether the treatment of interest is administered

as intended, that is, according to the schedule outlined in the method section

(Vermilyea, Barlow and O'brien, 1984; Peterson, Homer, & Wonderlich, 1982). The

following steps were taken to facilitate procedural reliability.

Experimenter's binder. Throughout this study, the experimenter had a

binder whích included the following section subtitles: the physical education teacher,

the advisor, to do, miscellaneous, sample questionnaires, statistics, IOR training, and

writeup. The binder also had a schedule taped to the front of it and prompts for what to

do the night before, just before, and after each session. The sections entiiled the

physical education teacher and the advisor contained information that the

experimenter had to discuss with each of these people respectively. The section

entitled to do contained a monthly planner in addition to detailed daily schedules. The

section ent¡tled miscellaneous contaíned miscellaneous information such as the

human ethics review form. The section entitled statistics contained ideas for analyzing

the data. The section entitled writeup contained any information which the

experimenter wanted to ínclude in the writeup, and the experimenter made entries into

the writeup section on a daily basis.

Binder for each condition. ln order to keep track of the completed

questionnaires and to facilitate the use of the correct questionnaires in each session,
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all of the information for each condition was kept in a separate binder. That is, there

was a separate binder for each experimental condition; control, behavioral, and

manual. Each binder was divided into the following sections: baseline, session 1,

session 2, session 3, post-test, debriefing, completed qestionnaires in order of Ss, and

extras. The sections of the binder entitled session 1, session 2, and session 3 each

contained: (a) a list of what to do before, during and after that session, and a separate

prompt sheet for each experimental condition (see Appendices EE, FF, & GG), (b) a

script for the experimenter to follow during that session (see Appendix HH, ll, & JJ), (c)

any questionnaires that were supposed to be given to the Ss during that session, and

(d) the questionnaires that the observers were supposed to answer during that

session. The section of the binder entitled completed questionnaires in order of Ss

included all of the questionnaires which the Ss from that experimental condition had

completed, and these questionnaires were placed in the order of the Ss to facilitate

data entry. The section of the binder entitled elitras contained any extra

questionnaires for that experimental condition.

Glipboard for observers and teacher. A clipboard was given to each of

the observers and the teacher during each experimental session. The clipboard for

the observers contained a summary of the mastery criterion for each step (see

Appendix KK), a prompt sheet for what to do before, during, and after each session

(see Appendix LL), and the questionnaíres which the observers were supposed to

answer for that session. The clipboard for the teacher contained a summary of the

mastery criterion for each step (see Appendix KK), an attendance sheet for that class,

any notes with regards to the teacher's role during the upcoming training session, and

the questionnaires which the teacher was supposed to answer for that sessíon.

Meetings before and after each session. Throughout the experiment the

observers and the experimenter met before and after each training session. The
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meeting before each session included setting up apparatus and discussing

operational definitions. These meetings allowed the observers and the experimenter

to focus on their role throughout the upcoming training session and they were

essential to maintaining procedural reliability. The meeting after each training session

included anslvering questionnaires and discussing any problems which occurred

during the previous training session. These meetings occurred immediately after the

completion of the training session.

Evaluating procedural reliabiliV. ln this study, two observers independently

evaluated procedural reliability. The two observers were: (a) provided with a separate

checklist which listed the steps that were to be followed during each training session

for each of the three conditions (see Appendices S, T, & U), (b) asked to evaluate

whether the appropriate procedure was implemented, and (c) asked to place a check

mark in the appropriate column if the correct procedure was implemented for that step.

Subject Compliance

Two components make up S compliance: the Ss must understand the material

as it is intended, and if they understand the material they must follow the procedures

appropriately ( Vermilyea, 1984).

The Ss in the control group were asked to

read a chapter on how to putt during the first training session. ln order to determine

whether they possessed a minimum amount of knowledge, and to encourage each S

to read this chapter, they were given a written test during the first training session.

The Ss in the self-directed group were required to read sections of the manual

during each training session. ln order to determine whether they possessed a

minimum amount of knowledge on each training step, and to encourage each S to

read the manual, the Ss were required to complete a written test for each training step.

The Ss in the behavioral group were required to follow an experimenter-
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directed training program. ln order to determine whether they possessed a minimum

amount of knowledge, the Ss were given a review session at the beginning of each

training session, and they were required to demonstrate correct form before moving

onto the next training step.

Several steps were taken to

facilitate S compliance. First, the physical education instructor was present at each of

the sessions and she reinforced on-task behavior and prompted each of the ss if they

were engaging in otf-task behavior. Second, the experimenter prompted the Ss to

remain on-task throughout the experiment, and reinforced on-task behavior. Third,

posters were displayed which described the steps the Ss were to follow during each

training session (see Appendices C, D, & J). Fourth, the experimenter provided a brief

introductory statement to the entire group of Ss at the beginning of each training

session- Fifth, the Ss were reminded that their improvement scores would be

calculated at the end of the study, and that these scores would be compared for all

three classes. Si)îth, the carpet was divided into separate píeces. Therefore, each

pair of Ss learned to putt on their own piece of carpet. Seventh, the experimenter

attempted to maintain a fun atmosphere throughout each training session.

ln addition to the above, the manual was broken into sections and only the

section corresponding to that session was given to Ss in the manual condition.

Results

ln this study, some Ss from each class were eliminated before data analysis.

Ss were excluded from data analysis if they either: (a) missed two or more training

sessions, and/or (b) missed baseline or post-test assessment. The grade nine class

consisted of 30 Ss, and 26 Ss were included in data analysis. The grade seven class

consisted of 22 Ss, and 17 Ss were included in data analysis. The grade eight class

consisted oî 24 Ss, and 19 Ss were included in data analysis. The results section of



this study includes: (a) the effects of the three methods of instruction on putting

accuracy and form; (b) questionnaire assessments of each of the three groups; (c)

treatment integrity assessments; (d) data to examine if other factors might have

affected skill acquisition; and (e) social validity data.

ln order to evaluate whether method of instruction (i.e., behavioral, manual, or

control) had an impact on form and accuracy, change scores were calculated by

subtracting the Ss pre-test score from their post-test score, and the three groups of Ss

were compared to determine if there were significant ditferences between any of the

three experimental conditions. Three of analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were

calculated. The lV in each of the ANOVAs was the condition to whích the S belonged;

control, behavioral,and manual. The DV in the first group of ANOVAs was Accuracy

and it consisted of three levels; S-feet, 6-feet, and total. The DV in the second group of

ANOVAS was FORM and it consisted of three levels; 3-feet, 6-feet, and total. The DV in

the third group of ANOVAs was Component and it consisted of four levels; square,

path, shoulders, and head. Bonferroni procedures were used to maintain an overall

significance level of .05 for each group of ANOVAs.

Accuracv. Accuracy was calculated by giving the S one point for each putt

withín 2-feet, 2 points for each putt within 1-foot, 3 points for each putt w¡thin 6-inches,

and 5 points for each shot made. The Ss pre-test scores were subtracted from their

post-test scores to obtain the Ss change score for each of the three levels of the

Accuracy variable (i.e., S-feet, 6-feet, and total). A summary of the mean and standard

deviations of the change scores, for each group of Ss, can be found in Table 1. The

relatively high standard deviation within each group of Ss indicates that within any one

group, some golfers improved a lot and other golfers improved very lítue.

An ANOVA with Condition as the lV and Accuracy as the DV found no
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Table 1

N,fean and Standard Der¡iations of Chanse Scores*

*change scores represent the improrzement in the Ss accuracy and
form from the pre to the post test (i.e., the ss post test score minus
their pre test score)

Beh ar¡ioral Man ual Cont roI
NIean SD lvfean SD Mean SD

,t

Accuracy

3 feet
4.9 4.76 8.2 5.2 8.3 6.9

6 feet o.o5 5.6 4.6 5.2 3.3 4.6
Total 5 6.7 B 12.7 7.4 11.5 8.4

B. Fonn

3 feet
3.59 1.8 2.4 L.9 o.8 2.7

6 feet 3.'+ 1.93 2.2 1.6 r.2 1..+
Total 7 3.55 4.6 3.2 2 2.97

C. Comps.
of form

Souare
2.2 1.6 1.6 L.7 r.4 L.7

Path 0.9 r.4 1.1 1.6 0.6 r.7
Shouldr 1.9 L.7 1_.9 r.9 0.6 7.4
Head 2.7 7.9 -o.o5 o.23 -o.5 1.5
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significant differences between the conditions at either 3- or 6-feet, but a significant

difference between the three groups was found for total distance, that is, the combined

accuracy of putts from both 3- and 6-feet (alpha=.O17). Pairwise comparisons found

that the ditference in accuracy for total distance was between the behavioral and the

manual groups (alpha=.0083). Therefore, when the accuracy scores for 3- and 6{oot

putts were combined, the manual group showed significantly more improvement in

accuracy than the behavioral group.

Form. Form was calculated by adding the number of 'yes' ratings (i.e., the

number of components of correct form) the S received by the experimenter during DV

assessment (see Appendix E). The Ss pre-test scores were subtracted from their post-

test scores to obtain the Ss change score for the three levels of the Form variable (i.e.,

3-feet, 6-feet, and total).

Three feet. An ANOVA with Condition as the lV and Form as the DV found

significant differences between the condition to which the S belonged and their Form

at 3-feet (alpha=.017). Pairuvise comparisons found that the significant ditference in

form for 3-foot putts was between: (a) the behavioral and the manual group, and (b)

the behavioral and the control group (alpha=.0083). Therefore, golfers from the

behavioral group improved significantly more on form than golfers from both the

manual and control groups on three foot putt attempts.

Six feet. An ANOVA with Condition as the IV and Form as the DV found

significant differences between the condition to which the S belonged and their Form

at 6-feet (alpha=.017). Pairwise comparisons found that the significant ditference in

form for 6-foot putts was between the behavioral and control groups (alpha=.0083).

Therefore golfers from the behavioral group improved significantly more on form than

golfers from the control group on 6-foot putt attempts.

Total. An ANOVA with Condition as the lV and Form as the DV found
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significant differences between the condition to which the S belonged and their Form

at total distance, that is, the golfer's combined form for both three and six foot putt

attempts (alpha=.017). Pairwise comparisons found that the significant difference in

form for both 3-and 6{oot putts was between the behavioral and control groups

(alpha=.0083). Therefore golfers from the behavioral group improved significantly

more on form than golfers from the control group on the combined 3-and 6-foot putt

attempts.

Components of form. Each component of form was calculated by adding the

number of 'yes' ratings the S received by the experimenter for a specific component of

form during DV assessment (see Appendix E). The Ss pre-test scores were subtracted

from their post-test scores to obtain the Ss change score for the four levels of the

component variable (i.e., square, path, shoulders, and head).

An ANOVA with Condition as the lV and Component as the DV found: (a) no

significant differences between the condition to which the S belonged and the square,

path, and shoulders components of form, and (b) significant differences between the

condition to which the S belonged and the head component of form (alpha=.O125).

Pairwise comparisons found that the significant difference in form for the head

component was between: (a) the behavioral and the manual group, and (b) the

behavioral and the control group (alpha=.0071). Therefore, golfers from the

behavioral group improved significantly more on the head component of form than

golfers from both the manual and control groups.

Questionnaire Assessments

ln order to determine if other factors, in addition to the method of ínstruction,

may have contributed to ditferences in the three groups, several questionnaires were

answered. These questionnaires evaluated whether there were ditferences between

the three groups: (a) prior to experimentation, (b) during the training sessions, or (c)
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during post-session assessment.

Prior to experimentation. Two weeks prior to experimentation the high school

physical education teacher answered a class cooperation questionnaire. This

questionnaire evaluated the cooperativeness and attentiveness of the Ss on a 7-point

Likert scale, where 1 meant not at all attentive or cooperative, 4 meant somewhat

attentive or cooperative, and 7 meant very attentive or cooperative. The teacher was

also asked to identify any potential problem Ss. The grade sevens, the behavioral

group, were evaluated as very attentive and very cooperative (i.e., ratings of 7 on each

scale), and two Ss were identified as potential problems. The grade eights, the

manual group, were given ratings of 6 on both the attentiveness and cooperativeness

scale, and two Ss were identified as potential problems. The grade nines, the control

group, were gíven ratings of 5 on both the attentiveness and cooperativeness scales,

and 4 Ss were identified as potential problems.

A pre-experimental questionnaire was designed to be answered by the Ss

prior to experimentation. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, the pre-experimental

questionnaire was answered after the first experimental session. Therefore, the

answers will reflect both initial differences between the three groups and differences

between the three methods of instruction. A summary of the means and standard

deviations of the Ss answers to the pre-experimental questionnaire can be found in

Table 2. Mean ratings indicated that, after the first training session, the behavioral

group rated themselves as: (a) more excited, optimistic and confident they could learn

how to putt; and (b) slightly more athletic than both the manual and control groups.

During training sessions. Several questionnaires were answered to evaluate:

(a) how focused the Ss in each group were throughout training sessions; (b) the

percentage of time each group engaged in on{ask behavior; and (c) the number of

interactions which took place for each group during training.
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Table 2
N{ean and Standard Deviations of the Pre-experimental
Questionnaire*

*all questions were rated on a 7-point Likert scale where 1 meant
not, 4 rneant sornen hat, and 7 meant very

Behavioral N,{anuaI Conûol

Excited

Mean SD

6.0 1.1

Mean SD

3.5 0.51

Ivtean SD

1.O 1.3

Ontimistic 6.3 t.2 1.6 r.27 4.8 O.98
Confldent 6.1 t.2 4.5 1.1 4.6 L.4
Athletic 5.4 1.5 1.6 1.53 4.5 1,.6
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Online assessment of interactions between teacher and

experimenter with students. During each experimental session the physical

education teacher recorded the number of ínteractions she engaged in with the Ss,

and two observers recorded, independently, the number of interactions the

experimenter engaged in with the Ss (see Appendices L, M, & N). Means for each of

the experimental conditions were calculated by adding the number of interactions

which took place during each of the three training sessions and dividing by 3.

lnterobserver reliability of the number of experimenter interactions was calculated by

dividing the smaller number of interactions by the larger number of interactions and

multiplying by 100. Both the teacher and the experimenter engaged in the most

interactions with the behavioral group, and the fewest interactions with the control

group. A summary of the number of interactions for each of the experimental groups

(i.e., behavioral, manual, and control) can be found in Table 3. IOR was 94.6/" for the

behavioral group, 96.8% for the manual group, and 80% for the control group across

the three training sessions.

Timed assessment of on-task behavior. The results of the timed

assessment of on-task behavior indicated that, across all three training sessions, the

behavioral group engaged in on-task behavior 88% of the time, the manual group

engaged in on-task behavior 90% of the time, and the control group engaged in on-

task behavior 62/" of the time. Therefore, this rating indicates that the behavioral and

manual groups engaged in on-task behavior for more t¡me than the control group. lt is

important to remember that this measure does not indicate how focused the Ss were

during each each training sessíon, and with what intensity they were trying to learn

how to putt with the correct form. Also,. there were no lORs on this measure.

Post-session questionnaire for subjective assessment of on-task

behavior and focus of subjects. lmmediately after each training session the
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Table 3
The Nurnber of Interactions the Teacher and the Erperimenter
Eneaeed in with Each of the Three Erperimental Conditions Durine
Training Sessions

Behar¡ioral lr{anual Control

Reinforcement
Sessiolr #1
Session #2
Session #3

Average

Teacher ExÞnnt¡

26 sB
30 67
11 4L

22.3 55.3

Teacher Exprnltr

o
1.O
8.O

3.O

3.O
5.O
6.O

4-7

Teacher Exprrrrtr

4
6
5

5.O

U.U
2.O
o.o

o-7

Feedback
Session #1
Session #2
Session #3

Averaqe

76
I9
a

35
46
I7

72-7 32-7

6.0
5.O
6.O

5-7

7.O
5.0
6.O

1

o.o
1

o-7

nlì
1

o.o

o-3

Prompts
Session #1
Session #2
Session #3

Averase

o.o
o.o
o.o

1.O
o.o
o.o

o.o
o.o
1.O

o-3

o.o
o.o
U.U

o.o

1

o.o
2

o.o
rìñ
o.o

Other
Session #1
Session #2
Session #3

Averase

o.o
o.o
0.o

27
23
19

23

o.o
o.o
o.o

6.O
10
12

9-3

o.o
I

o.o

1

1

o.o

o-7

Total
Session #1
Session #2
Session #3

Averase

42
19
T4

L21
737
77

35 LLl-7

6
6
L5

16
20
24

6
9
I
7-7

I
4
o

L-7
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experimenter and each of the observers answered, independently, a post-session

questionnaire (see Appendix Y). All questions were answered on a 7-point Likert

scale where 1 meant not at all, 4 meant somewhat, and 7 meant yes or totally.

Average scores for each of the groups were calculated by adding the ratings of each

observer for each session and dividing by the number of observations. Agreement for

each of the groups was calculated by; determining the number of observers who

provided a high rating as defined by a raw score of 6 or 7, a medium rating as defined

by a raw score of 3, 4, or 5, and a low rating as defined by a raw score of 1 or 2; and (c)

dividing the number of agreements by the total number of ratings and multiplying by

100 (see Table 4).

The behavioral group was highly on-task and focused throughout the training

sessions. They received average ratings of 6.75 and 6.5 respectively across all three

training sessions, and agreement for both scales was 100%. The manual group was

moderately to highly focused throughout the training sessions. They received average

ratings of 5.8 and 5.2 respectively across all three training sessions, and agreement

for both scales was 67"/". The control group was moderately on-task and focused

throughout the training sessions. They received average ratings of 5.2 and 4.4

respectively across all three training sessions, and agreement for on-task was 67o/o

and for focus was 92/".

During post-test assessment. ln order to evaluate and compare post-test

assessment for each of the three conditions, the experimenter and each of the

observers independently answered a post-test questionnaire immediately after post-

test assessment. The questionnaire asked the respondent to evaluate the

experimental condition as a group on a number of areas related to post-test

assessment. Average scores and agreement ratings for each of the groups were

calculated. A summary of how the respondents evaluated the three groups with
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of the 'Ans\t¡e
Ses sion Questiorrnaires*

*all questions were rated on a
not, 4 meant somewhat, and 7

7-point Likert scale where 1 meant
rueant t¡ery

Table 4

Behar.'ioral N{¿urual Control

OIVTASK

Session#1
Session #2
Session #3

Average

Mean Asree

-

6.5 100%
6.7 5 l@o/o
7 1OO9o

6-7 5 100%

Mean Asree

6.25 7 5o/o

5.25 7 5o/o

6 SU/o

5.8 66-7%

Mean Asree

5.5
5
5

5-2

5O7o
7 5o/o

7 So/o

66-7%

rcCUSED

Session#1
Session #2
Session #3

Average

6.25 7@o/o
6.5 1OO7o
6.7 5 1æ%

6.5 10096

J./) i5u/o
4.5 7 5o/o

5.2 5 5Oo/o

5-2 66.7%

1.7 5 7 SVo

4 lO0o/o
4.5 IOOYo

4.4 9l.7yo
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regards to: nervousness, focus, concern about post-test, pressure, concentration on

form, and concentration on making the putt can be found in Table 5. All questions

were answered on a 7-point Likert scale.

The observers indicated that: (a) the behavioral group was a bit more nervous

than the manual and control groups during post-test assessment; (b) the behavioral

group was very focused during post-test assessment, whereas the manual and control

groups were somewhat focused; (c) the behavioral group cared a lot about how they

did on post-test assessment, whereas the manual and control groups cared a bit; (d)

the behavioral group put a lot of pressure on themselves during post-test assessment,

whereas the manual and control groups put a bit of pressure on themselves; (e) the

behavioral group concentrated a lot on using the correct form during post-test

assessment, whereas the manual and control groups concentrated somewhat on

using the correct form; and (f) the behavioral, manual, and control groups all

concentrated a lot on making their putts during post-test assessment.

Treatment lntegrity

Procedural reliabilitv. Two observers independently answered procedural

reliabílity checklists to determine if the correct procedure was implemented in each of

the three experimental conditions (see Appendix S, T, & U). on the procedural

reliability checklists, the observers placed check marks in every column which

indicates that: (a) the experimenter followed the appropriate procedure; and (b) there

was 100/" agreement between the two observers.

Subiect Compliance. The Ss in the manual condition were required to answer

a knowledge tester for each step of learning how to putt with the correct form (see

Appendix BB). All 24 Ss answered the knowledge testers correctly for each training

step, with one exception. One pair of Ss did not fill out the knowledge tester for the

second step.
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*all questions were rated on a 7-point likert scale where 1 meant
not, 4 rneant somewhat, and 7 meant very

Table 5

Tmining questionnaire

Behar¡ioral lr,{¿ulral Conuol

NIen¡ous

Mean Asree

-

3.7 66.70/o

Mean Asree

-

2.7 66.70/o

Mean Aqr€e

3 TOOo/o

Focused 6.3 66.70/o 4.7 66.70/o 3.7 66.70/o
Cared 6.3 66.7Vo 5 66.70/o 4.7 66.70/o
Pressure 6.3 66.7Vo 5.3 66.70/6 4.3 66.70/6
Conc.-forn 6.7 1OO%o 4.3 66.70/o 3.3 66.7V0
Çonc.-accuracy 6.3 66.70/o Cr.3 66.70/o 6.3 66.70/o
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The 26 Ss in the control condition were required to fill out a knowledge tester

during the first training session (see Appendix CC). All of the pairs of Ss answered

each of the questions correctly, with the exception of four questions. A different pair of

Ss gave the wrong answer to each of the following questions: (a) which is shorter, the

follow through or the backswing; (b) when swinging the putter straight what path

should the putter take, and (c) what is the sweet spot of the putter. Five pairs of Ss

answered the following question incorrectly: if you are in the proper stance, what angle

are your feet relative to the ball.

lnterobserver reliability on putting form. ln order to ensure that the components

of correct form were being evaluated accurately, two observers independently

evaluated the correct components of form during both pre and post-test assessment.

Ratings of interobserver reliability were calculated for each component of form by: (a)

calculating the number of agreements for a specific component of form for each S; (b)

adding the number of agreements for all Ss in that experimental condition, and (c)

dividing the total number of agreements by the number of agreements plus

disagreements and multiplying by 100. IOR scores were calculated for all golfers on

the post-test, and for all golfers in the manual condition, 14 out of 17 golfers in the

behavioral condÍtion, and 12 out oÍ 26 golfers in the control condition on the pre-test.

A summary of the interobserver reliability scores for each of the three experimental

conditions during both pre and post-tests can be found in Table 6. As indicated in the

table, IOR was high and ranged from 91.07 to 100%.

Experts. Two observers also evaluated the form of the proficient putters, and

IOR scores were calculated for each component of form. The IOR scores for the five

proficient golfers were: 100% for the component square, 100% for the component

path, 89% for the component shoulder, and 80% for the component head.
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*all interobserr',-er reliabilig' scores are expressed in percentages

Table 6
Each of

Square Path Shoulder Head

Behavioral

Pre Pæt

97.07 97.6

Pre Post

94.6 100

Pne Post

9r.o7 9L.7

Pre Post

100 98.8

N'l¿urual 95.7 94.7 93.5 98.7 96.7 92.1 97.8 98.7

Control 97.9 94.23 97.9 96.15 97.9 99.03 97.9 95.19
Proficient N/A 100 N/A 100 N/A 89 N/A BO
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Social Validity

ln this study, two measures of social validity were taken. First, Ss in this study

were compared to proficient golfers to determine if they were taught to putt with the

appropriate form and accuracy. Second, the Ss, the experimenter, and the observers

each answered, independently, a social validity questionnaire to assess the

respondents'views of the procedures and the results.

Comparison to expert putters. Five golfers who had a handicap in the range of

10 to 15 were asked to take 4 putts from each of 3- and 6{eet. The proficient putters

Form and Accuracy was evaluated, and their scores were compared to the post-test

scores of the three experimental conditions.

Three separate groups of ANOVAs were calculated to compare proficient

golfers to the three experimental conditions. The lV in each of the ANOVAs was

Condition and this variable consisted of four levels; control, behavioral, manual, and

proficient (í.e., the golfers with a handicap of 10-15). All of the DVs used to examine

social validity are post-test scores. The DV in the first group of ANOVAs was Accuracy

and it consisted of three levels; 3-feet, 6-feet, and total. The DV in the second group of

ANOVAS was Form and it consisted of three levels; 3-feet, 6-feet, and total. The DV in

the third group of ANOVAs was Component and it consisted of four levels; square,

path, shoulders, and head. Bonferroni procedures were used to maintain an overall

significance level of .05 for each group of ANOVAs.

Accuracy. An ANOVA with Condition as the lV and Accuracy as the DV found

significant ditferences between the condition to which the S belonged and their

Accuracy at each of 3-feet, 6-feet, and total (alpha=.O17). Pairwise comparisons found

that the significant ditference in accuracy at each of 3-feet, 6-feet, and total distance

was between: (a) the proficient golfers and the behavioral group; (b) the proficient

golfers and the manual group, and (c) the proficient golfers and the control group
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(alpha=.0071). Therefore, the proficient putters, as a group, were significan¡y more

accurate than any of the three experimental groups (i.e., behavioral, manual, and

control) on both 3- and 6{oot putt attempts.

Form. An ANOVA with Condition as the lV and Form as the DV found no

significant diffe¡'ences between the condition to which the S belonged and their Form

at any of 3-feet, 6-feet, and total (alpha=.O17), and pairwise comparisons found no

significant ditferences between any of the experimental conditions and the proficient

golfers at any of 3-feet, 6-feet, and total (alpha=.0071). Therefore, golfers from each of

the experimental groups had form comparable to that of the proficient putters for both

3- and 6-foot putt attempts.

Components. An ANOVA with Condition as the lV and Component as the DV

found no significant differences between the condition to which the S belonged and

any of the components of form (alpha=.O125), and pairwise comparisons found no

significant differences between any of the experimental conditions and the proficient

golfers for any of the components of form (alpha=.0063). Therefore, golfers from each

of the experimental groups had individual components of form which were comparable

to that of the proficient putters.

Ss social validitv questionnaire. A summary of the means and standard

deviations of the Ss answers (on a 7-point Líkert scale) to the social validity

questionnaire for each of the three groups can be found in Table 7. The Ss from each

of the conditions felt that all of the components were somewhat to very important (as

indicated by mean ratings over 4.0), with one exception. The manual and control

groups evaluated self prompts as slightly below somewhat important. ln addition to

the above, the Ss in the behavioral condition evaluated all of the components slightly

higher than the Ss in the manual and control conditions.

The Ss were asked whether they felt the training program was the right length
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Table 7

Ouestionnaire*

Behar¡ioral N{anual Control
A. Importance of
Components

Self oromnts

Mean SD

5.2 r.2

Mean SD

2.8 1.3

Mean SD

3.7 1.1
Mastery 5.7 1.3 5.3 1..2 4.7 1..4
N4odelling 5.4 L.7 4.9 1.6 4.t 1.1
Pre-shot routines 5.6 1.3 5.1 1..6 5.4 0.7

B. Length and
difficulty of
trai nirrg

Lensth
3.9 1.3 4.L O.B 4.8 1.9

Difficulty 3.6 0.8 3.5 0.8 3.8 1.2

C. Master all or
some of
components

AIÌ components 5.8 0.7 4.9 0.7 4.4 7.4
Grip 6.8 0.54 5.7 1.1 5.2 1.2
Speed 5.3 1.3 4.1 1.2 1.4 7.4
Stalrce 6.3 1.1 6.1 1.O 5.4 7.I f
Lineup 5.1 r.7 5 1.3 5 1.3
SwÍng 5.8 O.B 4.9 1.1 4 r.4

D. Confident
about putting

Confident 6 0.98 4.4 0.68 4.5 1.3
o/o due to skill 7 5.9 18.2 61.1 I2.4 59.6 18.6
E Glad
participated

Glad 6.6 0.72 4.4 1.1 4.6 1.6

Like solf + or -
6.0 L.2 4.4 0.89 4.2 1.3

*all questions were rated on a 7-point Likert scale lvhere 1 meant
not, 4 meant somewhat, and 7 meant very
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and difficulty level. Mean ratings for each of these questions were close to 4 for the Ss

in each of the conditions. Therefore, the Ss found the training program to be of about

the right length and difficulty level.

The behavioral group felt that they mastered the entire putt¡ng stroke slightly

more than the manual and control groups. While Ss from each of the conditions felt

that they partly mastered each of the components (as indicated by mean ratings over

4.0), there was still some variation between the three groups. The behavioral group

felt that they almost completely mastered the grip and the stance, the manual group

felt that they almost completely mastered stance, and the control group didn't feel as

though they completely mastered any of the components. The behavioral group felt

that they mastered the speed and the swing more than the manual and control groups,

and all three groups felt that they equally mastered the lineup.

Concerning confidence that their accuracy was due to luck or skill, mean ratings

indicated that the golfers in the behavioral group were very confident whereas the

golfers in the manual and control groups were somewhat confident. The Ss were

asked to evaluate what percentage of their accuracy was due to skill on a scale from 0

to 100%, where 0 meant entirely due to luck and 100 meant entirely due to skill. Ss in

the behavioral group felt that 76/" of their accuracy was due to skill, Ss in the manual

group felt that 61o/" of their accuracy was due to skill, and Ss in control group felt that

60o/" ot their accuracy was due to skill.

Ss were asked to evaluate whether they liked golf more or less after the training

process and whether they were glad they participated in this study. Ss in the manual

and control groups liked golf about the same and were somewhat glad they

participated in this study, whereas Ss in the behavioral group liked golf more and were

glad they participated in this study.

Observers social validity guestionnaire. All of the questions on this
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questionnaire were evaluated on a 7-point Likert scale, and mean and agreement

scores for each of the questions were calculated (see Table g).

The respondents indicated that all of the components were very important (as

ind¡cated by mean ratings over 6.5), and there was 10Oo/o âeteement between the

observers

Mean ratings indicated that the length of the training program was about right

for the golfers in the behavioral and manual conditions, and a bit long for golfers in the

control condition. Mean ratings of ditficulty indicated that the training process was

about right for golfers in the behavioral condition and a bit slow for golfers in the

manual and control conditions.

The respondents were asked to evaluate whether the Ss, as a group, mastered

all or any of the components of correct form. Mean ratings of whether the Ss, as a

group, mastered the putting stroke indicated that the behavioral and manual

conditions mastered the putting stroke more than the control condition. Mean ratings

of how much the golfers, as a group, mastered each of the components indicated that

the observers felt the behavioral condition mastered each of the components the most,

and that the control condition mastered each of the components the least. The

observers felt that: (a) the behavioral condition mastered the grip, stance, swing, and

lineup completely, and the speed partly; (b) the manual condition mastered each of the

components partly; and (c) the control condition mastered all of the components Êarily,

with the exception of the lineup which they felt the control condition did not mâEter.

Discussion

ln thís study three groups of Ss were taught to putt using the correct form in one

of three experimental conditions; control, behavioral package, and self-directed

manual.

It was hypothesized that the accuracv of putting in the behavioral and manual
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Table I
' Social V

Ouestionnaire*

lvf ean Asree
A. Importance of
cornponents

Self prompts 6.75 100%
Masterv 7 100%
N'lodelins '7

lOCô/o
Pre-shot routines 6.75 LUT/o

Behar¡ ioral N{an ual Cont rol
lvf ealr Auree Mean Asree Mean Agree

B.
Length
and
difficult_v
of
training

Lensth 3.5 IOU/o 4.25 7 5o/o 5.75 lW/o
Difficultr¡ 4 lClO% 2.7 66.7o/o 2.3 66.7o/o

C. lr4aster
aÌl or
some of
compone
nts

AIt 5.7 66.7Vo 5.3 66.7Vo 3 66.7o/o
Grip 6 660/o 5.3 66.7o/o 3.7 L00%
Speed 5 660/o 4.3 1OO% 3.7 66.7o/o
Stance 6 660/o 5 66.7Ð/o 3.3 66.7o/o
Lineuo 6 lOOP/o 1OO7o 2.7 66.7o/o
Strrring 63 66Yo 5.7 66.7% 4 7(X)Vo

*all questions \\rere rated on a 7-point Likert scale where 1 meant
not, 4 meant somewhat, and 7 meant very
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conditions would improve more than the accuracy of putting in the control condition.

The results of this study found that: (a) the Ss from each of the three experimental

conditions all concentrated on using the correct accuracy during post-test assessment;

(b) there were no significant differences in accuracy between the three experimental

groups at either 3- or 6-feet; and (c) the golfer's in the manual group were significanily

more accurate than the golfers in the behavioral group when the putts from 3- and 6-

feet were combined. These findings do not support the hypothesis that the golfers in

both the manual and behavioral conditions would be more accurate than the golfers in

the control condition. There are several possible reasons for this lack of support. First,

throughout training sessions there was considerable emphasis on putting with the

correct form, but perhaps not enough emphasis on putting with the correct accuracy.

Second, throughout training not all Ss in each of the experimental conditions

mastered each step before moving onto the next step. Third, Ss in the behavioral

condition put more pressure on themselves during post-test assessment, and this

could be reflected in their lower accuracy scores. Fourth, the Ss in this study were

evaluated on a simulated putting green identical to the green which was used during

training sessions. The Ss in each of the three conditions practiced several putts on

this simulated green. Therefore, a high accuracy score may reflect the effects of mere

repetition. The Ss in the control condition may be less accurate on an actual putting

green when they are asked to putt from different distances and at different angles.

Fifth, Ss in the behavioral condition were in grade seven, Ss in the manual group were

in grade eight, and Ss in the control group were in grade nine. The differences in age

of the Ss from each of the three experimental conditions may have had an impact on

the rate of skill acquisitíon

Even though the golfer's ín the behavioral group were no more accurate than

the golfer's in the control and manual groups, the golfer's in the behavioral group: (a)
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were more focused throughout training and post-test assessment; (b) were more

confident during post-test assessment; (c) felt their putting was 15/" more due to skill

than golfer's in the manual and control conditions; (d) enjoyed golf more than before

participating in the study, and (e) were glad they participated in the study.

It was hypothesized that the form of putting in the behavioral and manual

conditions would improve more than the form of putting in the control condition. The

results from this study indicated that: (a) the ss from the behavioral condition

concentrated more on using the correct form during post-test assessment than the Ss

from the manual and control conditions; (b) the Ss from the behavioral condition felt

they mastered more components of correct form than the Ss from the manual and

control conditions; (c) the Ss in the behavioral condition had form which was superior

to the Ss in the manual condition for 3-foot putts; (d) the Ss in the behavioral condition

had form which was superior to the Ss in the control condition for both 3- and 6-foot

putts; and (e) the form of the Ss ín the manual condition was not superior to the Ss in

the control condition. The following are explanations for the above findings.

Why were the Ss in the behavioral condition superíor to the Ss in both the

manual and control conditions on three foot putts during the post-test, but superior only

to Ss in the control condition on six foot putts? Perhaps the form of the Ss in the

behavioral condition may have decreased because they began to revert to old form

when the task became more ditficult or when they started to miss putt attempts.

Why were there no significant ditferences in form between golfers in the control

and manual conditions? The form of the Ss in the control condition may have been

equal to the form of the golfers in the manual condition for the following reasons; (a)

the golfers on the control condition were asked to read a behavioral chapter on how to

putt with the correct form, and they answered a knowledge tester correctly indicating

they knew the components of correct form; (b) not all Ss in the manual condition met
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mastery criterion for each of the steps in the self-directed manual; and (c) the Ss in the

manual condition may have spent too much time reading the manual and not enough

time practicing the putting stroke.

It was hypothesized that golfers from both the behavioral and manual conditions

would exhibit more improvement for each component of correct form than would

golfers in the control condition. The results from this study found: (a) no significant

ditferences between the condition to which the S belonged and the square, path, and

shoulders components of form; and (b) significant differences between the condition to

which the S belonged and the head component of form. There are both general and

specific explanations for the lack of significant differences between the three

experimental groups. ln general, it was ditficult to evaluate differences in all of the

components of form because: (a) there was a small sample size; and (b) the

components of form were evaluated on a dichotomous yes/no scale. There were

additional difficulties encountered that were peculiar to the specific components. First,

the square and path components of form were evaluated from the same angle on

each putt attempt. Therefore, Ss did not have to consciously líneup correctly to receive

a rating of correct form. Second, the criteria for the shoulder component of form was

too strict. That is, several golfers used a slight wrist which did not affect their shot, but

they stíll received a rating of incorrect form. Third, the head component of form for the

manual condition required the Ss to not use their bodies, and the manual did not

emphasize using just your shoulders and keeping your body still.

Social ValiditL ln this study, the Ss from each of the three experimental

conditions were compared to proficient putters. An ANOVA indicated that: (a) there

were no significant ditferences in form between the proficient putters and any of the

experimental conditions, and (b) there were signiflcant differences in accuracy

compared to each of the experimental conditions. A possible explanation of these
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findings follows.

The variables were evaluated on a dichotomous yes/no scale. lt was difficult to

receive a yes rating, and partially correct form was not recorded. lt was especially

ditficult to receive a yes rating for the head and slroulders components of form, and this

was evident in the fact that even the proficient putters received no ratings for these

components of form. Therefore, the fact that the form of the proficient putters did not

differ significantly from any of the three experimental conditions may: (a) reflect

difficulties in evaluating correct form; and (b) point to the need for a continuous rating

scale in future studies.

There was a significant difference in the accuracy of the proficient putters and

the Ss in each of the experimental conditions. This difference can be explained by a

combination of two factors. First, the proficient putters were more experienced and

have had much more practice. Second, the proficient putters were tested on an actual

golf green and the putters in this study were tested on a metal putting cup. The balls

tended to fall into the hole if they were close to it, and be deflected even further away

from the putting cup if they were close to it. Therefore, the accuracy score was biased

in favor of the proficient putters.

Problems Encountered During Experimentation and Possible Solutions

Subjects. ln this study: (a) there were too few Ss in each of the experimental

conditions, therefore Ss who were otf-task or unfocused could not be discarded and it

was difficult to detect small treatment etfects; (b) many of the Ss appeared to be

somewhat unmotivated and learning to putt with the correct form appeared to be

somewhat boring and tedious for them; and (c) each of the experimental conditions

included Ss of a different age.

ln order to counteract these problems: (a) Ss should be recruited from

individuals who express a desire to learn how to putt; (b) more Ss should be Íncluded
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in each experimental condition; and (c) the mean age should be equal within each of

the experimental conditions.

Setting. The Ss in this study were taught to putt with the correct form in intact

physical education classes. Teaching Ss to putt with the correct form in this applied

setting included the following problems: (a) the Ss were used to being very active

during physical education classes, therefore it was ditficult to get them to engage in a

rather passive activity and to remain on-task throughout the entire training session; (b)

the Ss were taught to putt with the correct form during a time (the month of May) in

which there were several in-services and extracurricular activities, and therefore it was

difficult to get all Ss to attend each session; and (c) the classes were 30 minutes in

length, therefore there was inadequate time to get the Ss to review the material they

had learned after each class.

The use of intact physical education classes was problematic, therefore future

research should either; (a) take place in a ditferent setting, or (b) be made more fun,

active, or game like.

Physícal apparatus. The Ss were taught to putt with the correct form on a piéce

of carpet which was 4-feet wide, and pre and post-test assessment took place with a

metal putting cup. The width of the carpet was limiting in that the Ss could not practice

the correct lineup from several different angles, and the putting cup affected accuracy

scores by deflecting close putts away from the cup.

ln the future: (a) Ss should be taught to putt on carpet that is wider so that the

lineup can take place from several different angles, and (b) pre and post-test

assessment should take place on an actual or simulated putting green so that

accuracy scores aren't negatively biased.

Questionnaires and assessment materials. Several questionnaires and

assessment materials were used in this study, and the time required to complete them
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interfered with the amount of time in whích the Ss engaged in practicing the putt¡ng

stroke.

Future research should incorporate: (a) a measure to evaluate the amount of

time in which the Ss engaged in putting behavior, and (b) shorter knowledge testers

for the golfers in the self-directed manual condition so that they spend more time

pract¡cing the putting stroke.

The manual. The self-directed manual which was used by Ss in the manual

condition contained too much writing. Therefore, the Ss in this condition spent too

much time reading and not enough time actually putting. Also, the manual did not

emphasize using the shoulders and keeping the body still. Therefore, many Ss used

their waist and hips for the longer 6-foot putts.

ln the future, the manual should be in point form and contain a minimal amount

of information. The golfers in the manual condition also used the incorrect form for the

component head. This ís because the manual did not adequately describe this

component of form. ln the future, the manual should emphasize keeping the shoulders

really loose, and not using the hips or waist on the longer putts.

Dependent variable. The dependent variables in the study were form and

accuracy. ln this study, the following problems were encountered during DV

assessment: (a) the definitions were very strict in order to obtain high lORs; (b) the

criteria were too limiting; (c) the variables were evaluated on a dichotomous scale; (d)

only 4 of the proposed 7 components of form were evaluated; and (e) it was difficult to

evaluate whether the Ss used new or old form during DV assessment.

Definitions. ln order to obtain high lOR, the definitions of correct form were

very str¡ngent. This was an advantage for achieving operational definitions, but it may

have been a disadvantage for assessing change or improvement scores. The four

components of form which were evaluated were: path, head, square, and shoulders.
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The following is both the definition and the potential problems associated with that

definition for each of the above components.

Path was defined as a straight swing path (i.e., one part of the putter blade

remained on the ball path at all tímes). This definition may not have included enough

information because it didn't evaluate whether the putter head was at a right angle to

the swing path.

Head was defined as the golfer's head remaining st¡ll, the golfer watching the

ball at all times, and the golfer not using their body to pull the ball. ThÍs definition may

have been too strict, as few Ss and proficient golfers received a rating of correct form.

Square was defined as both the putter blade and the golfer's feet being at a gO

degree angle to the desired path of the ball, and the golfer's feet being even and

parallel to themselves. This definition may have had the following two problems. First,

some golfer's feet were turned inward on each putt attempt, and it appeared to be a

natural tendency. Yet because of the definition, they received a rating of incorrect

form. Second, all golfer's were evaluated from the same angle on each putt attempt,

therefore it was easy to get a rating of correct form without consciously trying to l¡neup

correctly.

Shoulders was defined as the golfer using their shoulders to putt (rather than

the smaller muscles in the arms or wrists). Therefore, correct form meant that the

golfer's wrists and arms did not bend. This defin¡tion may have been too strict; several

Ss and proficient golfers used a slight wrist bend.

Criteria too limiting. ln this study, the Ss form was evaluated as correct if

they exhibited the form that was defined in the procedure. Some Ss and expert putters

used the same form on each putt attempt, but this form was different from the defined

críteria. Therefore, they received a rating of incorrect form even though the form was

accurate and it was used consistenily and produced accurate putts.
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Dichotomous scale. ln this study the DV was evaluated on a yes/no

dichotomous scale, and the S had to exhibit perfect form to receive a rating of correct

form. Several Ss appeared to improve during the training sessions, but they did not

yet exhibit perfect form. Therefore, because form was rated on a yes/no dichotomous

scale, these part¡al improvements in form were not detected.

Evaluated only four components of form. ln order to obtain high lOR,

only four of the proposed 7 components of form were evaluated in this study.

Furthermore, several other components of form, such as correct grip, were not

evaluated.

Old or new form. ln this study the Ss form and accuracy were evaluated, and

it appeared as though some of the Ss used their old form during post-test assessment,

especially after they had missed making a putt on several consecutive attempts. There

was no way of identifying whether these Ss: (a) used their old form, or (b) focused on

and used their new form during DV assessment.

The following are suggestions for the above problems: (a) the components of

correct form could be redefined in an attempt to minimize the problems encountered in

this study; (b) the components of form could take ínto consideration natural tendencies

which are consistent on each putt attempt; (c) pre- and post-test assessment could be

videotaped so that problems with DV definition could be identified, many components

of form could be evaluated, and high IOR could be achieved; and (d) components of

form could be evaluated on a continuous scale so that slight improvements in form

could be detected; and (e) accurate baseline assessments should be used to

determine if ss are using old form or new form during the post test.

Training sessions. ln this study the following problems occurred during the

training sessions: (a) the sessions were 30 minutes in length, and the Ss, as a group,

only remained focused for the first 20 minutes; (b) it was difficult to evaluate whether
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the Ss met mastery criterion for each step in the training process; (c) the Ss rarely

provided corrective feedback to theír partner; and (d) there was too much emphasis on

form and not enough emphasis on accuracy.

The following should be implemented in order to counteract some of the

problems which were encountered during the traíning sessions: (a) the sessions

should be 20 minutes in length; (b) there should be some way of evaluating and

keeping track of whether the Ss meet mastery criterion for each step, such as, random

monitoring and public posting of mastery criterion by the experimenter; (c) an initial

session should explain the importance of and demonstrate how to provide corrective

feedback; and (d) more emphasis should be placed on accuracy throughout training

sessions.

Treatment integrity. ln this study most of the Ss in the behavioral and control

conditions followed the appropriate procedure, but Ss in the manual condition did not.

The Ss in the manual condition were supposed to: (a) read one step in the manual; (b)

answer the knowledge tester; (c) meet mastery criterion for that step; and (d) go onto

the next step. However, several Ss read through and answered the questions on

several steps rather than doing it one step at a time. ln the future, the manual should

be given to the Ss one step at a time, so that they are required to complete one step

before moving onto the next step.

Generalization. ln this study: (a) DV assessment took place from the same

angle for each putt attempt (see Figure 1); and (b) the golfers were asked to take four

putts from each of 3- and 6-feet. Therefore, there were no measures to evatuate

whether form and accuracy generalized to different angles, and there was only one

measure (i.e-, a three foot putt) to evaluate whether form and accuracy generalized to

other distances.

ln the future: (a) an additional session should be included to program for
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generalization; (b) the Ss should be encouraged to use their self prompts during post-

test assessment; and (c) pre and post-test assessment should take place from different

angles and distances to determine if form and accuracy generalize to different

situations.

Determining if other factors affect skill acquisition. There are several factors, in

addition to the method of instruction, which could affect skill acquisition. Two factors

which were proposed to affect skill acquisition were confidence and on-task behavior.

An additional factor which was later hypothesized to atfect skill acquisition was the

length and consistency of the pre-putt routine. ln this study, there were too few Ss to

examine whether any of these factors affected skill acquisition, therefore an ANOVA

was not calculated. These factors should be examined to: (a) determine if different

levels of these and other variables significantly affect skill acquisition; and (b) evaluate

whether the experimental conditions are equal on each of these potentially

confounding variables.

Comparison to proficient golfers. ln this study the Ss form and accuracy was

compared to proficient golfers. Proficient golfers were defined as golfers who had a

handicap of 10-15, but there was no indication of the proficient golfer's putt¡ng ability.

ln the future, the proficient golfer's putting form and accuracy should be taken into

consideration before they are selected for comparison.

Summary of suggestions for Future Research

As described above, several changes should be included in future research on

conditions for teaching Ss to putt. First, the DV should be evaluated on a contínuous

scale so that partial improvements in form and accuracy can be detected. Second, pre

and post-test assessment should be videotaped so that other components of form can

be evaluated and the observers are blind to the experimental conditíon. Third, DV

assessment should take place from distances and angles that are ditferent from the
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training sessions to determine íf form and accuracy generalize to other situations.

Fourth, accuracy should be emphasized more throughout the training sessions. Fifth,

follow up measures of form and accuracy should be taken to determine if correct form

and accuracy is maintained for a long period of time. Silth, future research should

either: (a) be done with a smaller group of ss, or (b) incorporate some way of

evaluating whether the Ss meet mastery criterion. Seventh, future research should

include a longer period of training so that the benefit of using new form over a longer

period of t¡me can be evaluated.
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Appendix A Derinitions of the components oÍ correct form



B'

When obseruing a putter from in front of the golfer, you should assess the comþonents
in the following order:
1. square and balanced
2. swing path
("the first component can be assessed before the putter begins their pufting stroke")1. Square
"correcl form wilf mean that: (a) both the putter blade and the golfe/s feet are at a 90
degree angle to the desired path of the ball, (b) the golfel,s feet are even (i.e., one foot
is not in fronl of the other), and (c) the golfels feet are parallel lo themselves (i.e., nol
pointed in or out).'*

A. See if the golfeis feet are paralleÍ to each other and even (i.e., one foot is not in
front of the otheQ.

B. see if the golfeis feet are lined up parallel to the path of the ball.

lf EITHER the golfe/s feet are nol parallel to each other, OR the golfer's feet are
uneven, OR the golfer's feet are not parallel to the path ol the ball, then the golfer has
INCORRECT lorm (N).

ll the golfe/s feet are parallelto each other, AND the golfer's feet are even, AND the
golfefs feet are parallel to the path of the ball, then the golfer has CORRECT form (y).

2. Swing path
"correct form will mean that the golfer uses a slraight swing path, the golfer uses a
swing that is straight along the palh from the hole to the ball (i.e.. one part of lhe putter
blade remains on lhe ball path at all times)**

A. Walch the path of the putter. ls it in line with the ball path? Does some parl of the
putter blade remain on the path of the ball at alltimes?.

lf the the swing path is nol straíght, thal is NO PART of the putter blade is on lhe path of
the ball al some point during either backswing or followthrough, then the golfer has
INCORRECT form (N).

lf the swing palh is approximately straight, that is some part of the putter blade is on the
path of the ball at ALL times, then the golfer has CORRECT form (y).
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the f rom dir of the
When observing a pufier f rom in front of i ing
components of form:
3. shoulder use
4. head position

6. Shoulder use
**correcl form will mean that the golfer uses their shoulders to putt (rather than the
smalfer muscles in the arms or wrisls)**

A. Watch the golfers arms and shoulders, see how they make a "V". Walch lhe
shape of this "V" and see if the shape remains the same throughout. The arms will
move, but the key is thal the shape of the "V,' is constant.

B. Watch the golfers wrists, they should not bend. The golfer should use no wrisl
in their putt.

lf lhe EITHER the shape of the "V" changes, OR the golfer uses their wrisls. then the
golfer has INCORRECT form (N).

!f BOTH the shape of the "V" remains close to the same, AND the golfer's wrists do not
bend, then the golfer has CORRECT form (y).

7. Head position
**correcl form will mean that: (a) the golfe/s head remains still, (b) the golfer walches
the ball at all times (i.e., the golfer looks up only after lhe putting siroxeìs finished), and
(c) the golfer does not use their body to pull lhe ball**

A. Look at the golfe/s head, Does the golfe/s head remain still, that is, in the
sa-me spot throughout lhe entire putting stroke? Use something behind the head as a
reference poinl to determine if the head remains in the same sfiot (i.e., it isn'l floating).

B. Look at fhe golfefs eye gaze. Does the golfels eye gaze remain on the ball at
all times, and does the golfer look up only afler the followthrough is finished?

C. Look al the golfefs body during lhe putting slroke. Does the golfer use their
body to pull the ball? That is, do they use their waist and hips to ,gel powel?

lf the the golle/s head moves during the putting stroke, OR the golfer does nol walch
the ball throughout the entire putting stroke. oR the golfer uses iheir body to pull the
ball, then the golfer has INCORRECT form (N).

lf the golfer's head remains in the same position throughout lhe entire putting stroke,
AND !h9 golfer watches the ball throughout the entire putting stroke, nÑO tné golfer
does NOT use their body to pullthe ball, then the golfer nas-CORnECT form (ú.
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Appendix B A script of the overview which was given to lo each experimental

condition at the beginning of baserine assessmenr



ta
ALWAYS BE CHEERFUL AND POSITIVEII?I
"fli there.,.Ty ngmq is Adrienne, this is victorãnd this is
Connie. A bit ãbõm me etc

ln order to see how well y.o!p!!t We are goinq to assess
your form in THFÐTTIñG 2OñÈ.-
As you know, ygu will work lryith a paftner during the training
sggsions, therefore yo w¡ll oãassessed "
at the same time. ! 

--This is the list of partners.

You'll hotice that there is a number beside you and your
paftner's name...this is the ñum6êï of the puiteithãí you w¡il
use during e,verv tr3ining se
uPe lt every time. Th¡s--reLer will be up wniffit
of who your paftner is aÏññat putter you should be 

-

usr ng. . .

The wav il will work today and next class is....you will haveio io, ðuringiñ¡Jliníe *e will ask
three pairs to enter the putting zone. 

v - t

Dqfinq this time, two pairs will be assessed on separate
putting greens, and a third pair will be in a warmup area.

ry yqu have been assessed, vou will return to regular
phys ed class and ask the next ffi tne õuttìngzone.

What is assessment? What ha I come to
e putttnq zone?

htrst you W¡ll go to the -warmup qreen where you will find
vour special putter and practiõê-thãÞutting siroke. 

:
Then, when the pair ahead of you is done it is your turn to
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strut vour stuff.

ln,orFr to. see how well ygu put, we're going to get you to
take 0 putts f rom each oi 3, 6, and 12 feét. - v

We want you to try your best and to try and make every putt.

Wq't" gollg to be evaluating your form and how close the
!-^ll i^ *^ *L^ ¡^^l^ -^ ¿l-^r ---- r ¡

9all !ì tg Tng hole so that we cqn s
during the trãìnìn-g sessions. Remember, at the'enoõf
training ygu will get a cenif¡caÏe wiÏñ your improvement
score on it.

W,. ru.y have to ask you to slqw down or to re-do a putt
attempt so that we can re-evãlúãteJl

Sometimes we will be standino here (go to one observor
pol ltion).and somet imeffiiãndi ng ovei heió 1so
to the other observol.poqition) when we evãlu@ur fò"rm.
This is just because it is hard to see some things f?om either
sþot. please ionore us ancl nutt Thãsemê wâv oenh timã--spot, please iqnore us and pulJ thtsame wav éach tims

flç3sg w?it lo go un açk you, because we miqht have
to find out what excactlv we're looking for

tt *"r *t a quiçk summarv of the way the next two
classes will work...l guessìfFlime to get-startedl

InanIvott-very.r¡uch, l'ffi looking forward to it, I know it will
be a lot of fun! We will sta
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Appendix c A poster identifying ontask behavior for ss in the

behavioral condition



q/

*masrer each srep* Grade 7

"9 steps*

1. I will DEMO correct form for each slep.2. Parlners go to appropriale putting green.3. 1st partner models correcl form whíle partner is the "EYES". 1sl partner meels
maslery crilerion.
4. 2nd partner models correct form while padner is the "EYES". 2nd parlner meels
mastery crilerion.

GO ONTO NEXT STEP.
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Appendix D A poster identifuing ontask behavior for ss in the

manual condition



?3

GRADE 8

1. Go lo assigned pufling area.
2. Fill out knowledge tesler.
3. Decide who will be the learner and who will be the inslruclor.4. lnstructor read out'!ellow parts" to partner.
5. lnstruclor teach each slep to learner as described

-you are your parlner's "EyES"-
6. After lhe learner has maslered this step, switch roles and repeat untilthe
second person has mastered this step.

GO ONTO THE NEXT STEP.
-repeat starling al #2-



Appendix E Section of the manual which was given to Ss in the manual

condition during the introductory session

ìJÀ¡¿
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A,J''=QruEffiY:

APPROACH TO IEARN
THE PUTTING STROKE.



-

"rttr*ßWØrqpptoach to lecnn
the putttng stroke.



S-
\..

IEARI{ING
HOW TO PUTT
WITH THE
CORRECT FORIVÎ

I Introductlon

Who ts thrs møruoll lor?
Thls manual is fo¡ someone who
dc¡es not know how to putt, is eager
to learn how to putt, an<I who
wants t<¡ have some fun doing it.

Inbúucülortlo Ttttfl
Befu¡e we go any further I would
llke to lntroduce you to'Putty,.
Pntty ls a good putter, look for her
thtoughout this manual for lmpor.
tant tips.

ipnttìn7 ìs tlt ún6lc no#

ìapmtnnt scoùn¡ tup.¿t o( ¡otf
ttt t¿¿ll nt Cú. (onwl,*ìon npon

øñìcí tlc (ntl swìn6 ¡¿ttt'

putting stroke. If you use thls
manual correctly, the basic putting
str<lke will bet'ome second natute
and it will free you to concentrate
on other things such as generating
the right arnount <tf s¡reed. ßnf
temenrher, in order to develop a
sound putting stroke it is ím¡nr-
tant to go through each and every
step!

Whct ls or¡¡ gæl?
The gcnl of this manual is to teach
you how to putt using the cotrect
form. This process may seem a little
terlious at first, and it may seem eas-
ier to iust hit the ball (regardless of
f<rrm). But, it is crucial that you .

learn the correct form f¡om the
beginning!

whY?
(l) lf you learn how to ¡nrtt with

the co¡¡ect form you will he
more consistent in the future
(especially when you are ner-
vous), you will be in control
over whether the ball went
into the hole, and you will
know what to change in o¡der
to get the ball into the hole.

(2\ lf you use the hit anrl miss
methrxl, you may make a few
sh<>rt putts, but it will be more
difficult for longer putts. If
you use the crrrrect frrrm, you
will be able to'2-putt'from
almost any distance. What
exactly is a '2-putt'? A '2-putt,

Why puttlng?
'Putting is tlrc single most important
smring nspect of golf .as well as tlw
foundation u¡nn which ttrc fitlt swing
rests'(Simek & O'Brien, lgSl).
As Jack Nicklaus (a prolific profes-
slonal golfer who made millions on
the pro tour) stated...'...no part of
golf is more bnportnnt tlnn puttitrg,.

In putting, there are relatively few fun-
damentals that must be mastercrl in
onler to dcvckrp a sound, re¡æatable

ls iust that, getting the ball in
the hole afte¡ 2 putts. A goal
of most professionals on longer
putts is to get the ball within
2 feet of the hole on the first
putt, and to get the ball into
the hole on the second putt.
By using the c'or¡ect form, you
will increase the chance that
you will be able to'2-putt',
and if you can '2-putt' from
any distance you will be a
good prtter.

Whct ls conect
putfrng lotm?
ln order to identify whether some-
one is putting with the correct form,
it is im¡rortant to clearly define the
components of co¡rect form.
Ex¡rerts have identified 7 important
dimensions of form. Of course, you
will not be required to learn all 7
dimensions at once!! The manual
will take you through a series of
steps that will help you to learn the
correct form. If you follow the steps
in the manual, mastering each step
as y()u go, you will program your
'muscle memory', and the correct
form will become second nature.
Herc are the 7 dlmenslons of coÌr€ct
form and a b¡lef descrlpflon of
them. We present them here fust to
glve you an overvlew of what you
wlll be leamlng.
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l. Llne up at 9O degrees
Draw an lmaginary llne on which
the ball wlll travel to ¡each the hole,
we'll call thls llne the ball path.
Your feet and your putterhead
should be perpendlnrlar
(1.e.; at a 90 degree angle) to the ball
path.

Thc llne up

'r*atct¿

2. Eyes above the ball
Draw an lmaglnary llne from the
ball to yout eye, your eyes should be
dlrectly above the ball.

Eycs abwc thc ball

:r.

. i.., ¡ ::
.. 1.'T.-. !.llÍt r'

,.., {.t !¡ìi1r ,

ji :är,i ':itþì ;r

,. .l¡tl; ¡i

' r{:i ,' '71i. !,rJj, .
.r¡ t

You may have to adfust you body
posltlon or sllde your hands up or
down the club shaft ln order to get
youÌ eyes above the ball.

3. Stralght swlng path
You should swlng ln a stralght llne.
The path of the putter should be ln
llne rvlth the ball path.

Swlng Path

Eycs not above thc ball

Putü¡p flcd. Eary
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4. Proper ball and feet
posltlon

When you ate puttln& your feet
should be shoulder width apart,
your knees should be bent, the put-
terhead should be ln the mlddle of
your feet and the ball should be at
the sweet spot of the putter.

What ls the sweet spot? The sweet
spot ls the part of the putter wlth
whlch you want to hlt the ball. lf
you hlt the ball at the sweet spot,
the ball ls more llkely to go stralght
and at a deslrable sped. lf you hlt
the ball outslde of the sweet spot
the ball mlght go at an angle, and at
a slower sp€d.

FceS shouldct wldth a¡nrt
,¡, ì

Ball on 'swccl spt'of ptttct

4tt

\
r) I ;:'

I ti.

i:, t:.

5. Putt wlth the shoulders
You should putt rdth your shoulders
rather than your arms and w¡lste a
golfer should not fllp thelr wdsts.
when hlttlng the balt.

Shouldqs mcan æntol

Pr¡lüry edo lary

Notc: tlu V fonnd W üE slnuldcts
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6. A short backswlng
Your backswlng should be shorter
than your followthrough. For
example, lf the baskswlng ls
approxlrnately 4 lnches, the follow
through ls approxlmately 6 lnches;
lf the baclswlng ls approxlmately 2
lnches, the followthrcugh ls approx-
lmately 4 lnches; lf the backswtng ls
approxlmately 6 lnches, the follow
through ls approxlmately 9
lnches etc..

.ii'-.. .. t
- l.lh .*' 

' 
;

ìt ¡

.'¿l'i1.

þr
.ít
il

. ,*. tt¡

7. Keep that head stlll
Keep your head down and looklng
at the ball untll the entlre puttlng
stroke has been completed. Keep
youl eyes on the ball durlng the
backswlnp don't watch the putter-
head swing back and forth.

â
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Tllastcry ìt cútìcnll,¡ ìupoúenL

¿$kìppìn6 útpt ìn cíb pro7nn
lcels to 6eps ìn Ci¿ nnsl¿ t&¿tho-

ry o( yonr twìn6 ìn uca.ctl,¡ Clu

tttuc tí¿ ttuttc hrel tkìppìn7 toac

of clu (nnlencntnh of al6úte
lcnlt Co c¡onllc ìn øo*ìn6 noru

np hiúìc ntøl bet(aaAtìc el rtu-
cìons. ¿$kìgìn,¡ thpt tnlr *p
cnkìn6 nor¿ tìr,¿ ¡ltâ¿r tien lut"
(¿$ìnck t A'þñcn, øg/).

How úA tils mcrnual
help you lecrrn the
conect puffing stroke!?!

This manual will enable you and a
partner to learn the correct
putting stroke in 4 sessions. But in
order firr it to be effective, you and
your partner must do your home-
work. Before each session you will
be asked to read a section in your
manual. Prior to each training
session, you will write a test on
the section of the manual that you
were asked to read.

-Why bothe¡ with a
written test?

You will be given a limited amount
of practice time and you neetl to
know a certain amount to get the
most out of this practice time. To
ensure that ¡ru have a minimum
amount of knowledge a written test
is required. Illeøse read the
manual. It ìs inryortant for the
resnlts of this research and it wíIl
he unfair to yottt pørtncr if you
don't.

During sessions with your partne¡
one of you will be the "instructor",
and one of you will be the "learner'.
Then you will switch rolcs. The
manual describes the activities fitr
both roles. When studying for the
test y()u may want to attempt s()me
of the activitics of the lea¡ner.

Dcltor:e eoeü sesdon for
fhe Íest, fou st¡ouldlrrtow
1. what the con€ct form (for

that component ln that ses.
slon) looks llke (e.g., brlefly
descrlbe the corect grlp, the
conect stance etc.)

2. the acttvlües of the lnstruc.
tor and the leamer

3. what setup must be used
when leamlng a component
(e.9., when leamlng putttng
sp€d, what marklngs must
be on the floor?)

4. when a step has been mas.
tered and you cån go ontq
the next step

How ls tt¡ts mø¡ucil setup?
The learning of the putting stroke
has been divided into 9 steps and
these nine steps can be lea¡ned over
4, l-hour sessions. If you master
each of the 9 steps, you will have
mastered the putting stn¡ke.What
are the 9 steps that have been iden-
tified?

Session #l
1. The grip.
2. The stance.
3. Swing pattern and swing length.
4. Head still and watch ball spot
.5. The swing with a ball

Sesslon #2
6. The speed ofa putt
Sesslon #3
7. The line up and pre-putt routine
8. The enti¡e prc-putt ¡outine and
putting stroke

Session #4
9. The entire prc-putt routine and
putt¡ng st¡oke at the golf green

Pleaæ nobt
Wthln the manual, lt ls lmportant
for you to rnailer one Jtep before
prccdlng to the next step.

Rememäpl¡ toäp- pdüve
øtd have fin wlíen
lerlrntutg how to putfll

It is lmportant to remain positive
wheneve¡ you are learning nme-
thing new. Therefore, every time
you attempt to use the correct form,
your partner will tell you what you
are doing right (e.g., your feet were
squaÌe, great fob. You kept your
head down for the entire shot,
that's super!).
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Appendix F Section of the manual which was given to Ss in the manual

condition during the first session



nä¡rr(Ð
You1l lec¡rn the flrst fot¡r
steps wlthout c¡ bqll.
l. The grtp: l0 mlns
2. The stc¡nce: l0 mlrrs
3. Swtng pcrttern c¡nd

swlng lengrth: l0 mt¡rs
4. Head stlll cnrd watch

bqtl spot: l0 mlns
5. The swlng wlth

the bcll: l0 mfns ts



SIEP ONE: of a[ the partsof your body

THE cRIp- .,i'ü';*,i#äiiå*""-*:;T.l':
lact wtlh the golf club. ..to a large

I0 MINS degree.hand postdon on a gotf ci-ub
. controls the dlre6lon of thé shot. that you are putiing. Legendary

*ffi::fr'H"ffî:l;få'åiJ'
puunlcr Co ¡cil, tluìuC¡tutìot found that mlno¡ changes ln thelr

onc toat co tit tenn¿t ent 6ìrc glåH:#:äjjlå:'jÍ:ï.ä.
ctu t¿e¡n¿r (c*#eck e(hr cvÛ.- ;,if,J';i#,#i**H:lîi;;, ",
t¡ìel.

ffi Whot ls ft¡e cotusct grtp?

!þF_'qflryçm Look at rhe ptctures of the conecr
tlll bi. , 4É.{, gdp. Noüce that: (l) rhe rrchl hand_t ;td . { fr fr Í. ts tullyon the ctub and ts'bðtow the

å ffi -liffiq fi "i,i"¿i 
;:lnî',î""tr"$1"[ïî'

iå liE f i;li,;*f:,¡;r;, ;ii shalght down the shaft, and (i) tftu
:,.q it';.', " 

'r=,,. 
..i ,' : . ' :; ¡ polnter flnger of the left hand over-... ! ..,,,.i.i:... r.:- Japråetrueen the plnky and second,. : '\.. 

,: , ;:.:' :.* last flnger of the rìght-hand (or the' .¡..i. ., .l rcveße for left handers).
: i ""' i!þ-/r I î Note: While rcme golfers use other:..-

. ',,.. i,i. . i i çIpt for¡xrtdng, thls grtp ts used by' ' .ji li i ! ,'fluv solfen.
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The @lp
I.

I"eØúng the cærect gllp
1. Declde wlth your partnet who

wlll be the leamefand who will
be the lnstructor (you,[ rcverse
roles later).

.. lnstructor reads from the manuat
r leamer has the putter
2.Insfiuctor: read the followtng

as a gulde to the learner
o 'Place the putterhead onto the

ground such that your putterhead

!s paratlel to yout ?eet an¿ fust ln
front of you.'

o 'Place_your domlnant hand (rlght
hand for rlght handed people) 

"
onto the club shaft".

. ?"o your thumb stralght down
the club shaft and wrap yout
domlnant hand arounä ihe club
shaft"

¡ 'Wlth your domlnant hand sfllt
on the club, place your nondoml-
nant hand onto the club Qeft
hand for rlght handed peopte).'

o 'Your nondomlnant hand ls to be
placed hlgher up on the club
shaft, thereforc you may need to
shlft your domlnant hand down".

o 'Ptace the thumb of your non-
domlnant hand stratfht down the
club shaft (parallel and under-
neath your other thumb)".

'."¡i
',.. ']';I

Ptülry llod.Etlrt ñ



'Wrap your non-dominant hantl
a¡ound the club shaft such that
your pinky and ¡>ur last two fin-
ßers ate directly on the cluh shaft,
and your ¡rointer finger is on top
of your dominant hand, between
the pinky and second-last finger".
'When you ate first learning to
grip the club it is im¡nrtant not
to gtip it trn tightly. Therefore,
think of it as gripping onto a
bird. You have to hold it tightly
enoußh so that it doesn't fly
awa¡ but not so tightly that you
suffocate it".

W6¿wv¿r QncCT ttpf¿rn ìn tlu

u,tntutÇ ttkc e. (u+ ueonlt to

put 7onu,cft ìn lfu tfiou.

7nt6ìnc enl 6cê a lul (n câe

co¡r¿¿C (ora, inú lìkc ?rCtl.

|'If tlte ha¡næ kces ustng ütc
sønc lnco¡¡ett dt nporuilt of ftrm,
hc/she may want to usc vc¡bal
sclf ponpts to hclp co¡tect lt
(c.g., lf thc lcarnø kceps pløclng
hls/he¡ thtttttb at an ar1¡4e on the
shaft, the lca¡nq may want to say
'thumb straíght'as a remíndcr
to placc lt down thc shafr). ltse
sclfralk to connte¡act ctto¡s In fotm
thtotghout the tmintng sessfons.

3.Instnrclor.. give feedback to the
learner after each trial

o Ask the learner to grip the putter
correctly.

. Tell the learner the com¡xlnents
that are cotrect.

o Scote the com¡nnents on the
checklist.

Compnents

A (cr, 7on (ul ynß.$ ndng th

Dominant hantl is c,rmplctelyãn ttre
club and below thc nondominant hand

¿ot¡e¿t (otæ, ncC ìC oxC, ì1., rrothl

nsìng tú¿ ¿o¡r¿tC form, anl
e otu? tt'¿,¡onrself to Q ntty.

On the front of the club, both hands are

¡9,þting straight <lown the shaft
()n the back of the club, the ¡xrinter
finger is overlapping

Make su¡e lh.tt ,rntr pañnet uses
nlB CORRECT FORM the specified number
d tines in o¡der 10 ,neet nustery c¡ite¡ion

(i.e-, it doesn't count if only part of ít wøs
right). Be positive , rememher to point out to
you lraftner what was done ñght.

4. After the lea¡ner has met mastery
criterion (3 correct in a row),
switch roles and tepcat steps
2 an<l 3.

o Remember, it is important to do
it correctly thc same way each
time. You a¡e ptoßramming your
muscle memory.

5. When tx¡th of you have met
mastery criterion f<rr grip, go
onto'thc stance'.

Trtr¡Is

. Did you and your partnet
master this step?
(te honest with ¡nunelf, it is important
to ¡naste¡ each steV hefore moving on)

No-
...mastet this step before moving on
Yes-
...8o onto the next step

What selftalk works f<rr you?

Putllng Mode Eosy

What selftalk works for your partner?

\e\



STEp TVlfO. w!r* you are teamtng how to sorf

iHE stiñcu lli:iilnÏi'i*ïäliî""ni*'
IO MTNS i on the golf cou6e. Remember, alt

shots count the same one stroke.
Thls tncludes the boomingilO}
metre drlve as well as the 6 foot
pmtt, mlssed because of faulty s€tup.
So practlce the cor¡ect stance undl
you meet mastery crlterion, then
you wlll automatlcally assume the
conect stance.

+,Þ
.JÈg¡l-,-jj:---+J- To have the correct stance, you must

ffi t c #Í qlp $u club correctt¡ keep your

'T:,fr :'ffi , fr*"Ëif;{i,.i.iii*ìi;¡:ï'
' u 

il.-fåfflt;:fi;,.;.i: .'.', ,q; evenly dlstrlbuted so that you arc
iq tf_"\1.iïr,+.',ì. 

,i",: .r;. r.;l on balance), place the putier head

*i . i,*r,i 
,i,ï 

-[åti#"i1ï;[ä:ï:iïfåäî,
,:' I ',' .,i,' . :. place the sweetspot of the putter-

,.,,,. i.:..,.,.. ,,. . i ove¡ the ball (1.e., lf you can draw
,,,'! iirlítlL . i l.ran lma$nary llne from your eye to

i ,,,, :.; i I ¡ ,lùe-bal_|, youÌ eye ts dtrectly oúer top

'\ì ri '. :..:','l
,. r',::r.-i*..,¡ 

"i!. _.4:l: ":l ,i

Thls may seem bortng and tedlous,
but lt will help you to save strokes

The luløked Cûprrt o ]lake your stance. Stand perpen-
dlcualar to the path of thC bail
and wlth your feet on elther slde
of the clrcle (that symbollzes the
ball).'

r 'Place yout puttethead onto the
ground:

(f) þst behtnd the ball spot,
(2) wtttr the entlre putterhead
lylng flat on the ground, and
(3) so that the ballspot ls at the
sweet spot of the putter'.

o 'Place your feet shoulder wldth
apart wlth your welght evenly
dlstrlbuted and bend ¡our knees."

o 'Check to see lf your putterhead ls
ln the mlddle of your feet (let the
puttet fall towards your legs, lt
should fall ln betrueen your legs,
at your crctch). Readfust your
posltlon untll the putterhead ls ln
the mlddle of your feet fteeplng
your knees bent and your feet 

-

shoulder wldth apart each tlme)."
. 'Look down at the ball spot. DÌaw

an lma$nary llne from 

'our 
eye to

the ball spoÇ and readfust your
hand o¡ body poslüon unfll your
e'æ gaze ls dlrectly aborrc the ball
spot (),ou may have to bend your
walst sllghtly mote ot less, move
lour feet fonpard or backward, or
sllde your hands up or down the
putter shaft to achleræ tl¡ls)."

. 'Yout stance should be comfort-
able and should not feel forced
or awkward.'

Leønlng the
conect størce
1. Declde wlth your partner who I

wlll be the leamer and who wlll
be the lnstructor (you'll tevense
roles later).

o lnstructor reads from the manual
. leamer has the puttet

2,Instntctor: read the followlng
as a gulde to the learner

c 'You should learn the correct
stanc€ on a marked carpet. The
carpet should contaln a clrcle to
reptesent the ball, a llne to r€pte-
sent the putterhead, and a ltne to
represent the path of the ball (lf
uncleal, see diagrams),'

. "Grlp the putter wlth the conect
grlp.'

o 'Flnd the approprlate marklngs
on the carpet.'

.*.{1"
:#

h¡tll¡g H.Bat
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'WIIEN IßAnÀ¡I\rc A¡w oF
lIlDsE lEct NIQUES, trfs
TMrcRTANT TO DO IT CORNECT-
LV THE SAME WAY EACH nME.
YOU ARE PROGRAMMING YOAR
MUSCLES SO THAT IT WILL
BECOME AUTOMATIC. NV ORDER
TO HELP YOU REMEMBER WHAT
TO DO TT IS TMPORTANT TO USE
SELFTALX, OR WRBAL.TE¿F.
PROMPTS, SELFTALKIJN1r
SOMETTTING TO MEMORIZE, N TS
SOMET''ING TO FACILITATE YOTT
DOING SOMETHING. IT'S LIKE
TALKTNG IT OVN MAKE SURE TO
SAY IT SLOW ENOUGH SO THAT
YOA ABSONß WHAT YOU ARE,
SÁY'HG ÁND SO THAT IT ITAS
MEANING FOR YOU.'

'Therefore, when modelling the cor-
tect setup, use the following verbal
self prompts: grip right, feet comf¡
knees bent, putte¡ middle, and eye
ovel ball. Say them out lou<l as you
go thÌoußh each of the accompany-
ing movements. l, your partncr, will
say the selftalk with you the first 2
times".

3. Instructor give feedback to the
learner after each trial

¡ Ask the learner to grip the putter
correctly.

. Tèll the learner the com¡xrnents
that are co¡rcct.

¡ Score the com¡rnents on the
checklist.

'|t fcch î¡etc Co th ic câ¿

t4rttl ¿vcll tìnn,'

,ìtât

Componenls
should bc using thc correct grip
(i.e., thumbs straiRht & rr¡inter finser overlannlnsl
ft'et should be approximately shoulder width apart
[he putterhead shoul<J be in the mi¿ile,rf fect
putterhead should be flat on the ground
the ball should be at the sweet sgrt of ttre ¡rutter
knees should be bent comf<rrtably
eye should be directly ove¡ the ball

Make sure that ¡mur paftner uses
TIIE CORRECT FORM the specified numhet
of times in orde¡ to meet mastery criterion

(i.e., it doesn't count if only port of it was
right). Be positive , rcmemher to poínt out to
yrrur lra¡înü wt at was time right.

4. Afte¡ the learne¡ has met mastery
c¡iterion (3 correct in a nrw),
switch roles and refreat steps
2 anrJ 3.

. Remember, it is im¡nrtant to do it
correctly the same way each time.
Y<ru are programming your mus-
cle memory.

5. When hoth of you have met
mastery criterion for stance go
onto the swing pattcrn an<I
length.

Trlaß

. Lr¡d you meet mastery c¡iterion?

. Did you master this step?
(be honest with yotnelf, it is ¡mpolrant
to maste¡ each stq t eforc moving on)

No-
...master this step before moving on
Yes-
...go onto the next stcp

What selftalk works for you?

tutllng M<rde Ecrsy
(



STEP TTIREE:
THE SWING
PATTERI{ AI{D
SWING TENGTH

IO MINS

Vlhgì ts lhe conec-t swfiiopttern øú lengûh?

Îb have the correct swlng pattem
and length you must use yout shoul.
ders lnstead of ¡æur arms and wdsts,
swlng along the path of the ball, use
a short backswlng retatlve to the fol-
lowthrough, and swlng wlth one
fluld movement.

Swtttg Pqtte¡n æú Length

þþc ck

proapCt

corrctC Jm

sr

;T
tt"råî

i. .i
;i-i¡.
i'il:t'
,.,t1.',t;'
i

Leæniung ìhe conect st¡ttttopttern cmrd frng lengi/n-
l. Declde wlth yout partner who

wlll be the learne¡ and who wllt
be the lnstructor (you,lt r€verse
roles later).

¡ lnstructor follows the manual
. lea¡ner has the puttel
2. Insúuctor.. read the followlng

as a guide to the learner
o 'You should leam the conect

swlng pattem and length on a
marked calpet. The carpet shor¡ld
contaln a clrcle to represent the
ball, a llne to reprcsent the putter
head, two llnes to monltor
the length of baclswlng and
followthrough, and a llne to
tepresent the ball path (lf unclear,
see diagrams).'

o 'Hold onto the puttet wtth the
correct grlp, notlce the ,V, that
yout arms and shoulders fo¡m.,

¡ 'Relax your shoulders and roll
them sllghtly forward, lmagne
that your anns ate a pendulum
and that lt swlngs back and fo¡th
along the path of the ball.'

o "Now swlng your shoulders and
arms back and fo¡th: whlle
concent¡atlng on keeplng the,V,
constant. Do thls several tlmes
untll you get a feel for uslng
your shoulders (you may have to
really shake them out to make
them loose)'

o 'You don't want to use your arms
and wrlsts because you have less
conttol ovet these muscles, espe.
clally when you ale nervous."

r 'Now, grlp the club wlth conect
form and assume the correct
stance. Swlng the club uslng
your shoulder lnstead of your
arms and wrlsts (make sure the
'V'¡emalns the same and that
yout anns do not bend).,

o 'As you arc swlnglng the club,
watch to ensurc that (A) lt
¡ernalns along the ballt path (see
the llne on the carpet), (B) your
backswlng does not go past the
llne on the floo¡, and (C) your
followthrough goes past the llne
on the floor.'

o 'Use the followlng verbal self
ptompts to ald ln uslng the cor-
rect form: shoulders loose, swlng
stralght, pull a llttle, push more.-
The words'pull a ltttle wlll
prompt you to focus on the sen-
satlon of pulllng the putterhead
back wlth your rlght hand and
shoulder (or reverse for a left han-
der). The words'push more, wlll
prcmpt you to focus on pushlng
the putterhead forward wlth your
rlght hand and shoulder (or
leversre fot a left hander). Say
'pull a llttle, push moÌe, out ioud
as you go through each of the
accompanylng movements. I wlll
say the selftalk wlth you the flrst
2 tlmes.'

Pulllry Iad. EarI \



'7 ¿rt t rcetlr¡ lul ìc, ny nuclu
ievc 6ool naaory."

3. Insl¡udor.. give feedback to the
learner after each trial

o Ask the learner to model the cor-
rect swing pattern and swing
length.

o Tell the learne¡ the com¡mnents
that are correct.

STEP FOTIR:

Muke sure thal your lrurlnü ilsrr
THE CORRECT FORM the specified numher
d tímes in o¡der to meet mastery crilerion

(.e., it doesn't count if only part of il was
right). Be posit¡ve , rememher to lroint out
to Wt paûner what was done right,

4. After the lea¡ner has met mastery
criterion (3 correct in a row),
switch roles and repeat steps
2 and 3.

o Remember, it ls important to do it
correctly the same way cach time.
You are programming y()ur mus-
cle memory.

lf you move your hearl, you will
have a tendency to pull the ball,
and if your eyes follow the putter
you may miss the ball or hit it at the
incorrect s¡xrt.

What fs the conect Íorm?
Correct firrm is when (A) your head
remains still and you lcnk up only
afte¡ the putting stroke is finishcd,
and (B) you watch the hall s¡rt

HEAD STItt

Components

AI{D WATCH

aims stay in a'V' and wrists do not
bcnd when club is swung

BATI SPOT

backswing is shorter than followthrough
(use the lines on the car¡rct as a guide)

IO MINS

swing path is straight
(use the line on the carpet as a guide)

swing with one fluid motion
(pull a little, push more)

5. Whenhlhdynu havemet
mastery aitedon fur slling pafüm
and swing length, go <n step hlr,
head still and watch ball qxÍ.

a

o

Did you meet mastery criteriorf?
Itid you master this step?
þe honest with younelf) it is imporrant
to masler each step hdorc moving on)

Trldß

No-
...master this step before moving on
Yes-
...9o onto thc next step

when swinging, rather than the put-
terhead.

l,æt*tgfoleep yu'rIffi
ilinrlxiwulüchfuiAs'æt

l. Decide with your partner who will
be thc leamer and who will be the
instructor (you'll reversc nrles later).

. instructor f<¡llows the manual
o learner has the puttcr

What selftalk works for you?

2.Instnrctor: read the following
as a guide to the learner

o "Now you know all the comfx>-
nents of a great swing (the grip,
the stance, the swing pattern ãnd
swing length). The next step is to
combine all of these comfnnents
and to swing with the correct
form."

ñ
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*t¡ sbokc - øínC e con(ìkncc

o 'l want you to model the co¡rect
form while saying the folkrwing
verbal self prompts out loud: grip
right, gocxl stance, shoulders
loose, head down, pull a little,
push more. You can use your fret-
sonalized selftalk if you want to."

o "While remaining in the co¡rect
stance, swing the putter a couple
of times so that l, have a chance
to assess all the com¡xrnents of
your form."

o 'Make sute you say verbal setf-
p¡ompts out loud."

3.Inst¡uctor: give feedback to the
learner after each t¡ial

o Ask the learne¡ to model the fo¡m.
¡ Tell the learner the compnnents

that are correct:
o Score the com¡ronents on the

checklist.
Rcmctnbe¡ yw ml¡ht necd to ¡et the
lco¡nc¡ to swln¡ a catple of ttmes to
osscss olf of the cøtponenls.

lnìll,c¡"

Componenß
arms stay in a'Y'when partner swings the
club (an<I your wrists do not bend)
backswing is shorter than followthrough
(use the lines on the car¡rct as a guide)

swing path is strai¡qht
(use the line on the car¡ret as a guide)

head stays down, partner do not look up
until after completing the putting stroke

putterhead is in the middle of feet antl f
are shoulder width apart

eye should bc directly ovcr the ball-
(i.e., draw an imaginary line fiom eye to
the ball, your partners eye a¡e directty over
top of the ball)

Mdke sure that your partner uses
THE CORRECT FORM the specifted nnmher
of tlmes in order to ,nect mastery cñIe¡ion

Q.e., it iloesn't connt if only paft of it was
right). Be positive , remenher to point out to
,orû partnq whal was done right.

4. After the lea¡ner has met mastery
criterion (3 correct in a row),
switch roles and tepeat steps
2 an<I 3.

. Remember, it is imgxtant todo ltcrr-
rwtly the same way eac'h time. Yu¡ arc

¡rogamming yur rrrurh msrK,ry.

.5. When both of you have met
mastery crite¡ion for head still
and watch the ball s¡rrt, go ernto
step five, the swing with a ball

Trldls

eet

Did you meet mastery criterion?
. flid you master this step?

(te honest with ¡nunclf, it is intpoilant
to nusle¡ each ste¡ ltefore noving on)

No
..m-f"r thi-rt"p t*f.)re moving on

...ß() onto the next step

Pt¡ttlng Mcdo Eosy

What selftalk works firr you?

qt



STEP FÍVE:
THE SWTNG
WITH A BAIJ.
IO MINS

Now that you've mastered your
sttoke, we're going to get you to
swlng with a ball. Remember lt is
exactly the same swing, use the same
form that you have been using up
until now.

'1( 1 tto tí¿ ¿yn¿C Unu Hlìnl it't

e pìccc of ctkc.'

Leænlng the *rfitg wtth
d bo¡II

1. Decide wlth your partner who
will be the learne¡ and who will
be the instructor (you'll revetse
roles later).

o lnstructor follows the manual
o leamer has the putter

2. Instructor.. read the following
as a guide to the leamer

o 'When leaming to swing with
the ball, you will use the same
marked car¡ret, and you will be
required to hit a 2' wide board-
that is 6 feet away."

. 'Ydt have now programmcd your
muscle memory to putt with the
corÌect f¡rrm."

¡ 'Place the ball on the ballspot."
¡ "lÍ. I do the exact same thing it,s a

piece of cake."
. 'Grip the club wlth the correct

grip."
| 'Assume the cor¡ect stance'.
o 'And putt the ball so that it hits

the board".o
o When mrxlelling the co¡rect

form, say the following verbal
self prompts out loutl: grip right,

good stance, shoulders loose,
head down, pull a little, push
more (lf you prefer, you can
replace this selftalk with yout
own personalized selftalk) ".

o "The first two times I will say
your selftalk with you."
"When ¡rerforming an actual putt,
try listening to see if the ball goes
into the hole bef<rre you look up."

"Remember: (A) shoulders loose
like a ¡rendulum, (B) use that setf-
talk".

3. Instuctor: glve feedback to the
lea¡ne¡ afrer cach füal.
Ask the learner to model the
correct form
Tell the learner the components
that are cottect.

Score the components on the

Compnenb

checkllst.
Rcmcmbc4 yon rrrlsht nccd to ¡et thc
lco¡ncrto swln¡ a couple of tlmes to
*scss all of thc cørtpnents

arms stay in a'V'when partner swings the
club (and your wrists do not bend)

backswing is shorter than followthrough
(use the lines on the carpet as a guide)

swing path is straight
(use the line on the car¡ret as a guide)

head stays down, partner does not look up
until after completing the pufting st¡oke

putterhead is in the middle of feet and feet
are shoulder width apart

eye should bc rlirectly over the ball
(i.e., draw an imaginary line from eye to
the ball, you¡ partners eyes is directly over
top of the ball)

Trlqß

-F
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iilake su¡e that ,our paftner uses
THE CORRECT FORlvl the specìfied numhe¡
of times in orde¡ to meet mastery criterion
(1.e., it dæsn't couil f I only puft of it was
right). Be positive , rcmemher to point out to
,nuÌ partner what was done ñght.

4. After the learner has met mastery
criterion (5 correct in a row),
switch roles and repeat steps
2 and 3.

o Remember, it is lm¡rortant to do it
correctly the same way each time.
You are p¡ogramminß your mus-
cle memory.

.5. When both of you have met
mastery criterion for the swing
with a ball you are done session
# 1... congra tul a tíons !

. Did you meet mastery criterion?

. Did you master this step?
þc lronest with ¡nunelf, ¡t is irn¡oñant
to master cach step hefore mæing on)

No-
...master this step hefore moving on
Yes--
...9o onto the next step

What selftälk works for you?

\
\
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Appendix G Section of the manual which was given to Ss in the manual

condition during the second session



ñntz!\tr¿
Tlme: 5 mlnule¡
*sflon ll2
Do you remember the components
of correct fo¡m? Briefty descrlbe
them before startlng sesslon #2.

Stance

Swing

What ls yout personallzed selftalk??

Snärn@
l. The speed of a putt

Phcse One: 3 foot
rectcmgle: 20 mlns

Phase Two: 2lool
rectcmgle: 25 m|¡rs

\
ìr



STEP SIX:
THE SPEED OF
A PUTT

45 MINS

.-e ttnntln¡l ¡oníìn¿ Yoúkt
e (n'uwmk (or lulìn,¡ wìclt

cuâ pnCC wìtñonC allowìn,¡ 7oa

Wfny lJrle dglnl sæerl?

to l¿¿ont nnvlou or lou

con¿¿nC¡tCìon"

(¿gìnck ¡ Q'lrìut t4g4.

You can now Putt with gteat form.
ln order to take advantage of that
great form, it ls imfxlrtant to Putt
with the right am<tunt of sPeed- lf
you can putt with approximately the
iight amount of sPeed, You will be

able to '2-putt' from anY distance.

Lætúng how îo Putt wtth
the conæt s¡teed

l. Decide with youl partnel who will
be the leamer and who will be

the instructor (you'll revetse roles

later).

. lnstructor follows the manual

o leamer has the putter

2. Inst/urtor: read the following
as a guide to the learne¡

¡ 'You will tea¡n how to putt with
the correct sPeed using a marked
carpet which will contain several

circles to place the ball, a line
where the putter head will be

placed, and a rectangle that will
be 6 feet from where You are

putting".
. "You will be taught to putt with

the correct sPeed in two Phases.
In the first Phase You will be

required to get the ball into a ¡ec-

tangle that is 3'deeP, and in the 
-

secónd phase You will be required
to get the ball into a rectangle
that is 2' deeP".

o "tn order to be a conslstent put'
ter, it is important to follow the
same pre-shot routine". "AII of
the frnest putters in the game have

their owtt particular preshot rihnl.
htdeed, athlctes in manY sPorhs

develop their owt particular pre per'

formance routines...a stnúard mu'
tbrc provides a frdmævork for deal-
irrg with each putt without allowing
yott to hecome anxiotts or lose con'
centratton' (Slmek tr o'trrlen, l9El).

Therefore, before each shot:

1) take some practlce swings to
feel the Proper strokd

. "ln order to putt with the conect
s¡reed it is necessarY to Practice
the swing until You get a feel for

¡ 'BY SWINGING THE CLUB TO
THE SIDE OF THE BALL BEFORE

EACH PUTT, YOU ARE

PROGRAMMING YOUR MUSCLE

MEMORY"!!

2) Step up to the ball and take the
proper stance

¡ "Use your verbal self promPts
(1.e., putter square, griP, stance,

head down, Pull a little, Push
more). You can use YouÍ frerson'
alized selftalk if You want".

3) Stroke the ball into the rectangle

o 'Remember when you are puttin8
to keep Yout head down".

o 'Don't break your fo¡m if you are

having difficulty Setting the ball
into the rectangle, use the same

form all the time"!!?!

3. lnstructor: glve feedback to the
learner after each trial

o Ask the learne¡ to model the
form.

. Tell the learner the com¡nnents
that are correct.

distance".

"Stand to the side of Your ball so

that you can swing Your club
without contacting it".

"Keep yout eye on the hole while
swinging the club to the side of
the ball. Continue watching the
hole until you reallY feel the
stroke, thcn Put Your head down
ancl take 2 more practice swings".

"When you are taking Your
practice swings to get a feel for
distance, it is im¡nrtant to
imagine that You are hitting the
ball, and to reallY feel Yourself
contacting it".

\
eb
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(orcocr to onitt¿¡ t eonponcnC.

Score the comfronents on the
checkllst.

Bnc 7'* îhl 1 tcn¿þ rc ottt-"

Compnents
arms stay in a'V'when partner swing the
club (and your wrists do not bend)

backswing is shorter than followthrough
(use the lines on the carpet as a guide)

swlng path is straight
(use the line on the carpet as a guide)

head stays down, partner does not look up
until aftff completing the putting stroke

putterhead is in the mitldle of feet and feet
are shoulder width apart

eye should be dlrectly over the ball
(1.e., draw an imaginary line ftom eye to
the ball, your partners eye is directly over
top of the ball)

ball stops in a rectangle

frtatss

thû bún hrto the 1fuot deep rec.
tangle 5/7 dmes (thls ls mastery
crlterlon). When both of 1ou have
met mastery mltedon for s@
þhaær one and two), you harrc
completed the second session...
gnd loh?

Make surc that ¡nur paûner uses

THE CORRECT FORM the specified numlnt
Ç times in order lo nre.t ,nastety c¡iterion

Q.e., it doøn't count if only paft of it wûs titht).

Be positive , rememher to po¡nt out to yout
paûnu what was done right.

4. After the learner has met mastery
criterion (3 correct in a row),

. Did you meet mastery criterion?

. Did you master this step?

þe honest with ¡nunelf, it is impoftant

to master each step bcfo¡e moúng on)

No-
...master this step before moving on

Yes-
...9o onto the next step

switch roles and re¡reat steps
2 and 3.

o Remembeç it is im¡nrtant to do
it correctly the same way each
time. You are programming your
muscle memory.

5. When both of you have met
mastery crlterlon for phase one,
go onto phase two.

Model co¡rect fo¡m and us'e the
same pre-shot ¡outlne (take some
practlce swlngs to feel the propet
stroke, step up to the ball and
take the proper stanc€, and stroke
the ball into the rectangle) untll
you use the correct form and get

t selftalk works for you?

Ø *"* Mcrde Ecsy

\\S



Tlme:5 mlnules
Sesdon #3

What selftalk work for you??

What are you conceîtf¡ting on
when you swing beside the hll??

@

@

.a
¿ssrtn

7. Ttre llne up cnd
pre-putt routlne:
20 mlns

8. Tltè ênüre pre-putt
routlne clnd putting
stroke: 25 mt¡rs

Putdng Mcdo Þcsy

!ò



STEP SHVEN:
THE LINE UP
AI{D PRE.PUTT
ROUTINE
20 MINS

þctorc cul pntt ìt ìr ïnpmtnnt

Cltt yon uc Clu sns+c prc+âot

roxCìnc, Câfu øìll.ntw. tßa.C yn

TuCC contìthnCly".

lf you stand up to a ball straight or
square, you are most apt to putt
stralght or sguare. lf you stand up to
a ball crookedly or at least inconsis-
tently, the odds are that you wilt
putt crookedly or at least inconsis-
tently (Simek & O'Brien, lgSl).

What ls lhe conect llneup?
ln order to be lined up conectty,
your feet and putterhead should be
parallel to each other, and perpen-
dicular to the path of the ball

Inanftry the lfne up
l. Decide wlth your partner who

will be the learner and who will
be the instructor (you'll teverce
roles later).

. lnstructor follows the manual
¡ leamer has the puttet

2. Inst¡actor.. read the following
as a guide to the learner

o 'You will learn the co¡rect line up
on a marked carpet. The carpet
will contain a dot to represent the
hole, and several markings which
are 6 feet from the hole. You will
line the putt up from a different
spot each timeo.

¡ "Select a spnt on the carpet and
place the ball on that s¡xrt. You
wlll line the ball up from that
s¡nt".

"Stand behtnd the ball ( a few
feet), facing the hole, and imaglne
a line fr<¡m the ball to the hole

"You may want t() pick a spot that
is approximataly 2 feet infiont of
the ball (that falls on the ball's
path) to help you line the ball up.
"You may also want to use the
bottom of the flag (or hole
marker) to help you 'see' the
imaginary line".

"Place your putterhead down
(iust behind the ball) so that it is a

¡nr¡rendicular to the ballt ¡rath".
lf the putterhead is tined up cor-
rectly, go onto the next step.

lf the putterhead is not lined up
correctl¡ adjust the putterhead
until you and your partner both
feel that it is in line with the
ball's path, then go ont<¡ the
next step.

'While keeping your putterhead
ln the same position, hold onto
the top of your putterhead and
move to the side of the ball.
P<rsition your feet so that they are
parallcl to the putterhead and ¡rer-
¡rendicular to the ball's path".

"make sure that you are in the
correct stance (your feet are shoul-
der width apart, yout knees are
bent, and the ball is in the middle
of your feet)".

'[nok at the sweets¡rot on the
putte¡ to see if it is in line with
the center of the hole (see
picture), adlust the putterhead
until it is in line".

'After you have lined up squarel¡
pick a new sfrlt and line up
squarely f¡om this spot".

"Before each putt it is important
that you use the same pre-shot
toutine, this will ensute that you
putt consistently".

"Remember: all putts are worth
one stroke, so stick with your
established routine".

3.Inst¡uckn: glve feedback to the
learner affter each trlal
Ask the learner to lineup conectly
(squarely)

While the learner is standing
behind the ball, check to see if
the putterhead is lined up ¡rerden-
dicular to the path of the balt

Next, while the learner is in the
correct stance, check to see if the
sweet sfrrt is lined up with the
center of the hole.

Score the comfnnents on the
checklist.

Ð
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to6ctfur."

Compnents
feet are per¡rendicula¡ to the ball path
putterhead is perçrendicular to thc ball path
the ball is in the middle r>f your partners feet

the putterhead is perpentlicula¡ to the ball
path, appropriately lined up to the hole

Mukc st¡c tlrüt your pilrlnu uses
'I'IíECORRECT FORM the specified numlær
of times in oder to meet møstery uiteñon
(i.e., it dæsn't cannt if only part of wos right).

Be positíve , rcmember to point out to rmut
partnû what was done ñght.

4. After the lea¡ner has met mastery
crite¡ion (3 correct in a row),
swltch roles and ¡epeat steps
2 and 3.

r Remember, it is im¡rortant to do
it correctly the same way each
tlme. You are ptogramming yrur
muscle memory.

Trldls

5. When both of you have met mas-
tery criteri<ln for the lineup and
preput routine, go onto step eight.

. Did you meet mastery criterion?

. Did you master this step?
Qr honest with ¡nunclf, it is important
to master each stq hefore movìng on)

No-
...mastet this step before moving on
Yes--
...9o onto the next step

t
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STEP EIGTII:
THE ENTIRE
PRE-PUTT
ROUTINE &
PUTTING STOKE
25 MTNS

*r#n lhe enlfre putflng

1. Declde wlth your partner who
will be the learner and who will
be the lnstructor (you'll teverse
roles later).

o lnstructor follows the manuat

. learnef has the putter

2. Instructor.. read the following
as a gulde to the learner

o 'Now that you're an expert put-
ter, it's tlme to strutt your stuff,
it's time to ¡rerform the entire pre-
putt toutine and putting stroke
with a ball".

o 'Remember to...
(A) perform the same preshot
routine each time

I -swing to the side of the
ball to get the feel

2Jine the ball up correctly

3-use your ve¡bal self talk,
and

(B) ¡rrtt with the conect form and
achie'ræ the deired outcome.".

3. Instntdor.. give feedback to the
learner after each trial

r Ask the learne¡ to putt the ball
using the same preshot ¡outine
eâch time, the correct form, and
the correct speed.

. Tell the learner the com¡nnents
that a¡e cortect.

7loø tíet yon'rc ,u cú)uc

pnCht ìCb Cìn* tt tCrnfr y)nr

ilnft, ìtL Cì'$¿ to pÛ(orr- t{u

¿ntìr¿ pn-pnü ìrntìnt ilxl
pntcìnî scrok¿ øitâ t hll,,

Score the components on the
checklist.

Componenfs

use the same preshot routine before every
putt (i.e., practice swing and use selftalk)
the putterhead is flat on the grõuñrl, tñe put-
terhead is in the middle of putter,s feet, feet
are shoulder width apart, and the ball is at
the sweet s¡nt
eye should be directly over the hall (i.e.,
imaginary line from eye to the ball)
feet are per¡rendicular to the ball path
putterhead is ¡rerpendiculãi toìtre Uall ¡ratË
the ball is ln the middle of putter's feet

arms stay in a'V'and w¡ists do not bend
backswing is shorter than followthrough
swing path is straigh

head stays down until after the putting
stroke is finished

Trlc¡ls

the ball lands inside the 2'rectangle
(correct speed)

t
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ânç¿ ìt ntnorìzcl!"o

Make su¡e that yw ¡taftnet uses
THE CORRECT FORM the specified numhet
of times in otder to meet mastery cñterion
(i.e., it doesn't count if only part of was ñght).

Be posìtive , rcmember lo po¡nt out to yout
paftnet what was done ri¡ht.

4. Afte¡ the leame¡ has met mastery
c¡iterion (ball within 2 inches on
elther side of the hole 4/5 times
in a row), switch roles and refreat
steps 2 and 3.

o Remember, it is imprrrtant to do it
correctly the same way each time.
You are programming your mus-
cle memory.

.5. When both of you have met mas.
tery crlterion for the swing with a
ball, yort have completed thc
thìrd sessíon... almost done!

a

a

Did you meet maste¡y criterion?
Did you maste¡ this step?
þe honest with ¡mrsell) it is impoftant
to master each step before mwing on)

No-
...master this step before moving on
Yes

...go onto the next

Rcn¡cmhc¡ b rtvc yoursclf ctaltt for yont
Ino¡rc:ss, thlnk of all thc thlngs that cøttc
'naturally' nmtl!?l

What selftalk works for you?

step

ñ
\l.1
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Appendix H Section of the manual which was given to Ss in the manual

condition during the third session



Tlme: 5 mlnutes
Sesstor¡ #4
Do you remember your pre-shot
routine? What will you do before
every shot??

What ls your personalired self-talk?

¿$wsion

@

9. The entlre pre-putt
rouüne cmd putttng
stroke crt the golf
green: 50 mÍn

PuttlDS Mcde Earry
Ð(s



STEP NINE: THE
LINE UP & PRE.
PUTT ROUTINE
AI{D PUTTING
STROKE AT THE
GOIF GREEN

1( 7on ânrc (olloø¿l Câ¿ thTt ìn

tßìs atnnnl enl ínv¿ n¿C Câ¿

nuhry crìt¿rion et øcI út7, yon

øìll íav¿ nntt¿¡¿l tßt p;ttìn6
tt¡ok¿. {rct conCìnn¿ tt ulc Ch

trrnc (mm enl yon øïll l¿ pt

¿y¿¿lt¿nt pntCæ.

Flnally the real thing!?! lf you have
followed the steps in this manual
and have met the mastery criterion
at each step, you will have mastered
the putting stroke. Just continue to
use the same form and you will be
an excellent putter. Don't get dis-
couraged at first if the putt doesn't
go ln. Even the professionals miss a
few putts. Keep using the correct
form and you will be rewarded in
the lon6 run.

Iaønlng the entfie puttlng
sþoke

1. Declde with your partnet who
will be the learner and who will
be the instructor (you'll levetse
roles later).

o lnstructor follows the manual

o leamer has the putter

2. Instnrctor.. read the following
as a guide to the learner

o 'During this session, you will
practlce putt¡ng at a distance of 6
feet f¡om the hole (you will
notice that there are seve¡al
pieces of tape in the carpet 6 feet
from the hole). Therefore, select
any spot, and putt fiom there,
make sure that you putt from sev-
eral different locations (afterall
varlety is the spice of life)".

¡ "Rerirember to (A) ¡rerform the
same preshot routine, and (B)
putt with the cr¡rrect form and

each time. Your preshot ¡outlne
has three comfronents:

l-swlnglng to the slde of the b¡ll
untll you really get the feel for
dlstance

llJlntng up the shot corectly

lll- ustng your self talk (1.e., putter
squarc, grip, stance, pull llttle,
¡msh morc)".

. "when taking your practice swing
before each shot, visualize the
ball going into the hole. Try to
really get a feel for the putt.
Program that muscle memory".

3. Inst¡actm: glve feedback to the
learner after each trial

o Ask the tearner to putt the ball
using the same preshot routine
each time, the co¡rect form, and
the correct s¡reed.

. Tell the lea¡ner the components
that are co¡¡ect.

Score the components on the check-
list.

Comptents
use the same preshot routine before every
putt (i.e., practice swing and use selftalk)

the putterhead is flat on the ground, the put
terhead is in the middle of putter's feet, feet
are shoulder width apart, and the ball ls at
the sweet s¡xrt

eye should be directly over the ball (i.e.,
imaginary line from eye to the ball)

feet are perpendicular to the ball path

putterhead is perpendicular to the ball path

the ball is in the middle of putter's feet

arms stay in a'V'and wrists do not bend

backswing is shorter than followthroush
swing path is straight

Tilals

head stays down until after the putting
st¡oke is finished

thc ball is within I f<xrt of the hr¡le
(correct sperd)

ù-\s



Tñ¡nk Von v¿l1 urci (or per1ìcì-

pntìn6 ìn câfu únly. 1 ioTc thc
yon (onn,l, ìc ten(ìcìtl tnl tínc

ïox ntc clu *ìltt CitC yon ltw
lcnrncl ìn tln (ntuc.

þt¡ffy 6o(;n6l!91

Makc sure that rmut pottner uses
THE CORRECT FORM the s¡tæifted number
of times in o¡de¡ lo meet mastery c¡iteñon
(.e., ít dæsn't count if only paû d it was dght).

Be positìvc , æmember to point out to ¡mur
partnef what was done ñg,ht.

4. After the learner has met mastery
ctiterion (ball within 2 inches on
either side of the hole 4/5 times
in a row), switch roles and repeat
steps 2 and 3.

¡ Remembeç it is important to do lt
c<rrrectly the same way each time.
You are programming your mus.
cle memory.

5. When both of you have met mas-
tery critcrion for the swing with a
ball, you have c<lmplete{ the last
session...Sreat ioh!

. Did you meet mastety criterion?

. Did you mastet this step?
(he honest with yourself, it is important
to masle¡ each stE beforc moving on)

No-
...9o back and master thls one last
step.

Yes

...you'te done.
exf,€rt putter

You're officially an

(^)
s



In order to sce what a fÌcat putter
Wu are, I want you to take 7O
putts from each of 3 and 6, 12 and
24 feet. On arcry pntt I want you
to usc the cor¡cct þnn, take a
practíce swíng to gct a fecl for dís-
tance, líne up the putt, and usc

¡mur verhal selfprcmpæ. Use the
same prcshot ¡outine cadt tlme.
Rememlnr you alreadyknau hmry
to putt wíth thc conect füfi, ít\
cxactly the samc sþúa Thc otrly
difference ís the dlstancc, and yorl
lmow how to gct a feel for spccd.
Thereforc, gct e fælfo¡ spccd
beþre ev¿ry Putt, tbrc tt rtp cctæt-
ly, and use ,ærttt vc¡rnl sclf ptunpts
(¡rutter squatx, grl¡t, statrc, hcad
dmun, puII a llttle, push more).

It's the samtc foÌrn ¿adt tttttc.
Remcmlnr ¡tur musclc mcmory.

@

?ostTest

tuttlng Mado Ecsy

llow much have you
lecrned?

il
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Appendix I The chapter which was given to the control group
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Appendix J A poster identifying ontask behavior for ss in the

control condition
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Graoe g

1. Knowledge Tesler2. Chapter "How to putt wilh the correct form".3. Use classes however you want.4. chapter has a number of tips on how to putt with the correcl form.
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Appendix K Social validity questionnaire for the behavioral and manuat

conditions



/¿Ø

#_VA[gTr TIME: 8 MINUTESYouranswerSaregreatlya@werallofthequestionsashonestly
as possible.

On a 7-point scale, where 1 ls not valuabte, 4 is somewhat valuabte, and Z isvery valuable, how valuable were the following components?

using verbal self prompts_
mastering one step before going onto the next onemodeling- . using the sãme pre-shot routinãEiore each putt_
other(please specify)

Did you feel the program was.
too short abor¡t the right too long

7

Are there any components that you would eliminate completely and why would you
eliminate them?

To what e)ítent do you feel that you mastered putting?
ldidn't master I mastered

tength
3456

any components
123 some components

45
lmastered

allcomponents
7

To what extent do you feel you have mastered the following components where I isnot at all, 4 is parily, and Z is 100o/o mastery?
The grip The Stance 

- 
Theiwing pattern and tength

The speed _ The line-up _
lf you didn't master 1 or more components, can you th¡nk of an¡hing that would havehelped you to master them?

on the final putting test where you hit several putts from each of three d¡stances (g, 6,and 12 feet), to what extent did you feel that the frequency of putts going in was due toskill versus luck (i.e., when a putt went in it was just luck ór oiå vou"nãu. control overthe outcome)? Prease circle the appropriate peicentage.
(entirely due to chance, l was lucky)o% 10% æ 30 Æ so oo 70 Bo 90 looo/o
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How confident do you feel about your putting ability?
Not very, -somewhat-cont¡Oént

I'm a poor putter
12345

How did you find the training process
Too easy, Just about right
boring, slow
12345

how focused were you during the training sessions?
Sornar/fld Totajlyfocused
bcJsed Concentrated on leaming

On a scale of 1 to 7,
t¡otdallfocused
I kept thinking
of other thirgs
1Z

Do you like golf more or
Way Less
It turned me off gotf
123

Very,
I'm a good putter

7

howttrutt
7

Haldtrcfollow
Toofa$

7

w4rrnore
Golf btun

7

Are you glad you participated in this study?
No Somewhat't23

Any recommendations,

less than before the training program?
About the same

456

45
comments or suggestions?

6
Yes

7

Thanks again for participating ln this study, have a great yearll?l
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Appendix L Social validity questionnaire for the control condition



t7/

-Social Validitv TIME: I MINUTES

What method did you use to learn the prrtting stroke (i.e., did you break it down into anunlber of steps, 
9i9^yo.r^ 

keep trying it untir iitert iijnì, did yoú gàryory parrner toevaluate your form etc.)?

To what e)ítent do you feel that you mastered putting?
I dídn't master I mastered
any components
123 some components

45
lmastered
all components

7

To what extent do you feel you have mastered the following components where I isnot at all, 4 is parily, and 7 is 100o/o mastery?
The grip The Stance _ The swing pattern and lengthThe speed _ The line-up _
lf you dídn't master 1 or more componentsian you think of anything that would havehelped you to master them?

on the final puttin.g test where you hit several putts from each of three distances (g, 6,and 1 2leet), to what extent did you feel that the frequency of putts going in was due toskill versus luck (i-e', when a puit went in it was just'luck ór o¡à yor"nàu" control overthe outcome)? prease circre the appropriate p"icent"g".

(entirely due to chance, I was lucky)o% 10% æ 30- Q 50 60

How confident do you feel about your putting ability?
Not very, -Somewhat-cor¡t¡oént

l'm a poor putter
12345

to 7, how focused were you during the train¡ng sessions?
Sorne$a Totajtyfoqrsedbqlsed Concentrated on leaming

(comdddyduerc my skiil)70 80 90 100%

very,
I'm a good putter

7

On a scale of 1

tútdajlfoqrsed
I kept thinking
of otherhings
1Z howtlprrtt

67
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How did you find the training process?
Too long Jug about rght Too Srort1234567

.!o you like golf more or tess than before the training program?
Way Less About the same WaynroæIt turned me otf gotf ^ Gotf btun1234567
Are you glad you participated in this study?No Somewhat yes1234567

Any recommendations, comments or suggestions?

Thanks again for participating in this study, have a great year!!?!
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Appendix M The poster which was displayed during the debriefing

session



/?+

Grade 7

-9 steps
-l demo

FORM
âV€=41 .14o/b
highest=78

DISTANCE
€lVê=5.1
highest=21

Grade 8

-9 steps
-manual

ãYë=24.5o/o
highest-58

âVê=11.45
highest=23

Grade 9

-no steps
-chapter

ave-13.4orc
highest=47

âVê=11.12
highest=29
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Appendix N The queslionnaire used to evaluate form and accuracy during

pre- and post-assessment
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Name:
Subject #:

Pre or post?

I,]19 o_oif.er.has qorrect form circle y (yes), if the gotfer has incorrect formctrcre n (no).

INFRONT OF GOLFER

lqU.are putterhead & putter,s feet are approx. go degrees to the bail pahPath swing path is stra¡ght, on the path of the bail

INFBONT OF BALL
Shldr 'V,of atms remains the same and wris,ts do not bendHead gorfer keeps head down & In same spot unt¡r putt ¡s comprete

3 feet
INFBONT OF GOLFER INFBONT OF BALL123456

shot
made?
squre NY NY NY shldr NY NY NY
path NY NY NY head NY NY NY
6"?
1'?
2'?

'*MEASUREMENTS WILL BE TAKEN FRO[\4 THE SIDE OFTO THE HOLE TO THE CENTER OF THE HOLE;*_ 
_-

6 feet
INFRONT OF GOLFER INFRONT OF BALL123456

shot
made?
squre NY NY NY shldr NY NY NY
palh NY NY NY heacl NY NY NY
o"'/
1'?
2'?

''MEASUREMENTS WILL BE TAKEN FROM THE SIDE OF THE BALL CLOSESTTO THE HOLE TO THE CENTER OF THE HOLE**

THE BALL CLOSEST
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Appendix O The consent form



tvB

March 27. 1995

Dear Parent;
My name is Adrienne Toogood, and I am currenily doing my master's ín sporl
psychology at lhe University of Manitoba. For my'mastel's ihesis I am stu'dying
dilferent ways of teaching people how to putt with the correcl form. Ms. shields feels
that participation by sludents in several cíasses devoted to puiling would fit well with
her physical education course. She has agreed to have a module in which I can
conducl my research, and your daughler'silass has been selected to lo be in this
study.
The teaching method is designed to be f un experience and l'm sure your daughter will
S,?f1,1.,1jïf.JT3l!ly-ll!.e xegr confidenriär ar arr rimes, and youidaughter mayssvrrrv¡ ¡rrqy
withdraw from the program at anytime. Since your daughter is below the age of 1g, I

:,.^q:il.^'19yl-iftîî 9o.ns.n! to.inctude. rhem in'rhe srudi; prease sisn betoñ and asl<
I the f

lf you have
Shields at -any 

further questions, please call me (Ãorienne) al zTs-271 1, or Ms.
253-1492.

Please return all consent forms to Ms. shields by next class.

Sincerely Yours,

S. Adrienne Toogood, B.A.

date signature of parent/guardian signalure of studenl

fludenl, please answer the lottowing questions beÍore yo, ilrà ¡n the consent form.
r. 

- --"-""" "öå*,

Class time:

Have you ever golfed on a golf course before?
lf yes...

Approximately how often? _
lf you have an establisheO tranOicap, wnat is itZ

Have you ever had golf lessons?
lf yes...

How many?
Have you ever played minialure golf before? _
! yes, approximately how often dó you go eacÐonascaleof1to5,where1=''thaveneverputle-dnetor@
know what lam doing", and 3="1'm ok, t have putted before bul lcoulã use some
improvemenl", how would you rate yourself?
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Appendix P Class cooperation checklist



/îo

Glass:
Tlme Slot:
Grade:

THE FOLLOWING WILL BE KEPT TOTALLY CONFIDENTIAL.

on a scale of 1 to 7, how cooperative, in general, do you feel this class is?
Not at all. Son'evr,tìd Very. They afways
They never cooperate They sometimes æoperate and
or follow instructions. cooperate. follow in$n¡ctions.

34567
On a scale of 1 to 7, how attentive, in general, is this class?
Not at allattentive. Somewhat. Very attentive.
They never listen. 

H:lsometimes 
They atways
listen.

1234567
Are the_re any individuals in this class that you think will be a problem in thís study (i.e.,
they will distract others etc.)? lf yes, do you have any suggestions for how to facilitate
cooperation? Please wríte recommendations on the backbf this sheet.
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Appendix O Pre-experimental questionnaire



)gz

TIME: I MTNUTES

Il',3n.k you very much for vitunteering to be a subject in my study, I really appreciate it.
This.is an initial questionnaire that lwoutd like yoú to fiil oút. nny'intoimât¡ón that you
provide will be kept confidential and will not bsused to judge yo-u in any way. Some
of the questions may seem irrelevant, but I would appreóiaté yóur reply io tném. ff you
do not feel comfortable answering some of the quesiions, yoú are in ño *ay obligaied
to do so.

As you already know, this study will take place over 4 phys.ed. classes. lt is imperative
that you attend each class, as your attendance is crucialio the results of this research.
I thank you in advance for your cooperation. I think this is going to be alot of fun.
Name:
Age:
Address &
Phone: (h)

postal code:

Þo you plan to play gotf in the future? yes _ no _on a scale of 1 to 7, how excited are yóu about learning how to putt?
Not ercited Sornewhat Very excitedlt's fust I sxcited ft shouldrequlrement be fun1234567

(i.e., why did you decide to sign

It sounded fun lwanted to leam how to putt It sounded easy
\Â/hy not? My friend signed un
Other (please specify)

On a scale of 1 to 7, how optimistic are you that you will be able to learn how to putt?
Nol optimistic, I won't parily optimistic, I very optimistc, I will
be able to ream might be abre to rearn be abre to rearn how
how to putt _ how to putt to putt1234567
How confident are you that you will be able to learn how to putt?
Not confident parüyconfident very confident1234567

lf you do not or have not acilvely particlpated in sport some of the following questions
may not apply to you...
on a scale of 1 to 7 how athletic would you rate yourself?
Not athlet¡c sverage very athlet¡c1234567
what sports/physícal activ¡ty (¡f any) have you participated in?
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What is the highest level of sport you have part¡cipated in 1e.g., highschoot, provincial,
national, intramural etc.)?

How long did you partic¡pate at this highest level?

o.n average, how many times^rveek do_you partic¡pate in sporvphysical activity?
At a competitive level? Rec tóvel? 

'

wfat are your reasons for participating in sport? Rate on a scale of 1 to 7, where
1=low and 7 =high.
stress mgmt. _ competition socialize
aggression ouflet self-discipline fun _fitness pursuit of excellence weight mgmt
personal improvement _ other (e.g.,lerr oeing)
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Appendix R Timed assessment of ontask behavior questionnaíre
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NAME OF OBSERVOR (YOU):
DATE Session ft

Wander around the room inconspicuously.
Every two minutes, listen to the pair closest to you for approximately
5 seconds.
Evaluate whether they are on or off task.
Switch positions so that you are evaluating a different pair.

gntask behavior will be defined by the following:
-Iistening to instructions from Tracey or Adrienñe
-asking Tracey or Adrienne questions
-talking about putting with the correcr form
-engaging in putting behavior
-reading the manual

Please check the a iate box.

2 minutes
4 minutes
6 minutes

2O minutes

3 2 minutes

40 minutes
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Appendix S Procedural reliability checklist for the behavioral condition
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Behaviora I

-

lntroduclion
-pre experimental questionnaire
-read intro to the class

9 steps
masler each slep
be patient
concentrale on form

-pointed out maslery crilerion poster
-pointed out steps posler

The orip
10 minutes
-Adrienne de monstraled correcl form
-Adrienne flipped to appropriate step
on posler of correct form and mastery criterion
-partners wenl to appropriate putting green
-1st parlner modelled appropriate form
and other parlner gave corrective feedback

-2nd parlner modelled appropriale form
and other padner gave correclive feedback

-Adrienne and Tracey both gave feedback to the pairs
-afler both parlners met maJtery crilerion
or lhe time was up they went onto the next step

The stance
10 minutes
-Adrienne demonstrated correcl form
-Adrienne flipped lo appropriate step
on poster of correct form and mastery criterion
-parlners went to appropriate putting green
-1st partner modelled appropriale Íorm
and olher partner gave corrective feedback

-2nd pañner modelled appropriate form
and other padner gave correclive feedback.

-Adrienne and Tracey both gave feedback to lhe pairs
-after both partners met mastery criterion
or the lime was up they went onto the next step

Session #:

Session #:

Session #:
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2
The swinq path and swinq lenqth
10 minutes
-Adrienne demonstraled correcl form
-Adrienne llipped to appropriate step
on poster of correcl form and mastery criterion
-padners went to appropriate putting green
-1sl partner modelled appropriate form
and olher partner gave corrective feedback

-2nd partner modelled appropriate form
and other partner gave corrective feedback

-Adrienne and Tracey both gave feedback to the pairs
-after both partners mel maslery crilerion
or the time was up lhey went onto the next step

Head stíll and walch ball spot
10 minutes
-Adrienne demonslrated correct form
-Adrienne flipped to appropriate step
on posler of correct form and maslery criterion
-partners went lo appropriale putting green
-1st partner modelled appropriate form
and other partner gave corrective leedback

-2nd partner modelled appropriate form
and other parlner gave corrective feedback

-Adrienne and Tracey both gave feedback to the pairs
-after both partners met mastery criterion
or the lime was up they went onto the next step

The swinqwith a ball
10 minutes
-Adrienne demonstrated correct form
-Adrienne flipped to appropriate step
on poster of correcl form and maslery criterion
-partners went to appropriate putting green
-1st partner modelled appropriale form
and other partner gave corrective feedback

-2nd pañner modelled appropriate form
and other partner gave corrective feedback

-Adrienne and Tracey both gave leedback to the pairs
-after both partners met mastery criterlon
or the lime was up they wenl onlo the next step

Session #:

Session #:

Session #:
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The speed of a putt
phAqeone: l5minules @-Adrienne demonslrated correct form
-Adrienne flipped to appropriale slep
on posler of correct form and maslery criterion
-parlners wenl to appropriate putting green
-1st partner modelled appropriale form
and other partner gave corrective feedback

-2nd partner modelled appropriale lorm
and other pañner gave corrective feedback

-Adrienne and rracey borh gave feedback to the pairs
-atter both partners met mastery crilerion
or the time was up for PART oNE they went onto PART TWo
-atter both padners met maslery criteiion
or the lime was up for PART TWo they went onlo the next step

The line up
15 minutes
-Adrienne demonstrated correct form
-Adrienne flipped to appropriate step
on poster of correct form and mastery criterion
-partners went lo appropríate putting green
-1st partner modelfed appropriale form
and other partner gave correclive feedback

-2nd partner modelled appropriale form
and other partner gave correclive feedback

-Adrienne and Tracey both gave feedback to the pairs
-after both partners met mastery criterion
or the time was up they went onto the next step

The entire puttino stroke
15 minutes
-Adrienne demonstrated correct form
-Adrienne flipped to appropriate step
on poster of correcl form and mastery criterion
-partners wenl to appropriate putting green
-1st partner modelled appropriate form
and other pañner gave correclive feedback

-2nd partner modelled appropriale form
and other partner gave corrective feedback

-Adrienne and Tracey both gave feedback to the pairs
-after both parlners met mastery criterion
or the time was up they went onlo the next step

Session #:

Session #:

Session #:
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4
The putt with a cup
30 minules
-Adrienne demonslraled correcl form
-Adrienne flipped to appropriate step
on posler of correcl form and mastery criterion
-partners wenl to appropriate putting green
-1st partner modelled appropriate form
and other pañner gave corrective feedback

-2nd pañner modelled appropriale form
and olher parlner gave corrective feedback

-Adrienne and Tracey bolh gave feedback to lhe pairs
-aÎÎer both padners met mastery criterion
or the lime was up they went onlo the next step

Session #:
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Appendix T Procedural reliability checklist for the manual condition
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7
Manual
lntroduction
-pre experimental questionnaire
-read inlro to the class

I steps
master each step
be patient
concentrale on form

-gol Ss lo read intro oÍ manual

t ne onp
10 minutes
-went to assigned putting area
{illed out knowledge tesler
-decided who would be learner and who would be ínstruclor
-instructor read out yellow pads to learner
-instruclor taught each slep to learner as described
-switched roles and 2nd pañner became lhe learner
-Adrienne or Tracey prompted them to
go lo the nexl step because approaching time limit
-atler bolh padners met mastery criterion
or the time was up they went onto the next step

The stance
10 minutes
-went lo assigned putting area
-filled oul knowledge lester
-decided who would be learner and who would be instructor
-instructor read oul yellow parls to learner
-ínstructor taught each step to learner as described
-switched roles and 2nd padner became the learner
-Adrienne or Tracey prompted lhem lo
go to the next step because approaching time limit
-atler both partners mel mastery criterion
or the time was up they went onlo the next step

SessÍon #:

Session #.

Session #:
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The swino path and swinq lenoth
10 minutes
-went to assigned putting area
-filled out knowledge tester
-decided who would be learner and who would be instructor
-instructor read out yellow parts to learner
-instructor taught each step to learner as described
-switched roles and 2nd partner became the learner
-Adrienne or Tracey prompted them lo
go lo the next slep because approaching time limit
-after both partners mel mastery criterioñ
or the time was up lhey went onto the next step

Head still and watch ball spot
10 minutes
-went to assigned putting area
-filled out knowledge tester
-decided who would be learner and who would be inslructor
-inslruclor read out yellow parts lo learner
-instructor taught each step to learner as described
-switched roles and 2nd partner became the learner
-Adrienne or Tracey prompted them to
go lo the next step because approaching time limit
-after both partners met mastery criterion
or the time was up they went onto the next slep

The swing with a ball
10 minutes
-went to assigned putting area
-filled oul knowledge tester
-decided who would be learner and who would be instructor
-inslructor read out yellow parts to learner
-instructor taught each step to learner as described
-switched roles and 2nd partner became the learner
-Adrienne or Tracey prompted them to
go to the next step because approaching time limit
-afler both pañners met mastery criterion
or lhe time was up they wenl onto the next step

I
Session #:

Session #:

Sessíon #.
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I
The speed of a putt Session #:
phase one: 15 minules ohase two: 15 minutes
-went lo assigned putting area
-filled out knowledge tester
-decided who would be learner and who would be instructor
-instruclor read oul yellow parts lo learner
-inslructor taught each step to learner as described
-switched roles and 2nd padner became the learner
-Adrienne or Tracey prompted them to
go to the nexl step because approaching time limit
-afler both paflners met maslery criterion
or the time was up they went onlo the next step

The line up
15 minutes
-went to assigned putting area
-filled out knowledge tester
-decided who would be learner and who would be instructor
-instructor read out yellow parls to learner
-instructor taught each step to learner as described
-switched roles and 2nd partner became the learner
-Adrienne or Tracey prompted lhem to
go lo the nexl step because approaching time limit
-after both partners mel mastery criterion
or the time was up they went onlo the next step

The entire puttinq stroke
15 minutes
-went to assigned putting area
-filled out knowledge lester
-decided who would be learner and who would be instructor
-instructor read out yellow pañs lo learner
-instructor taught each step to learner as described
-switched roles and 2nd partner became the learner
-Adrienne or Tracey prompted them to
go to the next step because approaching time limit
-after both pañners mel mastery crilerion
or the time was up they wenl onlo the nexl step

Session #:

Session #:
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10
The putt with a cup
30 minutes
-went to assigned putting area
-filled out knowledge lester
-decided who would be learner and who would be instructor
-instruclor read out yellow parls to learner
-instructor taught each step to learner as described
-switched roles and 2nd parlner became the learner
-Adrienne or Tracey prompted them to
go- to the next step because approaching time limit
-after both partners met mastery criterioñ
or the time was up they went onto the next step

Session #:
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Appendix U Procedural reliability checklist for the control condition
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12
Control

Session #1
-poster on what they will be doing
-told they will be given 4 sessions to tearn to putt with the correct form
-given chapter on how to putt with correct form
-given knowledge tesler
-Adrienne or Tracey prompted them to fill out the knowledge lester
-told they can use classess however they want
-told chapler contains severaltips on how to putt with lhe correcl form

Session #2
-given chapter on how to putt with correcl lorm
-told they can use class however they want
-told chapter contains severaltips on how lo putt with the correct form

Session #3
-gíven chapter on how to putt with correct lorm
-told they can use class however they want
-told chapter contains severaltips on how to putt with the correcl form

Session #4
-given chapler on how to putt with correct form
-told they can use class however they wanl
-told chapter contains severallips on how to putt wilh lhe correct form
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Appendix V Online interaction checklist for the behavioral condition



/î1NAME OF OBSERVOR (\'OLi):
DATE
GRADE OBSER\¡ING: ---- r OF STI_TDENTS:

ïris is a checklist, please check off tlle appropriate hox rvhen ),ou interacttt'ith a S. It is important tllat I knon' the ltuniber of experimeríter-subject
interactions that take place iu each of rhe three conditi-ons. THANK yoll \¡ERy
N,ruCHII?!

Remember: It is important to be positive, 1,ou should reinforce (e.g.,
simpl-v telling them- "good job", "keep up the good lr.'ork", 'Ereto¡ce¡tratio¡"
etc^.) evenr Þair at least once for engaging inãn-task beliai,ror. If one group
is frequentty off-task, try to catch tllem in a brief instance of on-task
behavior so that you carì reinforce themf lîl

If a pair is off-task (e.g. talking about things orher than golf) for an exte¡dedperiod of time (e.g., 3 minutes), or if someone is disturbiñg oilre"s. pr"*"prompt them to engage in on-ta-sk (e.g.."rememtrer, you are getting a nrark for
)rour cooperatioll", "rthat step are )Jou on norr',, etc.l

ê

Ø
(Ð

6)

ø
(Ð

0
@

0

Reinforce for
on-task
behar¡ior.

Prompt for off
task behavior.

An¡' other
irÌteraction.

s *nttl o ¡/
tni ¿ 4ELL€
ÍEt/^/ S,

K*¿Y
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rn dad a
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Appendix W Online interaction checklist for the manual condition



NAlvfE O
DATE
GR{DE ONER\¡NG:

F OBSER\OR (}OU): aö/

r oF sTI_rDLnffS:

This is a checklist. please check off the appropriate box rr,hell ),ou i¡teract$'itlì a s^. It is intportant that I knorv the nuniber of experimeriter-sub.¡ect
interactions that take place in each of the three condÍrions. THANK t'Cjt¡ t¡¡Ry
N{UCHII?I

Remernber: It is important to be positive, 1'ou should reinforce (e.g.,
simply telling them- "good job", "keep up the good s,ork", '€reat colìcelrtratio¡',
etc_.) everv Dair at least once for engagiìrg inãn-task bellai'ior. If one group
is frequently off-task, try to catch them iñ a brief il:stance of on-task
behavior so that you can reinforce thenrllîl

If a pair is off-ta-sk (e.g. talking about things orher than golf) for an extendedperiod of time (e.g., 3 minutes), or if sonieone is disturbirig otn".r, pleaseprompt them to engage in on-ta_sk (e.g., "rememtrer, 1,ou are gettin! a mark foryour cooperatioll". ,'\r'hAt step are )'ou on llotr,, etc.)

Reinforce
orl-task
behar¡ior.

Prompt for off
task behar:ior.

An-r' other
interaction.

"nffi0
ê

I
0

I
â
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Appendix X Online inleraction checklist for the controt condition



NAME OF OBSER\OR (YOLI):
DATE Session *,
GRADEOBSER\.INc: Trr/r 1) #9FSTLTDENTS:

Ïris is a checklist. please check off the appropriate box nhell )'ou i¡teract$'ith a S. It is inlportant that I knorv the-uumber of erperirneríter-ruU¡uct
interactions that take place ilr each of the three conditiôns. THANK yoLr VERY
N,ruCHII?!

Remember: It is important to be positive, you should reinforce (e.g.,
simply telling them_"good job", "keep up the good rvork", 'treat colìce¡rtratio¡"
etc-.) er''en' pair at least once for enlagiìrg inärr-task behaiior. If olre group
is frequently off-task, try to catch them in a brief instance or oriasLbehavior so that you can reinforce themllîl

If a pair is off-task (e.g. talking about things orher than golf) for an exrendedperiod of time (e.g., 3 minures), or if so¡neo-rre is disturbiñg oth.rs, pteaseprompt them to engage in on-task (e.g., ,'remember, you are gettin! a nrark foryour cooperatiot't", "tthat step are ).ou or.t nor+', etc.)

â03

c
ê

0

I
0

6
0
@
o

ß

ß

Pai r Reinforce for
on-task
behavior.

Prompt for off
task behavior.

An-r' other
interaction.
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Appendix Y Post-session euestionnaire
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Was any particular ¡ndiv¡duatõffiãsk rnoE-iñãn the others during this training
session? Please rate on a 1 to 7 scale, where 1=,slightv', 4=,moäerately,, anid Z=,alot,.Person Rating

Date: Name of observor:
Session #: # of Ss?

do you feel the Ss engaged in on-task behavior?
Yes

67
yh."t percentage of the tíme, where l}Oo/o means the entire training session, do you
feel that the Ss engaged in on-task behavior (i.e., they were actually working on 

-

learning the putting stroke)?

ln general, on a scale of 1 to 7, how focused would you say the Ss were at this
session?
NJotdall
focused
12

Wfat would you recommend doing to increase the èffect¡venessã nã proEanrz
What would you change or do ditferently? Would you add or eliminate any
components?

ln general, as a group,
Not at.all
12 Somewhat

345

Sorna,vhd
focused

345
Totally
focused

67
How.many_people would you say focused on what they were doing during this training
session? Please express as a fraction (# of people who were foculed/# õf people at 

-
the session).
Was anything done.differently than was written in the procedure? lf yes, what was
9o!g differently and why was it done (i.e., because the other procedure was
inetfective, to increase subject compliance, etc.)?

DoyouhaveanyotherconcernSorobservationsa.PleaSewriteoowñ@rat
eomes to your mind, use the other side of the paper if you need to!!

NK
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Appendix Z Social validity questionnaire for the obseruors and the

experimenter



â.07

1

Social Validitv Questionnaire for Observers
Your ansu¡ers are greatly appreciated, please answer all of the questions as honesily as possible.

On a 7-point scale, where 1 is not valuable, 4 is somewhat valuable, and Z is
very valuable, how valuable woufd you rate the following components?

using verbal self prompts_
mastering one step before going onto the next one_
modeling- using the same pre-shot routine before each putt_
other(please specify)

Did you feelthe training was:
too short aboul the right too long

length
CONTROL: grade g
1234567
BEHAVIORAL: grade 7
1234567
MANUAL: grade I
1234567
Are there any components that you would eliminate completely and why would you
eliminate them? Please specify which componenl you would eliminale and whiôh
condition it was a part of (i.e., control, behavioral, or manual).

To what extent did you feel that the gollers in each condition mastered putting?
They didn't master They mastered They masteled
any components some components all components

CONTROL: Grade g
1234567
BEHAVIORAL: Grade 7
1234567
MANUAL: Grade 8
1234567
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2
To what extent do you feel that the golfers in each of the condilions mastered the
lollowing components where 1 is not at ail,4 is parily, and 7 is 100%
mastery?
CONTROL:grade g

The grip
The speed

BEHAVIORAL: grade 7
The grip
The speed

The Stance _ The swing pattern and length
The line-up _

The Stance _ The swing pattern and length
The line-up _

MANUAL: grade 8
The grip The stance _ The swing pattern and length
The speed The line-up _
lf you felt they didn't master 1 or more components, can you think of anything that
would have helped the students to master them? Please specify the conditión (i.e.,
control, manual, or behavioral), the component, and what would have helped.

On a scale of 1 to 7, how focused did you think the students were during the training
sessions?
Not at all fæused Sornentrat Tcfrdly fæused
They kept doing fæused concentrated on learningotherüìings howtogjtt

CONTROL. grade g
1234567

BEHAVIORAL:grade 7
1234567

MANUAL:grade B

1234567
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3

How did you find the training process for the students
Too easy, Just about right Harrd tofollow
boring, slow Toofast

CONTROL. grade 9
1234567

BEHAVIORAL: grade 7
1234567
MANUAL: grade I
1234567
Any recommendat¡ons, comments or suggestions?

Thanks and have a great day!!?!
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Appendix AA Post-training questionnaire
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POST TRAINING TEST FOR OBSERVORS
Your ansu'ers are greatly appreciated. please answer all ol the questions as honeslly as possible.
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO USE THE BACK OF THE SHEETS TO ANSWER THE
OUESTIONS.

How nervous did you feel the golfers from each of the three conditions
were during the posttest?
not at all a bil neruous very neruous
neruous
CONTROL:grade g

1234567
MANUAL: grade B

1234567
BEHAVIORAL: grade 7
1234567
Any recommendations, comments or suggestíons?

How focused did you feel the golfers from each condition were during theposttest?
not al all somewhat verVfocused focused focused
CONTROL: grade g
1234567
MANUAL: grade I
1234567
BEHAVIORAL: grade 7
1234567
Any recommendations, comments or suggestions?



2
How much do you think the golfers from each condition "cared" about
how they did on the posttest?
not at all a bit alot
CONTROL:grade g

1234567
MANUAL: grade I
1234567
BEHAVIORAL: grade 7
1234567
Any recommendations, comments or suggestions?

How much pressure do you feel the golfers from each condition put on
themselves to do well on the posttest?
none abit alot
CONTROL:grade g

1234567
MANUAL: grade I
1234567
BEHAVIORAL: grade 7
1234567
Any recommendations, commenls or suggestions?

How concerned about using the correct form do you feel the gotfers from
each of the three condiditions were during the posttest?
not at all somewhat a lot
lhey didn't even
think of it
CONTROL:grade g

1234567
MANUAL: grade I
1234567
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3BEHAVIORAL: grade 7
1234567
Any recommendalions, comments or suggeslions?

How concerned.did you feet the golfers from each of the three conditionswere about getting it in the holeã
-not at all somewhat a lolthey didn't even s '!
think of it
CONTROL: grade g
1234567
MANUAL: grade I
1234567
BEHAVIORAL: grade 7
1234567
Any recommendations, comments or suggestíons?

Do you feel that the golfers from the three conditions differed in terms ofhow many putts they got in the hole? yes No

lf yes, which condition do you feel got the most putts in the hole?
which condition do you feel gat the least þuils in lhe hole?

H.otr would you explain lhese differences? Why do you think lhere were thesedifferences?
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Do you feel that the golfers lrom the three conditions differed in terms ofhow many golfers used the correct form? yes No

lf yes, which condition do you feel used the correct form the most?
which condition do you feel used the correcl form the least?

H.orry would you explain these differences? Why do you think there were lhese
differences?

Any generat recommendations, comments or suggestions?
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Appendix BB Knowledge-of-manual test



a/¿

TIME: 5 MINUTES

Step: Pair number:

-

What are the components of correct form? How will you know if your partner is
performing the skill correcily? What will you look forã
(see the checkllst on which to scoie the components of correct form)

ls this phase with or without a ball?
(Hint: the first 4 steps are without a ball)

What do you have to do to meet mastery criterion? How many times in a row do you
have to do it correcfly?
(see black box "Continue trials until...".)

REMEMBER TO REINFORCE YOUR PARTNER AFTER EVERY PUTT
ATTEMPT AND TO GIVE coRREcTIvE FEEDBACK (i.e., MODEL THE
ooRRECT FORM TO YOUR PARTNER).
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Appendix CC Knowledge-of-chaptertest
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Na me: Class:

-

Whichisshorter,thefollowthroughortheoa.ksL(P'13)
What is something you might say to yourself to help you get the rrgm ryihym? (p.2S)

Where do your thumbs point if you have the correct grip (e.g., on the teft side, down the
shaft, to the right, crossed over etc.)?

How tightly should you grip the ctub?

(P. 18)

What is the stance commonly called?
lf you are in the proper stance, what angle are your feet relative to tfre Oalt? _
Where should your eye gaze be relative to the ball? (P.20)

Whel swinging the putter, what path should the putter take (e.g., should the swing
path be straight, at an angle, along the ball path etc.)?

(P.18)

Should you bend your wrists when putt¡ng? (P.23)

Should you lift your head as soon as you complete the putting stroke or should you
keep your head steady and down?

What is mastery críterion?

(P.26)

Does the author recommend using mastery criterion when learníng how to putt?
(P.26)
why is it important to master every step when learníng how to putt?

What is the sweetspot of the putter?
(P.28)

(P.3s)
Why is a standard routine necessary before each putt?

(P.3e)
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Appendix DD Certificate of participation



THls Is To THnNK:

S. AnrugNNE TooGooD
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Appendix EE A prompt sheet for what to do before, during, and after each

session for the behavioral condition
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Behaviqral SESSTON #:
STOP SESSION AT:
(To:"Keep track of progress")

Bef ore
-set up apparalus

carpet
putters and other apparalus

-put up posters
parlners
steps to lake and mastery criterion/correct form
fun and putting zone

-meet with Tracey and Victor
clarify operational definitions

-handout questionnaires and clipboards
Tracey: attendance sheel, mastery criterion, interaction chad
Victor: inleraction sheet, proc. rel.
me: script, proc rel.. interaclion chañ
other obseruor#1: off task behavior or IOR Tracey interaclion chad
other observor #2: IOR offtask behavior or IOR Tracey inleraction chart

-look over scripts, proc. rel. and interaction sheet
GOT SS TO DO OUIZ AT BEGINNING
GOT Ss TO KEEP TRACK OF PROGRESS AT THE END OF THE SESSION
immedialelv afler and between
-put apparalus away

putters and other equipment
posters
keeping track of progress

-fill out questionnaires
Victor: posttest assessmenl
Me: posttesl assessment, posthoc procedural reliability

-see next procedural reliability sheet
begin setup îor nexl group

at end of day
-pul apparatus away

make sure keeping track is in order of Ss
-mark carpel for next session
-collect que stionnaires

Tracey, Victor, Other observors

-shit happens section
-put questionnaires into binder in appropriate order
-wrile keeping track of progress into binder
-look over procedure lor next time
-organize for next time
-wrileup or stals seclion
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Appendix FF A prompt sheet for what to do before, during, and afler each

session for the manual condition
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6
Manual $ESSION #:

STOP SESSION AT:
(To: "Keep track of progress)

Before
-sel up apparatus

carpet
putlers
appropriate manuals and questionnaires

-put up posters
parlners
steps to lake
fun and putting zone

-meet with Tracey and Victor
clarify operational definitions

-handout questionnaires and clipboards
Tracev: attendance sheet, mastery criterion. interaction chart
Victor: ínteraction sheel, proc. rel.
me: script, proc rel.. interaction chañ
other obseruor#1: off task behavior or IOR Tracey interaction chad
other obseruor #2: IOR offtask behavior or IOR Tracey inleraction chad

-look over scripts, proc. rel. and interaction sheet
GOT SS TO DO OUIZ AT BEGINNING
GOT SS TO KEEP TRACK OF PROGRESS
immediatelv alter and belween
-put apparatus away

manuals, keeping track of progress and questionnaires
putters and other equipment
posters

-fill out questionnaires
Victor: posttest assessmenl
Me: posttesl assessment, posthoc procedural reliability

-see nexf procedural reliability sheet
begin setup for next group

at end of dav
-put apparatus away

make sure keeping track is in order of Ss
-mark carpet for next session
-collect questionnaires

Tracey, Victor, Other observors
-shit happens section
-put questionnaires into binder in appropriate order
-write keeping track of progress inlo binder
-look over procedure for next lime
-organize for next time
-wrileup or stats section
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Appendix GG A prompt sheet for what to do before, during, and after each

session for the control condition



2,? L

11
Control

Before
-set up apparatus

SESSION #:
STOP SESSION AT:

carpet
putters
appropriale manuals and test

-put up posters
partners
steps lo tal<e
lun and putting zone

-meel with Tracey and Victor
clarify operational definitions

-handout questionnaires and clipboards
Tracey: atlendance sheet, maslery criterion, interaction chart
Victor: interaction sheet, proc. rel.
me: scripl, proc rel., inleraclion chañ
other observor#1: off lask behavior or IOR Tracey interaction chart
other obseruor #2: IOR ofttask behavior or IOR Tracey inleraction chart

-look over scripts, proc. rel. and interaction sheel

immediatelv after and belween
-pul apparatus away

manuals
putfers and other equipment
posters

-fill out questionnaires
Victor: posttest assessment
Me: posttest assessmenl. posthoc procedural reliability

-see next procedural reliability sheet
begin setup for next group

at end of dav
-put apparatus away

make sure keeping track is in order of Ss
-mark carpet for next session
-collecl questionnaires

Tracey, Victor, Other observors

-shit happens section
-pul questionnaires into binder in appropriate order
-write keeping track of progress into binder
-look over procedure for next time
-organize for next lime
-wrileup or stats section
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Appendix HH The scripts which the experimenter used for each session of the

behavioral condition
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SESSION #1 BEHAVIORAT
-\\Ie're goillg to learn to putt nith the correct form...rernernber ).our pre
and post training form and distance rvill be compared and im¡rro\e¡tent
scores tl'ill be calculated for grades 7, B, and 9. Let's see n'hich grade
improves the most!

-hort n'ill training sessions n'ork?
n'ell it rt'ill be \€ry' simple. You are going to learn hon'to putt in a series
of steps. And ¡'ou rtill master one step before mor{ng onto the nert step.
Therefore ):ou rvill har'e to do one step correctl)'a certain number of times
before going onto the next step...this nill progranl )'our rnuscle ntenrolt' so
that the correct form rtill become ser-ond natule

-$'hen )'ou are learning hon'to putt, form is more irnçrortant than
accurac)-...so concentrate on using the con-ect fonn and not rvhether the
ball goes in the hole
-At the begining, it ma¡' seenr like there are a lot of steps, but be patient if
¡'ou take it one step at a tiure it tr'ilI pa¡' off...¡'ou n,ill be a good ¡rutter at
the end

Retnember to be positir,e and tell the person tl'hat the¡'need to do to do it
right...¡'ou might e\€n t,r'ant to e\¡en demolrstrate to the ¡rerson n'hat the¡-
are doing and n'hat ther¡ can do to do it right. ...shor,v them the differencel

-there n'ill be sheets of paper up here n'hich n'ill tell I'ou rlhat the
cornponents of con'ect fonn are and horv man¡' times ¡'ou need to do it
correctl)' to luaster tlÍs cornponent

Does e\€Ð¡one understand?

FOLLOW THE SCRIPTS FOH EACH STEP.
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!r,¡*#'r
þ,

Subjecr:
Prc¡c.Rel.

2. The grlp i 0 rnint,
Correct erip 3\

e

,i

The first thing that r'e are goingffi
grip the club correctl¡'. It's iu$nrtant to grip the club
çon'ectlv because )'our hand is the onl¡' pan of ¡.ourbodl' that comes into contact r{ith the êlüb, and the
position of 1'our hands n'iII control the direction of the
shot.
flace the purterhead on the ground
lv{odel the correct fonn and téll about the componellts.
The grip that rt'e are going to lealn is calied the re\€rse
orerlan srirr. Hold onto the club n'ith the dominalrt- -
hand rrith the thumb straight dorrn the shaft. place the
noll-dorninant hand ollto the shaft: rtrap the pirrk¡-ancl
last hvo fingers arourrd the club, grlace the poilltirlg
finger on top of the dominant hand. and ¡roint theion-
dominant thunlb straight dorvn the shaft.
As if tlre¡' rvere holdilrq ollto a b¡rd
(hold onro to it tightl).enolrgh so that it doesn,t fll.
a\\'¿ì\', but not so tight that )'ou suffocate it).
\lodel rvhat ¡'ou \\'etÌt tì:etll to do.
I $'altt )'ou to grip the club corl-ectl\- rvhere r-ol-r
completelv remove the gl'irr each tùne. So I \\'ant ).ou
to..plarce tJre putterhead so that it is resting comfortabl¡
on the ground, and model the coll-ect grip as )'ou sa)- to
1'ourself... ( donúnant. th umb strai qht. nondonrin ¿urt.
thnmb under, nointer or-erlap). Trren remo\.e ¡'our gri1,
¿urd do it agaùr.
Shot{ tire teacher r,r'hat \ou \\'anl thent to evaluate rc}rartl.

Remenrber:
Reinforce correct colnponents of fomr.
If an incorrect colnponent of form is demonsu-ated...
ìtfodel incon'ect and come('t conlponent of fonu.
Ask golfer to model incon'ect and con'ect component of
forrt..
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Subject:
Proc.Rel.

þi..4¿-: I t¿l i'/T
Traiued on a nlaikedToc,r
(a circle to represent the ball, a line to represerrt rlreputterhead, and a line ro represenr the paftr of rhe baili

It,lodel a¡rd describe the correct setup
The correct stance involves -{ components: the con-ectgrin(thumbs straight and pointer overlapping), the
con'ect foot rrosition (1'our feet should be-shoulder rtidth
alrart, nrith );our knees bent, and I'our n,eight e\¡enl).
disn'ibuted), the correct putter (mid feet, flãt. bail ai
sl\eet spot), and the conect bodr- rnsition (),our bodr.
should be angled in such a ,rã¡' tt ulto* e-i'e is directll-
o\€r the ball, )'ou rna)' hare to place !-our hands furthó-
up the club or adjust )'our body position to accomplish
tlris).

\\'irelr learr:ring aur¡. of these techniques it is im¡rortant 1o
do it correctl)-. the same rverv each tiltre. \bu al-e
progralllming )'our rnuscles so th¿rt it rr ill beconle
autolllatic.

In order to hel¡r )'ou relìleruber- u hat to do it is
imlrortant to use selftalk. Selft¿rlk isn't somethirlg to
mernorize. It is something to facilitate )'oll doing
something. It's like talking it out. ìrfake sLlr-e to srrl.it
slgrv enourgh to absorb n'h¿rt )'oLl are sa-r-ing and so that
it has nieairine for 1-ou.

!tlodel rr'hat ¡'ou \\'ant tllenl to do.
I n'ant )'oll to perform the correct stance. Therefor-e I
rtalrt )'ou to model the correcl stance nJrile \=ou sa\-outloud :p1: ptrner ¡g.tot.ht, fu"t .otof.'. krr."t b"ut. *d 

".'" 
o.=r b,.ll. Th.rt

remo\e )'our grip and stance and do it again.

The first 2r get )'our partner to sa_\; the selftalk n'ith
)'ou.

Sliou' the lean'ler rryhat you \4'ant them to evaluateichart)
Notv model the correct stance 3x in a ro\\'sa¡,ing ),oul.verbal prompts outloud.
Do they have special selftalk??
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Subject:
Proc.Rel.

3. ThThe Stance colrt'd
Reinforce corl'ect conU)onents of fomr.
If an incorrect contponent of form is demonstl-ated...
lrlodel ilrcorrect and con'ect component of foml.
Ask golfer to model incorrect and con-ect coluponent of
fonn.
Can I'ou feel the difference
No...more insructions and ruodelling
)'es...reach mastell' criterion
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Subject:
Proc.Rel.

1. Srr,ing path and sn'ing length
Correct form 5I I rh/ /í 5
Trained on a rnarñ
(a circle to reFlresent the ball, a Iir:e to represent the putrer
!ead, nto lil:es to moniror length of backsn,ing ânJ 

-

follon'through. and a line ro úpresent the bai pathl
lilodel a pendulum-like sn'ingirrg of the arms...loose shoulders,

Imagine that it sn'ings back ano rortr, aloru trre path of
the ball. You don't lr'ant to use !'our arrns ãnd rrlrists
because you ha*e less control o'er these nluscles,
especiall¡' nhen )/ou are ner\,ous".
Ask all three golfers to sn'ing theÍr arnrs
(r\.ith the putter ser.eral timesl

Nfodel and descrihe the correct srving

Ihe con'ect sn'ing involres 3 cornponents: usinq r-our-
shoulders instead of their arnrs and lvr-ists truooel using
arlÌrs and n'rists), srvinging alons lhe nath of the b¿rll
(look to see if ¡'our putter follorr.s the line on the
carpet), alrd a shorter backsn'ilrg relatir-e to the
follonthlough (look at the lines on the c¿ìrpel). It is ¿rlso
important to sn,ing n'ith one fluid mo\-ement.

Onr:e again it
rçav the

I n'ant )'ou to ruodel the correct sr'ing pattenl and in
order to assist I'ou I h'ant )'ou to sa¡' trre follo*'ing
outloud.
oush more. Then rentove )'our positi-on, þause for -5
seconds and do it again.
The first 2x I'll sa¡- the selftalk with ),ou.
Con'ect their fomr on each attempt.
shon' the leanler rvhat )'ou r'ant them to evaluatelchart¡
Non,model the correct stance 5x in a rort sa¡.ing vour.
rerbal pronlpts outloud.
Do they have special selftalk??
Said verbal self prompts out loud
completell-removed theil gri¡r and their position each
tinle
Con'ect forru 5 consecuti\e times

\'iodel rthar 1,ou n'ant the¡:) to do

íñ)
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Subject:
Ploc.Rel.

-+. Sn'ing pattern and srving length collt'd

Aftel'each attelltpt:
Reinforce correct contponents of fomr.
If an incorrect component of fonu is demonstrated...
Nlodel incon'ect and correct component of fonn.
Ask golfer to model incorrect anã correct cornponent
form.
Can ¡'ou feel the difference
No...more instuctions and modelling
Yes...reach mastell criterion
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Subject:
Proc.Rel.

5. Head still and n'atch ball s
Trained oll a ntarked carpet
(a circle to represent the ball, a line to represent the
putterhead. and a line ro represenr the path of the ballr

when putting it is NB to keep ).our head still and rvatch
ball spot. If 1'ou move )'oul'head, I'ou rvill har.e a
tendenc¡' to pull the ball, and if )'our e)'es follorv the
putter )'ou ma), miss the ball or hit it at the incorrect
spot.

lrlodel and describe head still alld rtatch ball spot
Keep )'our head dorrn and listen to see if it goes in.
\\'atch the ball not the putter.

\lodel rthat 1'ou rvant tllel:l to do
Norr'1'ou knon'all of the con4)onents of ¿ì great sn.ing. I
\\'ant )'ou to combine all of these comrrolrents and to
srting n'ith the correct forln. I n'ant )'ou to model the
col'r'ect fol'm rt,hile sa¡'ing the follon'ing out loud...gl-irr
right. good stance. shoulders loose. head dorrn. pull ¿r

little. pusÌr nrore. Then. relnove )'our grip and positìon
and do it again.
The first 2x I'll sa)' the selftalk n'ith ).oll.
Correct their fomr on each aften4)t.

Shorr- the IOR u'hat I'ou rranl thenl to evaluate
\orv lnodel tire correct sn,ing 5s in a ro\\' sir¡'ing )'ollr
t'el'b¿rl pronr¡rts otrtloud.
Do they have special selftalk??
Said rerbal self prompts out loud
com¡rlet"t¡' r"mãiãä^ïíìãii ;; i; and rlreir ¡rosition each
time
Con'ect form 5 consecuti\e times
After each attempt:
Reinfol'ce correct conlponents of for:n.
lf an incorrect colnpollent of fol:u is demonstrated...
Itfodel incorrect and correct component of fonn.
Ask golfer to model incon'ect and correct colt4)onent of
fomr.
Can ¡.ou feel the difference
No...more instuctions and modelling
Ïes...reach mastell critedon

'o,-^o./
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Srrbject:
h'oc.Rel.

(r. The srting rtith a ball
Hit board 5x " intl /vÎ s

GOT THEJU TO FILL OTIT POST SESSION OUESTIOXÑ,UNE
GOT THEiU TO FILL OUT KEEPL\-'G TRACI\ OF PROGRESS
ATD OF SESSION á1.

l'farked carpet.
tline for putterhead a¡td
2 foot n'ide board 6 feet

. I n'ant )'ou to use the excact

putt is h'orth 1 stroke)
It{odel n'hat \.ou rual:t ther:l to do
I rvant ¡,ou to model the correct fomr n'hile sa)'ing the
folloning out loud.:sñrr fi

-S IOOSE

sanre fomr and putt rvith a ball. Before each putt I n,ant
)'ou to go througþ the same nreshot routine. This rtill
ensure that 1'ou n'ill putt consistentlr'. remember each

nlore. Thelr. r'erlto\-e )'our gl'i¡r and
again.

position ¿utd do it

Slron'the IOIì rthat ¡'ou n'a¡rt thelll to evaluate
Nort model the corlect s\\:ir1g and hit the bo¿ìrd 5r in ¿r

ron'sa5'ing )'our verbal pronU)ts outloud.
Do they have special selftalk??
Pronrpt them to Llse their r erbal selftalk.
Reinforce on at least 2, 5 shots.

If an incorrect conlponer'rt of fonlr is rJenlorrstratecl .j tinles irl
ro\\':
Desclibe and lnodel the cou'ect and incorr€ct beharior
Golfer rvill model the con'ect fornl 3 consecutite tinies

-told to focus on feeling the stroke
-told io use rerbarl selfpr-orupts to countel.act the

incorrect cornponent of fomr
-take )'oul'tinre and use correct forur on even-

shot
\\:hat cotl4)onents \\¡ere corrected?
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SESSION #2 BEHAVIORAL

-ln order lo remember the great form you were using last time....we're going to quickly
review il.

-Remember to do it the same way each time lo program lhat muscle memory....

1. correcl grip.....lhumbs down, fingers overlap

2' stance...feet shoulder width apar1, knees bent, putter middle, eyes over ball

3. swing path...shoulders loose, pull a little, push more, straight along path, arms
stay in a'V', ONLY use shoulders, NOT body

4. head still and watch bail spot...risten to hear if it goes in first

-lalk to yourself.....same way each timel!

CORRECT FORM 3X IN A ROW AND CORRECT EACH OTHEH

FOLLOW THE SCRIPTS FOR EACH STEP.
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Subject:
Proc.Rel.

Fill out ¡le-session questionnaire
7. The speed of a putt
Part One: 3x in 3'rectan àA m/ît 5
¡lariie,J carpet
(a circle to reFresent the ball, a line to represenr the putter
head, and a 12" r,i'ide h1'3'deep rectangle o feet frónl *'tlere the
gol.lel is putting_. 2' of the rectängle is ón tlre golfei-,s side. rlar
rs, lt ts a total of -l feet from tlie ball).
Hockel' puck n'itli pen to represe¡lt hole marker.

To rerien': The correct form consists of the follorrtng
conponents: (A) The grir) (thumbs straigrrt. pointer
overlappingi. (B) The stance lfeet shouleler rlidth antJ knees
b'e¡rt, putterhead flat and nlid feet. ball at s$'eet spot and e),es
over the balli. and (c) the sn'ing luse shoulders. s*irrg
straighr. short backsrtirrgt.

tllelr selftalkie.g.. grip. feer comf¡,
shoulrJers loose. pull a little. push rnorei.

since ¡ ou have no\\' mastered the correct form. the
thing to do is to learn hon, io putt using the right
anlount of s¡reed. )'ou rvill then be able to 2-rrutt from
anv distance.

Remenrber to use the

ne\t

. Do not
eet discouraeed if ¡-ou don't get it into ule squarc on the
lst attern¡rT. It took us ser-eral steps to learn tire cor-rect
fonn.

I'lodel alrd descrjbe hou' to putt n,ith correct speed.
In order to putt rrith the correct speed, it is necessar]- ro
practice srting until ¡'ou get a feel for the distance. I*eeçr
your e)'e on the hole nhile
of the ball.

ractice sn'inq. If ¡,ou don't feel like ,l'ou have a
feel for the distance take a fert more practicesn,ings.
1'ou feel like 1'ou knon'the distance, use ),our r.erbãl
selfprcmpts and perform the con ect putting forrn.

If

Once )'ou assume the correct stance, nofatlhe hole one
\-out' tt.\11
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Subject:
Proc.Rel.

1. 'I'he speed of a putt
Part One cont'd
J *'ant 

'ou to d"tuot
inside the rectangle (3'deep) 3x in a ro\\., *.here you
completel)' remore )'our grip, and stance each time.
Remember to take tirue to absorb vour selftalk. there is
no time linrit in golf.
Demonstrale rthat vou \^,ant them to do.
I rt'ant )¡ou to sn'ing at the side of the ball until )-ou get
a feel for speed, and model the correct fonn r'hile
sa¡'ing the folloning out loud...eñIr risht. nutter square.n*d rtr.n.". tho.rld".r loot",hèud dffi
push more. Then. rerno\€ )'our-grip and ¡nsition and do
it again.

Shorv the ICIR rthat 1'ou \\'arlt tl.lenl to evaluate
No*'model the correct sning and get the ball in the
rectangle.
Do they have special selftalk??

Reinforce oll at least 2 '5 shots.
If an incon'ect coruponent of fonrr is demonstrated 3
tinres in a ron':

Descl'ibe and ruodel the col-rect and incou.ect
beh¿rriol'

Golfer n'iII ruodel the correct fonn -3 colrsecutire
tinles

-told to focus on feeling the stl-oke
-told to use rerbal self¡rrompts to counter-act thc

incorl'ect corlU)onent of forln
-told to stroke that n'a1-all the tilne
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Subject:
Proc.Rel.

S¡reed
The slreed of a putt

lrrro: 5 ,'7x in 2, rectan

FILL OLiT POST-SESSIM
FILL OTIT KEEPNG TRACI\ OF PROGRESS
A-D OF SESSION #2

7.
Pal't
lilarked carpet
(a circle to represenr the ball, a line to represenr the pulrer
head, and a t2" it'i-de þi'2'deep rectangleb feer frãm n,here rhegolfe¡ is putting-. 1' of the rectängre is ãn trrä-gofieïs si.:e. Trraris, it is a roral of 5 feet fronl the fläll.
Tell them lt'hat 1'ou n'ant them to do.
L lr'ant vou to demonstrate the correct form and to get itinside the rectangre (2' dee¡r) s "7 ti'res, rther:e ¡-ou
@'our grip, and stance each time.
Remember to use the salue preshot routinè eãchtime:
¡rr actice srving to get a feel for speed, nse ).our r-erb¿rl
selfprornpts.

Shon' the IOR r,r'hat ¡'ou tr'atlt then: to er.Aluate
Nort model the correct srring arnd get the b¿rll in tllc.
rectangle
Do they have special setftalk??

Reurind thenr to use thei¡-selftalk.
Reinforce on at least 2 S shots.
Srt'ung *,'ith corlect foml and to got the ball in the
rectangle 5 7 times
If an incon'ect component of form is demonstrated 3
times in a l'on':

Desc'ibe ¿rr:d moder the cor'ect a¡ld i'corr-ect
behar-iol'

Golfer rr'ilI model the corf'ect form 3 consecllti\e
times

-told to focus on feeling the str.oke
-told to use r erbal self¡lrompts to counteract thc

incorrect conponent of for-nl
lgld to stroke tltat rva\-all the rime
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Subject:
Proc.Rel.

PRE-S ESS ION QTÏESTION N.{IRE "';i.ffi*?,-Å0 mt ¡1! IThe line u
Trained on atl unnlarked carpet

You can r1o\\' putt vvith the correct forru and the correct
speed. There is onll' one thing left to do to make ),ou a
gr€at putter...the line up.
(rthile standing behind the ball).
Describe and model correct lineup.
In order to line the ball up correctlv vou should stand
behùrd the ball, dran'an imaginan' line froln the center
of the hole past the ball, and rrick a srrot that is appro\.
2 feet inf:'ont of the ball and on the ball's path. )on
rua)-n:ant to use the 'flag' to help ¡'ou dran'the
iruaginall' line. Line vour putterhead up so that it is
perpendicular to the ball's path.
Leave )'our putterhead in this position and line r,oul-
feel urr rrarallel to the putterhe¿rd (shoulder n'idth apart
rvith tlie ball in the nriddle of their feet, putterhead fl¿rr)
Check to see i[ sn'eet srrot is in line rvith the center- of
the hole.
No. adjust plltterheird. \'es, ¡'ou rrill then be lined up
corl'ectl-\'.

Tell thenl rll:at 1'ou rtould like thenl to do.
\\'hat I rlant )'ou to do is to demonstrate the corl-ect
lineu¡-r 3 tinles ùr ar ron' (im¿rgineul line, putÏerhead
perpendicular. feet scluare to rrutterhead. check srveel
srrot).
Adiust vour lineulr until it is souare. Fav carefuI
attention to n'hether vou are lined urr to the lefl or liqht
of the ball's path so that vou can line ulr sor¡arelv the
next time.
Line up correctl¡' 3 times in a rotr'.

I br'"
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SESSION #3 BEHAVIORAL

At the beginning.....

-do a review and incorporate the following self lalk while modelling correct form
...speed...lineup... grip righl...stance...pult á litile push more...

FOLLOW THE SCRIPTS FOR EACH STEP.

Give them putting cups at 2:80
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State u'hat lou roãnt thffiã

**taking a nractice sn,ine(Really
the putt into the hole. Xeep your

time
golf-
keep
\\:hat

to absorb your selftalk,
Every attempt counts

your head down.)
is this persotlrs selftalk//

there is no
for I stroke-

time limit
Remember

tn
to

Go through al: exarnple of correct fon:r.

5 '7-\ through the line
Reinforce on at least 2 5 shots.

If an i¡lcorrect component of fornr is rjemonstrate,J 3 rinles in aro\\':
Descdbe and model the con'ect and incon-ect beharior
Golfer rtill nlodel the con'ect form _ì consecutive times

-told to focus on feeling the stroke
-told to use'erbal serfprorupts to counteract the

incorrect conlponent of form
-take )-our time and use cor-rect fomr on e\en.

shot
\{hat conlponents \\'ere corrected?

I rt'ant ]:ou to delnonstrate the correct fomr, rvhere ¡'ou
use fhe , and tÐ. to get
the ball to pass through a + inctr uricL line on the floor

Describe correct form.
There are

visualizing getring
eye on the hole toget a feel for the distance.).

corl'ectl)'(PieÌ a spot 2 feet from thJball along ball path)**and using )-our verbal selfrrromrlts(Remember ro take

Post-session questionnaiié
Kee¡ring track of progress
EÌljD OF SESSION -3
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Ertd of session questionnaile
Neeping U'ack of prcgress.

State rvhat You \\'anl tnenl to,¡o
I lvalrt )'ou to dernonstrate the correct for-nl, tl,here ¡-6rl
use _the same preshot routine erer]' time, and tD- to get
the ball in rhe hole.

**taking a practice sn'ins(neaty
the putt into the hole. Keep your

Describe correct for¡rr.
There are 3 colnrronents

visualizing getting
eye on the hole to

get a feel for the distance.).**lininq the ball urr correctl)'(pick a spot 2 feet from theball along the ball path)
**and using )'our r,erb¿rl selftrronrtrts(Rememtrer ro taketime to absorb yo,rffiìElh"." is no time rimir ingolf- Every attempt counts for I stroke. Remember tokeep your head down.)
\\'hat is this person's selftalk?Z

(ìo tlirough all exa¡lrple of correcl forl:1.

Reinforce on at ]e¿ìst 2 S shots.

If an in.:orrect conlponent of fornl ls cJe¡lollstrateJ .3 tlnles in a
ro\\':
l)escñbe ancl nrodel the con'ecl and incorrect beharior
Golfer rlill model tlre cor:rect fornr 3 consecuti\e tinres

-told to focus on feeling the str-oke
-told to use'e¡'bal self¡rrompts to coulrteract the

incon'ect colnponent of forrn
-take ):our time and use corr-ect fornl on e\ en-

shot
\\:hat contponents \\'ere corected/

í-ry
F\-D OF SESSIO\ =-t
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Appendix ll The scripts which the experimenter used for each session of the

manual condition
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INTRO MANUAL

-pre experimenl queslionnaire
-THIS IS JUST A BR]EF QUESTIONNAIRE THAT ASKS YOU A FEW OUESTIONS.
YOU WILL HAVE 1O MINUTES TO FILL IT OUT
-during the next four classes you and your partner are going to learn to puil with the
correct form....rmember your pre and posl training torm anO accuracy wilt ne compared
and improvement scores will be calculated for grádes 7, g, and g. Lêl's see which
grade improves the most!

'this is a brief intro on the correct form of the putting stroke and how the training
sessions will work
-i want you and your partner's lo read through it
-you may want to act some of it out..this wíll help you to remember what you read
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SESSION #1 MANUAT
-during the next four classes ¡'ou and ),our par-tner are going to learn to
putt tl'ith tlte correct form...remember )¡our pre and post training form and
distance n'ill be compared and impro\€ment scores ¡'ill be calculated for
grades 7, 8, and 9. Let's see n'hich grade improres the most!

-hon' n,ill training sessions n'ork?
Well it n'ill be rær1' sim¡rle.
You and )'our partner are going to teach each other hon.to putt n'ith the
correct fonn.
As the intro indicated. }'ou are going to lealn ho$,to putt in a series of
steps. And ¡'ou ttill ruaster one step before moring onto the next step.
Therefor€ )'ou rr{ll har¡e to do one step correctl}-a certain nu¡rber of tir¡es
before going onto the next ste¡r...this n'ill progr-arn )'our ¡ruscle ¡tel¡or1' so
that the con'ect form n,ill become se(-orld nature.

-tvhen )'ou are learning holt to ¡rutt, form is rnore irnporta¡t than
acculac)'...so concentrate on using the con'ect folrn and not n'hether the
baU goes in the hole
--{t the begining, it tua¡' seetn like there are a lot of steps, but be patient if
):ou take it one step at a tiure it t'r,ill ¡ra¡. off...¡'ou n'ill be a good putter at
the end

-as I indicated ¡'ou and vour partner rvill be teaching each other ho¡'to
putt
...it is iur¡'lortant to relnember that ¡'ou har,e a lùnited amount of tûne to
learu hott to putt, so );ou should pa)' attention to the amount of tirne t¡¿rt
is alloned for each step
-retnember form is tnore important than distance at the beginning...
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SESSION #2 MANUAL

1. Fill out questionnaire briefly

2. Emphasize get padner to do it the same way each time

3. lf you don't know whal to do nexl look at lhis poster

4. Form more imporlant than accuracy

5. Really concentrale on correct form when doing the sleps

6. Meel mastery críterion for each step...important

7. Same partner as last time if padner was away
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SESSION #3 MANUAL

This is your last class to learn to putl with the correct form....before we test you to see
how much you've improved.

-l won't give a lot of feedback...l want to see if you can teach each other how lo putt
with the correct form

-if you've been here the last two classes you've learned all of the componenls of
correct form

-ngw it's important lo practice it a lot to program your muscle memory

-you only have one lhing left to learn...the LINEUp

-quickly read about it...then get lots of practice time

-do it the same way each time...remember correct form is important! Get your pañner
to watch and correct your form.

-after you have met maslery criterion for the 8th step...come and get a putting cup and
putt until you get 5 putts in a row inside this rectangle while makiñg at ieasl t-wo putts.

-make it fun...see who takes less putts to meel mastery criterion
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Appendix JJ The scripts which the experimenter used for each session of the

control condition
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SESSION #1 CONTROL
- \t'e're going to learn to putt r.r'ith the correct fol'm...remember )'our pre
and post training form and distance n'ill be com¡rared and implo\eltlent
scores rt'ill be calculated for grades 7, g, and 9. Let's see n'hich grade
irnpror,es the most!

-holv rrill the training sessions rtork?
"\'VelI, it rrill be quite sirnple. \'ou n'ill colne to ph¡'s ed classes as usual,
and 5'ou h'ill go to the carpet that is marked n,ith )'our appropriate puner
number number...the carpet rtill ahr,al's be in the same order...fi-om 1 to
15.
At the putting al'ea n'ill be a putter, a cha¡rter on horv to putt ¡'ith the
correct fotltl, and a piece of ¡ragrer to filI out n'hich contains information
about the chapter.
You and )¡our partner n'iII be given 20 ruinutes to fill out this sheet. At
this titne I'ou and )'our pattner n'ill be given the remainder of this class
and 3 additional classes to learn the correc't form of the ¡'lutting str-oke.
There tvill be sitnulated holes set up and ¡'ou and ¡'our ¡la¡tne¡ calt use the
class titne hon'erer vou \\,ant.
Relnember )'ou n'ill hare -l sessions, therefore )-ou nright n,ant to break it
dorvn into a numbel' of steps.
Also remernber, the cha¡rter contains a number of ti¡'rs on hol' to putt rçit¡
the correct forïr."
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SESSION #2 CONTROL

-read off of the poster

-tell them to go to their putting areas

-remind them that the)' rt'ill be eraluated on their impror-elnent

SESSION #3 CONTROL

-ne\t class tve'Il be doing a post test to see horl' much ¡'ou im¡rror,ed

-so use the cl¿rss tirne and chapter hon,ever-)-ou rr'¿rnt

-the cha¡rter contaiirs lots of tips on hon' to putt n,ith the corl-ect foml
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Appendix KK A summary of mastery criterion for each step
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*"THE NUMBER REPRESENTS THE I{UN¡AER OF T¡MES IN A ROW THE
CORRECT FORM MUST BE DEMONSTFIATED"*
1. Baseline

Z. The grip g
**Thumbs pointing straight down shaÍt, po¡nter finger overlapping..

3. The stance g
**correct grip, feet shoulder width apart, knees bent, putter in middle of feet, putterhead is lying flat on the
ground, ball at sweet spot, eye over the ball.*

4. Swino pattern and swinq length
**arms in constant V, swing palh close to line on carpet
in one motion (pull a little, pudr more)'"

5. Head still and watch ball spot
**eye gaze, swing path, ball mid feet, ball at svveet spot, feet shoulder width apart, use shculders,. .:-.,
backswing shorter, head stays dovvn**

6. The swing with a ball s
**eye gaze, swing path, ball mid feet, feet shoulder width, use shoulders, backswing, head down**
**hit a 2 foot wide boad fiat is 6 feet away**

7. The sBeed of a putt
Part One g

**get the ball inside a 3' deep by 1' wide rectangle**
'*monitor form**

Parl Two 5n
*"get the ball inside a 2' deep by 1' wide rectangle**
**monitor form"'

8. The line up g
*"feet and putterhead perpendicular to the path of the ball..

9. The entire puttinq stroke 4ls
*.put ball through a 4 inch wide line on the floor*"
**monitor form**

10. The putt to reach masterv at green
*.putt within 1 foot of the hole 5/7 t¡mes..
**maf(e at f east 27 putts**
monìtorform'"

517 and make 2

5
(straight), followthrough lorger than backswing, alt

5

1 1. Post-test at the oreen
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Appendix LL A prompt sheet telling the observers what to do before, during, and

afler each training session

G-
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Darvla. Joanna 

_

GRADE 7 BEHAVTORAL: r demonstrate the correct formGRADE I ooNTROL: they read 
" .rrrpt"r on how to putt

GRADE I MANUAL: they read a manuar and teach eachother
Before
-set up apparatus

carpet
putlers in order (#1-...)
manuals for appropriate grade: ask Adrienne
balls and other equipmeñt: ask Adrienne
posters up: fun, sleps to take, padners: ask Adrienne

-fool, over operationat delinition ol the items on the inleraclion sheet-look over procedural reliabilíty checklist
-visualize yourself filting out the charls

-clear apparatus otf the gym floor
-collect all of the manuals...place them in order of numbers
-fill oul posflest questionnaire
.change poslers: ask Adrienne
-selup apparatus for next group: ask Adrienne

end of day
-put equipmenl away

carpel
putters and other apparatus
manuals and keeping track of progress: ask Adrienne...place lhem in orderposters

ûlo'^, 8'3o -lr:30

t¡¿ to oo - :....a \'3o

Frr- t2 rS I 3Þ


